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ABSTRACT

There has been a growing need for resilient positioning for numerous
applications of the military and emergency services that routinely
conduct operations that require an uninterrupted positioning service.
However, the level of resilience required for these applications is difficult
to achieve using the popular navigation and positioning systems available
at the time of this writing. Most of these systems are dependent on
existing infrastructure to function or have certain vulnerabilities that can
be too easily exploited by hostile forces. Mobile ad-hoc networks can
bypass some of these prevalent issues making them an auspicious topic for
positioning and navigation research and development. Such networks
consist of portable devices that collaborate to form wireless
communication links with one another and collectively carry out vital
network functions independent of any fixed centralized infrastructure.

The purpose of the research presented in this thesis is to adapt the
protocols of an existing narrowband mobile ad-hoc communications
system provided by Terrafix to enable range measuring for positioning.
This is done by extracting transmission and reception timestamps of
signals exchanged between neighbouring radios in the network with the
highest precision possible. However, many aspects of the radios forming
this network are generally not conducive to precise ranging, so the
ranging protocols implemented need to either maneuver around these
shortcomings or compensate for loss of precision caused. In particular,
the narrow bandwidth of the signals that drastically reduces the
resolution of symbol timing. The objective is to determine what level of
accuracy and precision is possible using this radio network and whether
one can justify investment for further development. Early experiments
have provided a simple ranging demonstration in a benign environment,
using the existing synchronization protocols, by extracting time data.
The experiments have then advanced to the radio’s signal processing to
adjust the synchronization protocols for maximize symbol timing
precision and correct for clock drift.

By implementing innovative synchronization techniques to the radio
network, ranging data collected under benign conditions can exhibit a
standard deviation of less than 3m. The lowest standard deviation
achieved using only the existing methods of synchronization was over two
orders of magnitude greater. All this is achieved in spite of the very
narrow 10−20kHz bandwidth of the radio signals, which makes producing
range estimates with an error less than 10−100m much more challenging
compared to wider bandwidth systems. However, this figure is beholden
to the relative motion of neighbouring radios in the network and how
frequently range estimates need to be made. This thesis demonstrates
how such a precision may be obtained and how this figure is likely to hold
up when applied in conditions that are not ideal.
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IMPACT STATEMENT

The research presented in this thesis has shown that it is possible to
produce useful range estimates for positioning using narrowband signals
and software architectures that are not conducive to precise ranging. In this
thesis, a useful range estimate is one with an error of about 10−100m. This
means that the other aspects of the radio signals and processing that lend
themselves to high-performance of the radio and secure communications
are not compromised by the ranging system. Therefore, the communication
and ranging systems can coexist in the same radio without requiring any
hardware adjustments that may come at the cost of network security and
resilience.

There is extensive research in the academic literature that has
investigated positioning algorithms using range estimates, but far less
regarding the ranging process itself, especially applied to a Mobile Ad-hoc
NETwork (MANET). Having obtained a proof of concept for a ranging
based positioning system using the Terrafix Private Mobile Radio (PMR)
designed for resilient communications, multiple routes for additional
academic research have been created. Some of these have been discussed
in the future development chapter of this thesis, including multipath
mitigation techniques and integrated navigation with the Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). A future research project could
build upon the ranging protocols presented in this thesis to determine
how well the precision holds when subjected to multipath interference.

The sponsors of this research, Terrafix, can benefit from this research
by developing and fine-tuning the ranging protocols presented in this
thesis for implementation to their existing communication products. This
will extend the intrinsic security and resilience of these communication
products to the ranging system that operates using the same proprietary
signals. By experimenting with the numerous positioning algorithms
already available in the academic literature, a fully-fledged positioning
product can be created.

Many of the clients of Terrafix would benefit from resilient
positioning, including their primary market served: the emergency
services. Mission-critical military applications particularly benefit from
resilient positioning solutions as they are highly likely to be targetted by
radio jammers that standard satellite based positioning systems often
cannot tolerate. In turn, Terrafix can acquire further funding for research
and development for applications that require both resilient
communications and resilient positioning simultaneously.
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1. Introduction

The growth of military, commercial and scientific positioning
capabilities over the past few decades has led to many of the precise, yet
affordable, navigation solutions for a variety of applications. There are
many definitions of navigation, but for this thesis the word navigation will
be defined as the determination of an object’s position and velocity with
respect to a known reference point to maintain a course from one position
to another (see [2] p.1). The most well-known navigation system today is
the Global Positioning System (GPS), originally known as NAVigation
Signal Timing And Ranging (NAVSTAR), which is a component of the
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) commonly used by both
military and civilian applications [3]. However, there are many other well
established but lesser known positioning systems that can outperform
GNSS under certain circumstances, which are discussed throughout the
literature review of this thesis. Such systems include those using Signals
Of OPportuinity (SOOP), primarily from a Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN), and mobile ad-hoc positioning systems.

Figure 1.1: A photograph of
one of the Mercury HPSDR
units used for this research.

This research is focused on a Peer-to-
Peer (P2P) Private Mobile Radio (PMR)
network provided by Terrafix Limited, who
have joint sponsorship of this research with
UCL. They are the leading supplier of
mobile data and communications systems
to the UK ambulance service, but also
work with the security services, police
and other emergency based organisations
[4]. The PMR network is made up of
High-Performance Software-Defined Radio
(HPSDR) units named “Mercury” that
move independently and create ad-hoc wireless communication links with
those within their signal’s range (see Figure 1.1). The PMR network is
designed to provide short- to medium-range communications for mission-
critical applications, which can include emergency services, military and
also search and rescue operations. The Mercury radios each possess a
GPS receiver and so are capable of positioning themselves individually
by ranging with orbiting satellites. However, this is only possible under
certain conditions, hence the need for the research presented in this thesis
(see Section 1.1).
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

There are two key terms in the title of this thesis, which are “resilient”
and “mission-critical”. A resilient positioning system will be capable of
functioning in a Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork (MANET) which has
ever-changing connections between radios and may be implemented to a
variety of environments. Such networks may also contain hostile devices
that intend to interfere with positioning processes by sharing false
information - an attack known as spoofing. Whenever a connection or
function is lost, a resilient system can quickly recover to minimize or,
ideally, eliminate downtime. Redundancy of range estimates is a critical
component of resilience, which can be achieved by integrating multiple
ranging systems together. A mission-critical application is a component
of a system that is vital for the system to function and the failure of said
application would lead to major disruptions in the system’s operation.
The mission-critical components of a system or operation must be
resilient as others depend upon them. With these two adjectives in mind,
it is possible to deduce that existing positioning systems are not able to
meet the needs of this research, which is done throughout the literature
review.

The need for resilient positioning has been growing amongst many
applications of the military, emergency services, search and rescue and
maritime applications that regularly conduct high-risk operations.
Continuous positioning performance is paramount for such applications,
but the well established positioning systems used at the time of this
writing lack the level of resilience required to offer this. Nowadays, many
positioning needs are met using signals received from at least one GNSS,
as a receiver is all that needs to be incorporated into a device for it to be
able to compute its own position. The infrastructure such as the satellites
and control systems are already established. The positioning needs of the
Mercury radios are currently met by their GPS receivers, but this is
insufficient due to the drawbacks of GNSSs. Upon reception, a GNSS
satellite transmission can be several orders of magnitude weaker than the
ambient noise, so they are particularly vulnerable to interference and
jamming. Even a weak jamming signal can challenge a commercial GNSS
receiver from as far as 100km away and even a military receiver cannot
tolerate much interference during the initial acquisition of the satellite
signals. The Mercury radios may also need to operate indoors, which are
difficult environments for all GNSS receivers as satellite signals are often
completely blocked by the building [5]. Bandstop filters are used to
protect against known, typically intermittent narrowband signals that
also operate on the same radio channels as GNSSs or adjacent frequencies
that “overspill” weak signals onto GNSS bands. Incidental interference
from such signals can be easily dealt with by using dual or
multi-frequency receivers, but this would require significant hardware
changes to the Terrafix radios [6]. The Terrafix radios need an alternative
means of positioning that can see them through periods of GNSS signal
outage, hence the need for this research.
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Standard alternatives to GNSS signals are not used as the Mercury
radios are not designed to transmit or receive on channels other than the
proprietary channels designated to the PMR network. This is because
much of the networks security revolves around the use of these proprietary
channels, so to employ multiple frequencies would compromise network
security. Furthermore, many signals such as a bluetooth and WLAN signals
are short range, usually less than 100m, so they would not work without a
very dense network [7]. Many of these alternatives are readily available in
dense urban environments and these SOOP can be utilized for positioning
purposes [8]. However, the PMR network will not always be deployed
in urban centres and, even if they were, the local infrastructure may not
function for a variety of reasons. In a battlefield or natural disaster scenario
this infrastructure is likely to be damaged in some way or have lost access
to power.

A system capable of positioning a device the majority of the time may
be enough to meet the needs of commercial navigation problems, such as
personal commuting or the delivery of goods. However, the high-risk
dangerous situations inherent to the military and emergency or security
services will unlikely be able to tolerate any unscheduled down-time of
the positioning system in use. For such applications to lose all navigation
capabilities, even temporally, could jeopardize the mission at hand and
result in injury or even loss of life. The GPS positioning currently used by
the Mercury radios is not resilient as a stand-alone system for the
aforementioned reasons. The redundancy of range estimates created by
integrating this GPS positioning with a standard alternative would
certainly help, but they are still dependent on environmental conditions
that could be unfavourable for a given application. The proprietary
signals of the Terrafix ad-hoc radio network could provide the resilience
necessary for the integrated positioning system to remain relatively
unperturbed by changes to the local environment. Like other MANETs,
the PMR network is decentralized from any fixed infrastructure and so
can function even if the local environment is devastated by war or natural
disaster. As the Mercury radio signals are terrestrially based, they
generally exhibit a higher Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) than satellite
systems which makes them far more resistant to interference. Although, it
is still possible for Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) to be low if the radios are
far apart or the propagation path of the signal is highly attenuated.
Additionally, there is the intrinsic security of the proprietary channels
used by these radios that are kept classified. These qualities allow the
PMR network to bypass many of the common issues faced by
conventional positioning systems, hence the motivation for this research.

The main clients of Terrafix are the UK ambulance services, for which
Terrafix has been awarded multiple contracts to provide mission-critical
mobile communication and data systems. Most recently, Terrafix was
awarded a 5 year contract in 2017 from the Department of Health (DoH)
to provide the National Health Service (NHS) with in-ambulance mobile
data systems in England, with the potential option to include Scotland
and Wales also. These systems are being implemented so that healthcare
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professionals can communicate more easily with control rooms and safely
share emergency assets where necessary. Terrafix was also awarded
another 5 year contract back in 2015 to supply the Scottish Ambulance
Service with a resilient state-of-the-art communication system as part of
their Ambulance Telehealth Programme. This was an integral component
of their strategy towards the current year, 2020, “taking care to the
patient” - to bring aspects of urgent or unscheduled care to patients who
live in potentially remote homes or communities [9]. The research
presented in this thesis could extend the resilience of the communications
provided in these examples to their present positioning capabilities. This
will enable the positioning to function indoors or in dense urban centres
where GNSS signals are often unavailable and in remote locations where
standard alternatives to GNSS are often unavailable.

In 2014, the responsiveness of the Mercury radio communications
underwent a training exercise in an unstable Radio Frequency (RF)
environment with the assistance of Serve On. This is a British
international disaster response network of volunteers who work alongside
emergency services and local authorities worldwide. The exercise took
place deep in the Forest of Dean, where there is little to no cellular
communications, which is located in the English county of
Gloucestershire. It was an “urban and flood search and rescue” where two
Serve On teams were tasked to find and rescue casualties from an
unknown location. One of the Mercury radios was fitted with a Global
Packet Radio Service (GPRS) modem and placed in range of a cell tower,
which allowed the Global System for Mobile communications (GSM)
packet-switched system used for cellular communication to be extended to
the PMR network. Therefore, the Serve On teams could see each others
positions and their search patterns; this allowed them to better organize
their efforts which resulted in a successful rescue [9]. However, if
positioning capabilities were lost at any stage in this exercise, the
casualties may have been missed or not found in time. For a GPS
receiver, this could be caused by area of dense foliage that blocks the
satellite signals or a bout of interference that prevents the receiver from
tracking them. A ranging positioning system using the Mercury radio’s
proprietary signals would not have the same susceptibilities.

1.2 Problem Statement
In emergency and military scenarios, standard positioning and

communications infrastructure cannot be relied upon. The PMR network
offers a decentralized alternative, so this research addresses the challenge
of incorporating a ranging capacity to this existing MANET’s digital
communications system. However, signal protocols and signal processing
chains that are optimised for efficient communications do not easily
support the precise timing that is required for ranging. For this system,
there is the further challenge that it uses signals with a very narrow
bandwidth, in the 10−20kHz range, so, for comparison, each symbol
period is 2−3 orders of magnitude larger than the period of a GNSS chip.
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The precision of the protocols developed throughout this research are
quantified by the standard deviation of the range estimates produced
from them. A standard deviation of 100m was expected to be achieved by
the completion of this research and is considered a necessary condition to
say that the research is a success in even the most tangential sense.
However, a standard deviation below 10m would be far more ideal for
most applications of the PMR network. These two levels of variance in
the range estimates can make the difference between being able to
estimate the approximate location of a radio and being able to compute
its specific position. In application, this can make the difference between
trying to locate someone in a typical house and trying to locate someone
in a professional football stadium. To meet the need of resilient
positioning for mission-critical applications using the PMR network, a
ranging capability in addition to GPS must be developed that uses the
proprietary signals of the Mercury radios. The problem with this is that
the network was never originally designed for positioning; it was primarily
designed for secure communications. Therefore, the synchronization
protocols are only accurate enough to support communications, typically
to the nearest binary digit, or bit. This is not nearly good enough for
positioning via ranging using the narrowband proprietary signals of the
Mercury Radios. The accuracy of the ranging protocols are presented in
this thesis is quantified by the mean error of the range estimates
produced from them. In terms of the information that can be transmitted
from on radio to another, a lower bandwidth translates to a lower data
rate. A lower data rate means that the duration of each bit of data will
be longer, so timing to the nearest bit will be less precise. Ranging
requires precise estimates of the transmission and reception times of
signals, but timing these narrowband signals to the nearest bit will likely
produce range errors in excess of a kilometre. This is obviously not
sufficient for useful positioning, especially considering the farthest two
radios can typically be apart in the field and still receive each others
signals is about two kilometres. To achieve a useful positioning capability,
signal timing measurements must be accurate to about a thousandth of a
bit period. A further challenge is posed by the various high-performance
features of the radios that are required to increase their throughput of
work and responsiveness to the user. Of particular importance to this
research is the multi-threaded system architecture, where tasks are not
necessarily scheduled in the same order they are programmed. This is
particularly problematic for a ranging system, which depends upon
making precise time measurements, as the tasks of different processes are
not always executed in the same order or take the same time to execute.
An applicable ranging protocol will need to be able work around these
features of the radio.

Certain constraints need to be set to ensure a positioning system is
not only feasible, but could provide the necessary precision without
undermining the security or high-performance of the communications
network. No significant hardware alterations could be made to the radios
- this would likely exceed the time and budget allocated to this research
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and so it is considered beyond the research’s scope. No prior knowledge of
the deployment region can be required nor a dependency on any
infrastructure that is not part of the PMR network. Positioning via
ranging requires some fixed reference points in order to compute position
solutions in terms of absolute geographic coordinates. While the new
positioning technology to be developed for the PMR network can function
as a stand-alone system, only relative positions can be computed, which
will not be practical for many applications. The range estimates produced
from the Mercury proprietary signals will need to be integrated with
those of their GPS receiver to, not only maximize resilience, but enable
absolute positioning. It is assumed that only some of the radios will have
a GPS fix at any one time, which are then used to fix the positions of
radios in the network to specific geographic coordinates. If too few radios
can attain a complete or partial GPS fix, then some radio units will need
to be manually positioned using maps and observations of environmental
features.

1.3 Research Objectives
The overarching objective of this research is to conduct ranging using

the proprietary signals of the Terrafix PMR network and determine what
level or ranging precision can be practically achieved without making
modifications to the radio hardware. However, no ranging system exists
in the PMR network from the outset of this research - one needs to be
built from the ground up. The goal is not to create a fully functioning
positioning system, but simply a proof-of-concept that will provide
Terrafix with the knowledge required to determine whether this research
is worthy of further development. This will involve several stages of
development, each with its own set of questions. The objective of the
research presented in this thesis is to answer the questions raised in this
section which will determine what further development is advisable.

1. The fundamental question of this research is, what level of ranging
precision is possible using the PMR network through reasonable
software adjustments to the Mercury radios? The answer to this
question will determine whether a positioning system using these
range estimates would be able to solve the problems stated in
Section 1.2 and fulfil the needs discussed in Section 1.1. If a suitable
ranging precision can be achieved, what are the limitations of this
ranging performance and does this performance justify more
investment to develop this ranging system further? If not, why can
the radios not produce an acceptable ranging precision? Are there
specific limitations of the radios that prevent the production of
range estimates with acceptable precision that are beyond the scope
of this research, but could make a significant impact if altered?

2. Where in the firmware should timestamps be taken to create a
ranging system that incurs the least timing error due to processing
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delay? This mostly involves finding the entry point of signal
samples to the firmware; timestamps taken here will mostly avoid
error due to processing delay. Avoiding processing delay is especially
important for a multi-threaded system, as it would vary greatly
depending on how tasks are scheduled and, hence, cannot be
calibrated out like a constant error. A constant error contributes to
the mean ranging error, which can be corrected for during
calibration of the ranging protocols, so the focus of this research is
to minimize random errors that contribute to the ranging jitter.
However, when signal samples are initially received, there is no way
of knowing whether they belong to a ranging signal or if they are
just noise; this distinction is not made until the samples have been
demodulated and decoded. So, how is one to know which samples
should be timestamped upon arrival for use in the range
calculations? Furthermore, how is one to distinguish between the
different samples of a signal to ensure the same point relative to
each signal is being timestamped?

3. Once a signal has been timestamped to the nearest sample, the
precision of this timing is still dependent upon the precision of the
synchronization protocols used, which have been implemented prior
to this research for decoding messages only. It is highly unlikely
that these protocols will be able to yield the timing necessary to
produce range estimates of sufficient precision, so how can they be
adapted to produce timing of a higher precision? Is this possible, or
will novel synchronization protocols need to be implemented in
order to produce usable range estimates?

4. No matter the synchronization method used, some timing error will
still be incurred, especially for a narrowband signals that have a
slower bit rate and less defined bit edges due to bandlimiting. So
long as the distribution of ranging errors has sufficiently low
skewness, the ranging precision could be greatly enhanced by
averaging the timestamps for many message bits to cancel much of
this error. By timing multiple bits of a message, relative clocking
errors between radios engaging in ranging can be compensated for.
Would this be enough to bring the ranging precision within the
acceptable thresholds, or will the limitations of the Mercury radios
simply be too great to produce usable range estimates?

1.4 Outline
The remainder of this report will be structured as follows:

• Literature Review - presents existing work in related fields to
identify what can be directly applied to this research and what new
ideas will need to be developed. This includes common positioning
techniques and navigation systems with an emphasis on ranging,
which is deduced to be the best option for the PMR network. There
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is abundant research of positioning algorithms for MANETs already
available in the academic literature that can be simply applied to
the PMR network, though the ranging process requires research and
development. The literature review spans Chapters 2 and 3 of this
thesis.

• Basic Ranging Experiments - demonstrates the methods devised to
extract timing information from two Mercury radios engaging in
two-way ranging using the existing synchronization protocols. By
making transmission and reception timestamps strategically, so that
the range estimates incur the least possible error due to processing
delay, an effective two-way ranging procedure is established. This
procedure forms the foundation to be built upon in more advanced
experiments and provides a baseline ranging precision to compare
with. The methodology and results of these basic ranging
experiments can be found in Chapter 4.

• Advanced Ranging Experiments - explores multiple adaptations of
the synchronization and signal processing protocols of the radios in
an effort to maximize the precision of the ranging procedure
implemented in the basic experiments. Timing data is extracted
from the signal processing firmware to compute the most precise
timestamps that are likely to be achieved using the existing
synchronization protocols of the radios. New synchronization
protocols are implemented to work around various features
programmed into the radios that complicate the ranging system,
but are necessary for the radios high-performance and secure
communications. The new and old protocols are compared to
determine which, if any, can produce a usable ranging precision for
application. The methodology and results of these advanced ranging
experiments can be found in Chapter 5, 6 and 7.

• Summary of Conclusions - collects the key insights and achievements
made over the course of this research, what conclusions can be made
from them and how well they answer the questions posed in this
introduction. These conclusions are presented in Chapter 8.

• Further Development - suggests potential future paths of development
to a fully fledged positioning system based on the conclusions made
in the previous chapter. This involves the implementation of one or
more methods of multipath interference mitigation before extending
the ranging protocols so that they will serve a network comprising
tens of radios. These paths for further development are discussed in
Chapter 9.
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1.5 Novel Contributions
to the State-of-the-Art

The primary purpose of the research presented in this thesis was to
provide a proof-of-concept for a positioning system by ranging using the
Terrafix PMR network. This research began with only a functioning
communications system already developed by Terrafix, but no ranging
system using the proprietary signals of the PMR network whatsoever. A
ranging system needed to be built from the ground up by reverse
engineering the functionality of the Mercury radios. This had to be done
without making modifications to the radio hardware nor compromising
the security or performance of the existing communications system. It has
been thoroughly demonstrated through the course of this research that
such a ranging system is not just possible, but can provide a relatively
good precision considering the impediments to precise ranging that the
network has. The range estimates that have been produced could be used
to position a radio to the nearest room, for example, though these range
estimates were produced in an ideal environment. Nevertheless, the
ranging protocols that have been implemented have sufficiently low jitter
to function as a valuable supplement to the pseudo-ranges made with
satellites that the Mercury radio’s GPS receiver can calculate.

During the process of building the ranging system, one has been able
to observe and quantify the impact of the techniques applied in each
experiment. Therefore, if only some of the techniques used in this
research were to be applied to a similar PMR network to the Terrafix
network, one can still have an idea of what ranging precision to expect. A
number of queues can be implemented to track key values and overcome
the challenges associated with a multi-threaded system, but this
technique alone can only produce range estimates accurate to within a
few hundred metres at best. Due to the slow data rates akin to
narrowband systems, timestamping to the nearest bit will not provide
sufficient ranging precision for most applications. Furthermore, the
extensive bandlimiting creates significant inter-symbol interference which
obscures the signal symbol edges, thereby lessening the effectiveness of
edge detection symbol timing methods. To get a better ranging precision,
some form of multi-symbol timing will be needed to cancel at least some
of the jitter that is incurred by the ranging protocol. If multi-symbol
timing is used in the ranging protocol, a range estimate accurate to
within a few tens of metres or less can be expected.

In particular, a method of symbol timing presented in this thesis
demonstrates a novel method of edge detection using the stationary
points of the signal phase. This could be applicable to any radio system
that uses a positive and negative frequency to modulate a carrier. A
complete mathematical derivation from first principles for the formulae
used to compute the symbol timing has been provided. This also includes
corrections for phase drift that can otherwise significantly reduce the
precision of these formulae.

The ranging protocols that have been implemented to the Terrafix
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PMR network could also be implemented to other networks that also use
the TErrestrial Trunked RAdio (TETRA) standard or other similar
standards like the Digital Mobile Radio (DMR) or Project 25 (P25). The
TETRA standard generally has quite a slow data rate compared to other
standards, which would increase the duration of each data bit as well as
the error incurred due to clock drift. Therefore, it is possible that the
ranging protocol developed using the TETRA standard employed by the
Terrafix PMR network may well produce a better precision using a
different standard.

1.5.1 Existing and Potential Publications

At the time this thesis was submitted, one paper had been published -
this was at the 2020 GNSS+conference held by the Institute of Navigation
(ION) [10]. This paper passed the peer-review process and was published
in the proceedings of the conference. The paper provided an overview of
the primary novel contribution to the state-of-the-art - that being the
proof-of-concept for a positioning system using the proprietary signals of
the Terrafix PMR network. Only one paper had been published during
the course of this research due in part to the fact that the ranging
protocols had to be built from scratch using a network that was last
developed in 2012. Therefore, the ramp-up time was long and it was not
until late in the research that significant ranging results worthy of
publication could be obtained. Furthermore, the outbreak of COVID-19
in early 2020 significantly reduced the opportunities for publishing at
these late stages of the research.

The paper already published with ION could be upgraded to a journal
paper by providing more information and submitting it to NAVIGATION,
a quarterly journal also published by ION. This could be done by adding
some of the earlier experiments performed that led to the results obtained
in the later experiments discussed in the existing paper. Alternatively, one
of these later experiments later could be discussed in far grater detail than
that provided in the original paper, as that paper was more of an overview
of three key experiments.

In addition to the paper with ION, a new paper discussing the original
method of symbol timing developed is also publishable. This paper could
also be published in the ION journal, as it does not cover the same body
of work. Alternatively, it could be submitted to the GPS Solutions journal
published by Springer or The Journal of the Navigation published by the
Royal Institute of Navigation (RIN).



2. Principles of Positioning,
Timing and Modulation

The following review of academic literature related to this thesis is
structured methodically by first covering the basic terminology and well
established positioning, timing and modulation conventions. In the next
chapter some of the main positioning systems in use at the time of this
writing are reviewed. The focus of this review is on position fixing
techniques, specifically ranging, and how they are deployed in the field for
various applications.

The advantages and disadvantages of the prevailing techniques and
systems are discussed in the following two chapters to determine what can
be applied to this research and what will require novel research. In doing
so, various options will be eliminated for being impractical while those
remaining will be weighted on their merit relating to this research.

2.1 Terminology
Positioning is the determination of an object’s position within a

particular frame of reference at a certain moment in time. Navigation,
however, refers to the process of positioning an object and ensuring it
follows a planned course. In many of the texts referenced in this report,
the word localisation is used synonymously with positioning but they can
sometimes differ slightly depending on the context in which they are used.
For instance, a location may mean a particular room or street, as opposed
to precise geographic coordinates.

While some devices may be static, many are mobile and require
regular real-time updates of their position status. A mobile network refers
to any network in which some or all of the devices making up that
network are mobile. Real-time positioning techniques often demand high
computing power as measurements and positions must be made and
calculated respectively in fractions of seconds. Navigation systems are
dependent on real-time positioning in order to function, in contrast to
post-processing systems that typically require hours, or even days, to
collect and analyse data. Real-time positioning allows devices in the
network to compute and use their position fixes during their operation.

Self-positioning devices are used extensively in navigation which are
capable of computing their own positions from signals transmitted by
their supporting infrastructure. A remote-positioning system assigns the

11
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positioning responsibility to the infrastructure or network and is often
used for covert surveillance as many of these technologies do not require
the targets cooperation (see [2] pp.1-2). This research is focused on
carrying out both remote- and self-positioning in real-time for radios in a
mobile network.

2.1.1 Performance Metrics

Positioning techniques and systems can be assessed by three of their
major performance metrics: accuracy, availability and latency. They can
be further assessed conceptually by their applicability and reliability in
various scenarios. For a pragmatic and impartial comparison of the
different positioning systems currently available, the meanings of these
five metrics are defined here in the context of navigation. Then it will
become apparent that many of these systems are unable to meet the
requirements of the Terrafix Private Mobile Radio (PMR) network’s
applications, thereby providing further motivation for this research.
These requirements are that a range can be compute to within, ideally, a
few tens of metres by making only software adjustments and without
adversely affecting the security and performance of the existing
communications system (see Sections 1.2 and 1.3).

Accuracy is the degree to which a position fix conforms to the device’s
true position and is measured as the Euclidean distance between the two.
In three dimensions, this distance is normally expressed in terms of it is
vertical and horizontal components. Availability is the quality of being
able to be used and can be measured as the ratio of successful position
fixes to total positioning attempts over the region of interest. This ratio
can vary depending on whether the device-specific or system-specific
attributes are being considered. Device availability refers more to the
geographic location of the device whereas system availability refers more
to the coverage and capacity of the network. Latency is the time delay
incurred when computing the position fix and is defined simply as the
elapsed time from when the measurements were collected to when the fix
was made.

Applicability describes how appropriate a system is to a variety of
environments based on its physical, economical and technological
limitations such as power consumption, processing load, network
dependency and cost [11]. Reliability describes to what degree a position
fix can be depended upon to be correct or the system trusted to
consistently perform well. This is a broader term encompassing other
metrics such as continuity and integrity, but particularly availability.
Much of the remainder of this literature review forms an assessment of the
strengths and weaknesses of existing positioning techniques and systems
in terms of these metrics. The focus is particularly directed towards their
weaknesses and how this demonstrates a need for this research.
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2.2 Positioning Techniques
There are many different positioning techniques that are in use, each

with their own set of advantages and disadvantages, thereby making them
suitable for certain applications but not others. Two broad categories of
positioning are considered here, the first being dead reckoning - a method of
positioning that employs an assortment of sensors to calculate the position
of a device from an known initial position. The second is position fixing
where the position of a device is determined by making visual or electronic
measurements with detectable landmarks at known geographic positions.
The characteristics of the various options within these two categories are
explored in this section to determine which can be best applied to the PMR
network.

2.2.1 Dead Reckoning

An object’s present and future positions can be deduced from its past
and present positions respectively by integrating the object’s velocity or
change in position. This process is known as dead reckoning in which
a device can compute its position using an Inertial Naviagation System
(INS) or similar technology.

An INS generally consists of three accelerometers and three gyroscopes
which measure its specific force and angular rate respectively then sends
this data to the navigation processor. Each trio is kept in a mutually
orthogonal orientation so that forces and angular rates can be measured
in all three spatial dimensions. Once the specific forces due to motion are
deduced, a gravity model is then used to calculate the INS’s acceleration.
The navigation processor can then use all of this information to compute
a general position solution, or change in position, by performing a double
integration of the acceleration over the time elapsed since initialization.
An INS does not compute its position directly and so its initial position,
velocity, and attitude must be known to produce a particular solution.

An INS can operate continuously, independent from any external
infrastructure, and provides solutions for attitude, angular rate and
acceleration as well as the position and velocity. However, an initial
position is needed to obtain particular solutions which gradually lose
accuracy as measurement errors grow linearly over time. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.1 for a number of points in time from initialization
at t0. INSs installed into vehicles are also subject to stability control
which is adversely affected by uneven road surface. Other factors such as
tyre pressure, tread, and the coefficient of friction between tyres and
asphalt also impair stability control [12].

The radios to be used in this research do not possess any technology
capable of dead reckoning and it would be too expensive to consider this
as an option. Low quality inertial sensors are available for as a little as
$1/unit, but can only offer navigation capabilities for a few seconds from
initialization. Therefore, they are generally only used as part of an
integrated system. INSs suitable for stand-alone navigation come in at
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Figure 2.1: The uncertainty incurred when positioning a vehicle using dead
reckoning techniques which grows linearly over time. This uncertainty is
shown for a number of epochs: from initialization at t0 to the present, t4.

approximately $100,000/unit, so they are used mostly for large vehicles
such as military aircrafts and commercial airliners (see [2] pp.5-7).

2.2.2 Position Fixing

Position fixing is the branch of navigation that directly computes the
position of a device by using observable landmarks or receivable radio
signals from fixed transmitters. In navigation, a fixed point is a point
with a position that is already known or has been derived from taking
measurement with external reference points. These measurements may
include timing data, bearings, angles, distances, signal strengths, or a
combination thereof to name a few.

The main position fixing methods used in modern navigation systems,
at the time of this writing, are Doppler positioning, angulation, pattern
matching, proximity and ranging. Each method is reviewed here in order
of their applicability to this research based on the objectives set out in
Section 1.3. For illustrative reasons, positions are assumed to be confined
to a plane, but all the concepts can be extended to include altitude.

Doppler Positioning

The first of the position fixing methods to be considered is called
Doppler positioning, where a position fix is computed from Doppler shift
measurements made between two objects moving relative to one another.
The Doppler shift is a physical phenomena that causes the frequency of a
radio signal at its source, λ0, to change when observed from a position
that is moving relative to the signal’s source. For a relative radial velocity
of vr between the source and observer, the Doppler shift, ∆λ, is defined
by the following equation:

∆λ
λ0

= vr
c

(2.1)

where c = 299, 792, 458 m s−1 is the speed-of-light in a vacuum - the
universal speed limit.
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The extent to which the frequency is shifted depends on the relative
velocity, which needs to be above a given threshold in order to be
measurable and, hence, make a position fix. A Doppler shift measurement
can be substituted into Equation 2.1 to estimate the relative radial
velocity which produces a conical surface of potential positions for the
observer centred on the source. The intersection of surfaces produced
from several signal sources will produce an estimate for the observer’s
position. Doppler positioning is typically practised using signals
exchanged between satellites and terrestrial devices, as these
configurations can meet the relative radial velocity threshold required for
Doppler measurements to be made (see [2] p.274).

The Mercury radios, which this research focuses on, simply do not move
fast enough relative to one another for Doppler positioning to be a viable
method, nor can a clear Line-Of-Sight (LOS) between any two radios ever
be guaranteed. A Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) signal can only be used if the
device and the reflector have no relative velocity, which is rarely the case
in a mobile network.

Angulation

One of the oldest position fixing methods still in use today is angulation,
which uses angles to determine a device’s position. A device can measure
the Angle Of Arrival (AOA), otherwise known as the Direction Of Arrival
(DOA), of a signal in a local coordinate frame if it is equipped with a
directional antenna as opposed to the more commonly used omnidirectional
antennas. Omnidirectional antennas are designed to radiate and receive
signals equally in all directions in a horizontal plane. A directional antenna
focuses signal radiation thereby creating an apparent increase in signal
strength in one or more directions which can be displayed graphically as an
antenna pattern. A directional receiver must be rotated either physically or
electronically to check for signals in all directions. Such receivers have the
advantage of nullifying unwanted signals or noise by directing the antenna
away from the source of these signals, but they are typically much larger
than the omnidirectional variety [13]. A highly directive antenna is critical
for good positioning precision using angulation, especially if the Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is not sufficiently high, but the physical size of a
directional antenna is proportional to how directive it is.

The position of a transmitter, T (x, y), can be deduced from angular
measurements made by two fixed receivers, RA(0, 0) and RB(D, 0), fitted
with directional antennas and separated by a known distance D 6= 0. Here,
and in other examples throughout this report, positions are denoted by
capital letters and defined by a pair of Cartesian coordinates. Once the
receivers have measured their bearings to the transmitter, θA and θB, they
can then deduce a Line Of Position (LOP) extending from their positions
which the transmitter must lie on. The intersection of these LOPs fixes
the position of the transmitter as illustrated in Figure 2.2 by dashed lines.
Basic trigonometry can be used to find the coordinates of the transmitter in
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of angulation to fix the position of transmitter T
by measuring the angle-of-arrival of signals at receivers RA and RB. Small
uncertainties in the measured angles θA and θB cause a dilution of precision.

terms of these bearings from the receivers and the distance between them:

x = D tan θB
tan θB − tan θA

y = D tan θA tan θB
tan θB − tan θA

(2.2)

It is also possible for a receiver to determine its position by measuring the
AOA of signals from fixed transmitters.

In practice, no quantity can be measured exactly and so there is
always an angular error which grows linearly with distance between
transmitter and receiver. These errors create an uncertainty of the
measured angles θA and θB, which will be denoted by δθA and δθB
respectively. This is also illustrated in Figure 2.2 which assumes a clear
LOS between transmitter and receiver. This confines the position solution
to an area rather than a single point, the size of which depends upon the
dispersion of the receivers relative to the transmitter. This effect is called
a Dilution Of Precision (DOP) which is at the desired minimum when the
two LOPs are perpendicular (see [1] pp.28,189-194).

This method of positioning requires no modulation restrictions or
synchronization beyond those necessary to detect and identify the signals
thereby making it highly effective for covert tracking. Additionally, only
two angular measurements are needed to easily compute a transmitters
position, even without a computer. However, the radios used for this
research are fitted with omnidirectional antennas, that are not capable of
direction finding, and directional antennas are too big and expensive to
be considered. A directional antenna can be created by combining the
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signals from an array of omnidirectional antennas with varying gains and
phases to produce an overall varying directional reception pattern.
However, these are still too large and expensive to be considered, but,
being electronically rotated, they do not require the extra space to
physically rotate (see [2] p.271).

Pattern Matching

Any measurable parameter dependent on position can potentially
provide positioning information for a device. Such parameters can include
terrain height, environmental landmarks, radio signals received as well as
radio signals not received. Pattern matching works by comparing the
parameters a device at an unknown position has measured to a database
of location signatures with corresponding positions to find the best
match. The area of operation is typically overlaid by a grid pattern, then
a selection of parameters are measured at each point of the grid to form a
location signature for each point. A device can estimate the location
signature of its current position by measuring the same parameters in its
local environment then, equipped with the database, match its location
signature to one or more grid point positions. This is illustrated in Figure
2.3 where a matching algorithm is used to compare location signatures.

As usual, no signal can be measured exactly, so the parameters
measured at the unknown location will never perfectly match any one
location signature. One can see this in Figure 2.3, where the measured
location signature does not perfectly match the location signature
selected from the database. In practice, the measured location signature
is likely to be very similar to many entries in the database. Variations in
the environment such as the movement of people or vehicles can impact
the measured location signature should they obstruct or interfere with
signals. There are various matching algorithms available that manage this
problem, the simplest of which seeks the nearest neighbour in signal
space. Here the Euclidean distance to each location signature from the
unknown location is calculated in signal space and the closest is accepted
as the position solution (see [14] p.9-9). Alternatively, a position solution
may be generated from the weighted average of the closest neighbours in
signal space. Some parameters will still match with many positions in the
database, such as altitude measuring using radar, so generally an
unambiguous position fix cannot be made from just one measurement. A
mobile device can make measurements at multiple locations and use dead
reckoning to determine their relative positions; these locations are known
collectively as a transect. This transect may then be matched to one from
the database to position the device with a far higher probability of
success (see [2] pp.10-11,15).

Pattern matching is often integrated with other position fixing
techniques since an approximate position solution is always needed first
to avoid searching the entire database. One example of this is the
technique known as shadow matching in which the position solutions of
satellite based positioning systems are further refined based on predicted
satellite signal visibility. They must be predicted as attempting to build a
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Figure 2.3: A matching algorithm is used to match a signature, measured
at an unknown location, to the correct entry of a database of signatures
measured at known locations.

database of the available signals from satellites that are in constant
motion would be futile. Satellite visibility near the devices location can
be predicted using 3D building models which can then be compared with
the measured satellite visibility to infer a position solution [15].

A pattern matching positioning system is not practical or even feasible
for mission-critical applications as any region of operation must first be
extensively surveyed to collect location signatures. It could be dangerous
or simply impossible if operating in hostile territory, on a covert mission
or as part of a search and rescue attempt. Furthermore, any existing
database will likely be out of date due to environmental changes since it
was compiled, especially if the network was deployed in an area
devastated by war or a natural disaster. Transect matching would not be
possible as dead reckoning techniques have already been ruled out (see
Subsection 2.2.1). Each radio in the PMR network moves autonomously
and randomly making it impossible to form a reliable database of signal
strength parameters of other radios, nor predict their motion (see [2]
pp.272-274).

Proximity

Of all the position fixing methods, proximity is the simplest and, in
its most basic form, the position of a receiver is taken to be the position
of the fixed transmitter it can receive a signal from. A better proximity
system will average the positions of a number of fixed transmitters it can
receive signals from. A weighted average will typically yield an even better
position fix as transmitters emitting signals with low-power or signals with
a high SNR at the receiver usually come from transmitters closest to the
receiver.

Proximity methods more suitable for longer range applications tend to
use containment zone intersections in which each zone defines the area in
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Figure 2.4: The containment zones of three fixed transmitters, Ta, Tb and
Tc, which each can be “heard” by the receiver, R. The receiver must lie
somewhere in the intersection, so its position is estimated by choosing the
centre.

which a particular transmitter can be “heard”. When a receiver, R,
detects a signal from a particular transmitter then that receiver must lie
somewhere inside that transmitter’s containment zone, as illustrated in
Figure 2.4 for the three transmitters TA, TB and TC. Although, the
boundaries of these containment zones are not usually as well defined in
practice as they appear in the figure due to localized variations in signal
strength. This is a result of fading, caused by Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS)
signal reception and multipath interference (see Section 3.4), as well as
attenuation due to reflection, diffraction, refraction and path loss. If
signals from multiple transmitters are received, the device’s position is
reduced to the intersection of the containment zones of the transmitters.
The centre of this intersection is taken as the position solution for R to
minimize the maximum accuracy error (see [2] pp.7, 258-260).

A simple application of proximity for mobile positioning is Cell ID,
where a device estimates its position based on one or more signals it can
detect from a network of fixed telecommunication towers. The range of
these towers can be as high as 35km, so even containment intersection may
not produce a position fix of sufficient accuracy. Signal strength may also
be measured by the receiver to incorporate some pattern matching, rather
than simply detecting a signal’s availability. Proximity methods can also
be applied using visible light in which a device’s position is estimated based
on the fixed landmarks or environmental features it can observe.

Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags can conveniently locate
an item where transmitters are identified in a similar way to barcodes,
but are extremely short range: typically 5-10cm. RFID is an automatic
identification technology widely used for tracking goods, building access
control and public transportation ticketing such as the London Oyster card
system [16].

Proximity methods are most effective for short-range or indoor
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positioning applications such as targeted advertising and “near-me” area
networks using Wi-fi and Bluetooth networks [17] [18]. However, the
PMR network this research is focused on will be based predominantly
outside in medium-range environments where proximity methods cannot
provide the necessary accuracy. Also, a dense deployment of fixed
transmitters is required throughout any mobile network for a position fix
to be made, but very few radios in the PMR network will be fixed. No
containment zones could be established for the same reason that a
pattern matching database could not: it requires the region of operation
to be thoroughly surveyed before the radios are deployed.

Ranging

A position fixing method commonly used for radio navigation is ranging
where, generally, the position of a receiver is estimated by measuring the
range from it to a number of fixed transmitters. Ranging is far better suited
to this research than any other form of position fixing as it can provide a
positioning capability with minimal hardware alterations to the Mercury
radios. The ranges can be estimated by measuring the difference in time
or signal strength between transmission and reception of a signal. It first
needs to be decided whether either of these methods of range estimation
are feasible in practice for the PMR network used in this research.

Radio signals propagating through free space are modelled by the Friis
path loss equation which, in terms of proportionality, states the signal’s
power, P , is inversely proportional to the square of the distance, d, from
its source:

P ∼ 1
d2

(2.3)

The coefficient of proportionality is formed from a number of constants
including the antenna gains, the density of the propagation medium, the
signal wavelength and power of the radiation at its source.

A Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) can measure the power
of a received signal and comes as a standard in almost all radio receivers
making them cheap and convenient for positioning. Given the signal
strength at transmission is known, the change in signal power between
transmitter and receiver can be measured. By using the Friis equation,
one may then determine the distance between the transmitter and
receiver, which is the range by definition. No knowledge of the signal’s
structure, clock synchronization protocols or anything else besides the
transmission power is needed, so ranging using an RSSI can take
advantage of signals not designed for positioning. Consequently, they are
a popular choice for positioning indoors and in urban areas where many
signals are readily available.

An RSSI measurement depends greatly upon the local environment,
which is impossible to predict when there are freely moving obstructions
such as people and vehicles constantly blocking and unblocking signal
paths. Moreover, interference resulting from reflection, refraction,
background noise or other physical phenomena further complicate the
signal power model. Therefore, prior knowledge of the signal environment
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Figure 2.5: A geometric illustration of the lines-of-position a receiver, R,
forms from three range estimates, rA, rB and rC, with transmitters TA, TB
and TC respectively. As the receiver must lie on all three lines, it must be
located at their intersection. Ranging with only two transmitters, TA and
TB for example, will produce a second incorrect solution as plotted on the
graph using an empty point [1] p.8.

usually needs to be known before a usable positioning system can be
established. As a result of this, RSSI measurements are generally better
suited for pattern matching or advanced proximity methods - both of
which have already been deemed unsuitable for this research. It is very
difficult to derive any accurate range measurements using RSSIs using the
Mercury radios, therefore, they are not used in this research (see [2]
p.268).

Ranging using the signal propagation time, or Time Of Flight (TOF),
is favoured for this research as it can better tolerate the dynamic nature
of the PMR network’s topology and environment. Furthermore, it does
not require any hardware changes to the Mercury radios nor any prior
knowledge of the deployment region. Therefore, the remainder of this
literature review is predominantly concerned with ranging based
positioning systems. By measuring the TOF of a signal between two
points, the distance between those two points can be inferred if the
propagation speed is known. The TOF is estimated using a process
known as time transfer, which is discussed in Section 2.3 in greater detail.

Positioning by ranging is illustrated in Figure 2.5 for three
transmitters TA(0, 0), TB(xB, 0) and TC(xC, yC) at ranges rA, rB and rC
respectively from the receiver, R(x, y). The position of the receiver and
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each transmitter are defined in Cartesian coordinates. The single range
measurement, rA, confines the position solution for R to a circular LOP
centred on transmitter TA. Similarly, the second range measurement, rB,
produces a second circular LOP for R, centred on TB, intersecting with
the first which generally confines the position solution to one of two
points. One of these points can often be eliminated for being unphysical
or outside the receiver’s region of operation, in which case, two range
measurements are enough to produce a unique solution. It is also
sometimes possible to eliminate one point using other available
information, for example, a prior position solution. However, if this
additional information is absent or fails to relieve the ambiguity, then a
third LOP of a third range measurement, rC, will generally intersect only
one of the two points and yield a solution.

The signal geometry in terrestrial environments is rarely good enough
for accurate 3D positioning, but altitude can still affect the accuracy of a
2-dimensional configuration. If two devices have a difference in altitude of
∆a and a measured range of r between them, then a formula for the true
horizontal range, r̂, can be deduced from Pythagoras’ theorem to be:

r̂ =
√
r2 −∆a2 (2.4)

Each device can be fitted with a barometric altimeter to determine the
value of ∆a, if the errors due to altitude differences are great enough.

As little as one range measurement from one fixed transmitter can be
sufficient, if the receiver were also able to measure the signal’s AOA. The
circular LOP from ranging and the straight LOP from angulation will
intersect at one unique point: the receivers position. Although, as
angulation has already been ruled out, this is not an option for this
research.

2.3 Time Transfer
This research focuses on ranging using time measurements, rather than

signal strength measurement - another common metric used for ranging.
If a radio signal travels from transmitter to receiver at velocity, v, with a
Time Of Flight (TOF), τ , the range, r, between them can be estimated
as r = vτ . The velocity of a signal through a medium depends largely
on the permittivity and permeability of said medium, which are generally
close to constant for short-medium range radios. A long-range system such
as GNSS will emit signals that have a far more variable velocity as they
pass through empty space and several layers of atmosphere, each with a
different refractive index. Therefore they require the use of atmospheric
models to predict propagation velocity (see Section 3.3).

The difficulty is that the TOF needs to be measured at least to the
nearest microsecond to be useful at all for most applications, which is a
∼ 300m distance error. Often an even higher precision than this is needed;
a precision approaching one nanosecond is more economically practical for
most applications. Time transfer is what one might expect: a means of
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sharing or transferring a precise reference time between devices, which is
often used to synchronize their local clocks. This section addresses the
fundamentals of TOF estimation using time transfer techniques and how
they can be applied to this research.

2.3.1 Time-of-Flight

This research focuses predominantly on two-way and sometimes one-
way ranging, but there are other forms that are used. One-way ranging is
when the TOF is calculated directly by computing the difference between
the transmission time and reception time of a single signal transmitted
between two radios. In order for the receiver to be able to compute its
own position, the transmitter must encode the transmission time and its
position into the signal. Although, the transmission and reception times are
made with respect to different clocks, so these must first be synchronized.
Alternatively, the clock offset can be treated as a fourth variable to solve
for alongside the three spatial variables.

Two-way ranging makes use of radio transceivers to measure the Round-
Trip-Time (RTT) of a signal first, from which the TOF can be deduced.
The RTT is the time for a signal to be transmitted from one radio to another
and then retransmitted back to the source. This RTT can then be halved to
estimate the TOF; ideally once the signal processing delays at each radio
have been deducted during calibration (see Subsection 2.3.2). Two-way
ranging can work using timestamps made at only one of the radios, but the
second transmission will increase battery power consumption and channel
load. Additionally, estimating the TOF in this way will include a barrage
of unwanted processing delay from before transmission, after reception and
during the response latency at the second radio (see Figure 2.6).

Note that when ranging in this way the RTT can only be deduced
at the first transceiver, however, by implementing a symmetric double-
sided ranging protocol it can also be made available at the second. Under
this protocol, the signal is returned a second time, this time by the first
transceiver once a round-trip has been completed. This is essentially like
completing one and a half round-trips so that both transceivers can measure
the signal’s RTT. Alternatively, the first transceiver can simply transmit
its estimate of the RTT to the second (see [2] pp.266-268).

2.3.2 Clock Synchronization

Each radio in the PMR network has a local crystal oscillator clock that
allows it to measure time. This type of clock uses the mechanical resonance
of a piezoelectric crystal to produce an electrical signal of a very specific
frequency - the reciprocal of which produces a small unit of time. Without
a common time origin, the clocks of different radios will begin immediately
running ahead or behind one another due to their relative clock offsets.
This clock offset between two radios is the difference in time as measured
by their separate oscillators at the same point in “absolute time”. This
refers to the Newtonian idea of absolute, true or mathematical time that
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Figure 2.6: A graphical representation of the two-way time transfer scheme
implemented into the Mercury radios. Signals are transmitted between two
radios with a non-zero clock offset of δt [1] p.96. Radio B takes a time of
∆tB to respond to the message sent by Radio A, which is called the response
latency.

progresses uniformly without regard to external influence, as all relativistic
effects here are negligible.

Clock Offset

To isolate the TOF, or propagation delay, of a signal between two
transceivers, all other forms of delay that the signal encounters must first
be accounted for. The radio transceivers of the PMR network have half
duplex connections with one another which enables them all to perform
two-way ranging. Radios belonging to a half duplex communications
system are capable of both transmitting and receiving signals, just not at
the same time. If two radios RA and RB measured the times tA and tB
respectively with respect to their local clocks at an instant in absolute
time, then the clock offset, δt, is defined as:

δt , tB − tA (2.5)

This two-way time transfer scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.6 where the
additional subscript of T or R added to each time, t, denotes a transmission
or reception time respectively.

The propagation time, or TOF, τ , of a signal can be inferred intuitively
or from Figure 2.6 using Equation 2.5 to be defined by the following pair
of simultaneous equations:

τ = tB,R − (tA,T + δt) (2.6)
τ = (tA,R + δt)− tB,T (2.7)

The clock offset term appears in these equations because the value of tA is
not known with respect to the clock at radio B, nor the value tB with
respect to the clock at radio A. The TOF of both signals are treated as
equal despite the fact the radios are mobile. This is because the radios
are designed to be handheld, so their relative velocities will be small
compared to the response latency and transmission time. For a typical
response latency of ∼ 100ms and transmission time of ∼ 50ms, the change
in distance between the radios would generally be only a few tens of
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centimetres. Viewing Equations 2.6 and 2.7 as a pair of simultaneous
equations in terms of δt and τ , they can be solved to find:

δt = 1
2

[
(tB,R − tA,T )− (tA,R − tB,T )

]
(2.8)

τ = 1
2

[
(tB,R − tA,T ) + (tA,R − tB,T )

]
(2.9)

Notice that this formula for the TOF depends upon timestamps made
at both radios A and B, unlike the RTT, ∆t , tA,R−tA,T , so the radios need
to be able to share their timing information. However, this formula does
cancel out the error due to clock offset, as the first transmission incurs
an error of −δt and the second transmission incurs an error of +δt. It
also avoids the error due to response latency, which can be estimated as
∆tB = tB,T − tB,R.

Calibration

The solution found for the TOF (see Equation 2.9) is for an ideal
scenario that does not account for common processing delays incurred
when transmitting and receiving a message. Such processing delay can
relate to modulation, coding, error detection and correction, and message
formation, many of which are addressed in this thesis. For an arbitrary
radio the transmission and reception time delay calibration constants are
denoted by CT and CR respectively. Then the measured transmission
time, tT , will actually be slightly behind the true transmission time, t̂T ,
and similarly the measured reception time, tR, will be slightly ahead of
the true reception time, t̂R. Hence, the true times and measured times are
related by the following equations:

t̂T = tT + CT t̂R = tR − CR (2.10)

The true TOF, τ̂ , can be calculated when the substitution t 7→ t̂ is made
in Equation (2.9) for timestamps made at both radios A and B:

τ̂ = 1
2
[
(tA,R − tA,T )− (tB,T − tB,R)

]
− 1

2
[
CA,R + CA,T + CB,T + CB,R

]
(2.11)

The majority of the experiments presented in this thesis focus on accounting
for the contributing factors to these calibration values that can spoil the
TOF measurement. The calibration values can be very large in comparison
to the TOF, so most of the contributing factors need to be addressed for
there to be any hope of a practical range estimate (see [1] pp.95-105).

Clock Drift

Time is measured by the number of oscillations made by a crystal
oscillator of a known frequency; the inverse of this frequency will define
the temporal resolution of the oscillator. This will introduce a clock error
that is inversely proportional to the oscillator frequency. Therefore, radios
can lose synchronization over time, even if they initially had no clock
offset. Environmental conditions such as humidity and temperature can
affect the frequency of the oscillator, which will contribute to the clock
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error. The rate of change of the clock offset between two radios is called
the relative clock drift, which occurs because each radio’s local clock drifts
independently of the other. The crystal oscillators used by the Mercury
radios are correct to 1ppm, so a typical response latency of ∼ 100ms
would incur a maximum range error due to relative clock drift of about
∼ 14m. This also means that the vast majority of the TOF error due to
relative clock drift is incurred during the response latency period as this is
far greater than the TOF itself. The TOF error due to clock drift is very
small relative to most other contributors to the calibrations constants, so
it will not be addressed until most of other contributors are accounted for.

Thus far in the mathematical derivations, the clock offset has been
treated as a constant, but typically this is not the case. Therefore, each of
the four timestamps made, tA,T , tB,R, tB,T and tA,R, will have a unique
respective clock offset associated with it: δtA,T , δtB,R, δtB,T and δtA,R.
However, the range error due to the relative clock drift over the TOF of
the signal between radios A and B would be only ∼ 1mm per kilometre of
separation. In light of this, the problem can be simplified by only
considering the clock offsets associated with the timestamps made at
Radio A as δtA,T ≈ δtB,R and δtA,R ≈ δtB,T . Recall from Equation 2.5 that
tB = tA + δt, therefore, by making the substitution tA 7→ tA + δt, the TOF
corrected for relative clock drift, τ̃ , can be found:

τ̃ = 1
2
[
(tB,R − tA,T ) + (tA,R − tB,T )

]
+ 1

2(δtA,R − δtA,T )

= τ +∇τ (2.12)

where
∇τ ,

1
2(δtA,R − δtA,T ) (2.13)

is the TOF adjustment to correct for clock drift. While this adjustment is
also an interval, the symbol nabla, ∇, is used instead of the standard
capital delta, ∆. This is to differentiate an adjustment that is proactively
applied from a standard interval that is passively measured or observed -
a differentiation that is used throughout this thesis. The corrected TOF
symbol, τ̃ , is used several times throughout this thesis to represent
various stages of calibration from the measured TOF, τ , to the true TOF,
τ̂ . Under closer inspection, one can see that the TOF adjustment deduced
in Equation 2.13 is simply half the clock drift incurred over the
Round-Trip-Time (RTT): ∆t , tA,R − tA,T . Therefore, the TOF
adjustment, ∇τ , may be reformulated as:

∇τ = 1
2(δtA,R − δtA,T ) ≡ 1

2
d(δt)
dt

∆t (2.14)

The derivative above will be estimated by calculating the difference between
clock offset estimations of consecutive ranging intervals.

Some radio systems are synchronized to an absolute system-wide clock,
so the radios will also incur an absolute clock drift. However, this does
not apply to the the Mercury radios as they form an ad-hoc network, so
absolute time is arbitrary. Therefore, a radio must be selected to be the
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absolute reference, to which all other radios will synchronize their clocks to.
Furthermore, the network must be able to dynamically reconfigure itself to
a new absolute reference if or when the previous is lost.

2.4 Ranging Signals
A typical digital radio signal is composed of a carrier modulated with

digital baseband data; this way the digital signal can be transmitted over
a channel. Modulation is a process that facilitates the exchange of
information between two devices by transmitting signals through a
medium. The carrier is a sinusoid, s = s(t), conventionally formulated as
a cosine function that is defined by its amplitude, A = A(t), its frequency
ω = ω(t) and phase φ = φ(t) like so:

s , A cos(ωt+ φ) (2.15)

The baseband data is the sequence of encoded binary digits intended for
transmission. The data rate of a typical wireless transmitter can vary
from only a few kilobits per second to several thousands. This rate
corresponds to a wavelength of a thousand to several hundreds of
thousands of metres, which would be impractical to transmit directly as
the antenna would need to be of a similar order of magnitude.
Additionally, a higher data rate demands a higher bandwidth, which in
turn requires a higher carrier frequency in order to get the available
spectrum. Hence, the data is used to modulate a carrier of a higher
frequency to produce a far more practical signal to transmit [19].

There are three broad categories of keying that are used to modulate a
carrier by varying one or more of the signal’s three defining parameters -
amplitude, frequency or phase. An Amplitude-Shift Keying (ASK)
modulation employs multiple amplitudes to modulate a signal, whereas
Frequency-Shift Keying (FSK) employs multiple frequencies. Likewise, a
Phase-Shift Keying (PSK) modulated signal will use multiple phases of a
signal. By shifting a carrier between multiple amplitudes, frequencies, or
phases, data can be modulated onto it to produce a signal. Different
forms of shift keying can be combined to create hybrid systems capable of
higher data rates [20]. The term “keying” comes from the telegraph key
famously used to transmit Morse code using on-off ASK.

There are two types of modulation implemented to the Terrafix PMR
network: Gaussian Minimum-Shift Keying (GMSK) and π/4 - Quadrature
Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK). The modulation currently in use is GMSK
which is discussed further in Subsection 2.4.3. The alternative modulation,
π/4 - QPSK (see Subsection 2.4.4), is currently functional in a few radios,
but is yet to be extended network-wide.

2.4.1 In-phase and Quadraphase Signal Components

Two sinusoid carriers of the same frequency, x = x(t) and y = y(t), are
said to be in phase quadrature if they are ±π/2 radians out-of-phase
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relative to one another. By modulating each carrier separately and then
adding them together, a signal can be produced containing twice as much
information as a signal of only one carrier. For an amplitude of A,
frequency of ω and phase of φ, these two carriers at time t are defined as:

x = A cos(ωt+ φ) (2.16)
y = A cos(ωt+ (φ− π/2)) = A sin(ωt+ φ) (2.17)

At a receiver, the in-phase and quadraphase components are extracted by
multiplying the received signal with the receiver’s local oscillator signal
both in-phase and π/2 radians out-of-phase respectively. This can be done
without significant interference as the two components are orthogonal,
hence their correlation with each other over time will always average to
zero. After sampling, this average correlation is still very close to zero,
therefore, each component will contain minimal remnants of the other
signal (see Subsection 2.5.2).

Using the standard trigonometric angle sum identity, one can
decompose a signal, s = s(t), into its in-phase and quadraphase
components, sI and sQ, with amplitudes AI = AI(t) and AQ = AQ(t)
respectively:

s , A cos(ωt+ φ) ≡ AI cos(ωt) + AQ sin(ωt) = sI + sQ (2.18)

where

A2
I + A2

Q = A2 (2.19)
sI = AI cos(ωt) sQ = AQ sin(ωt) (2.20)

The first term of Equation 2.18 is the in-phase component as it is modelled
by a cosine function like the composite signal in Equation 2.15. This leaves
the second term of Equation 2.18 as the quadraphase component as it has
a π/2 radian phase offset to the first. Notice that each component is always
amplitude modulated, but not in the same way as an ASK modulated
signal. The in-phase and quadraphase carriers are modulated so that they
exhibit a negative voltage, so this “amplitude modulation” of the waveforms
can create the π radian phase shift necessary for PSK [21]. The modulated
signal can also be expressed in complex form as simply:

s = AI + AQj (2.21)

where j ,
√
−1 is the complex constant. In-phase and quadraphase data

of a PSK modulated signal are simply the Cartesian representation of polar
modulation, therefore, one may further deduce:

φ = tan−1

AQ

AI


ω ≡

δφ

δt
=

1
A2

AI

δAQ

δt
− AQ

δAI

δt

 (2.22)
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As the in-phase and quadraphase carriers can be modulated
differently, this potentially doubles the rate at which information can be
transmitted. However, they may be used to transmit the same
information, thereby increasing the SNR. Quadrature modulations use
symbols, which are comprised of one or more data bits, but QPSK
symbols are comprised of two bits, so there are 22 possible symbols: 11,
10, 01, 00. For QPSK, baseband data is modulated onto the two carriers
by pairing each of these four symbols with a particular π/2 radian phase
interval (see Subsection 2.4.4).

Constellation Diagrams

A phase quadrature signal of constant amplitude, such as a QPSK
signal, is defined by Equation 2.18, which fits the trigonometric definition
of a circle with a radius equal to A, the signal’s amplitude. The
constellation of a four symbol phase modulation is displayed in Figure 2.7
where each symbol represents a pair of consecutive data bits. With
respect to an initial phase of 0, the four phases are π/4, 3π/4, 5π/4 and 7π/4,
but any other quartet of phases with π/2 intervals would also work. Each
of the four phases correspond to in-phase and quadraphase components
with amplitudes equal to one of four combinations: AI, AQ = ±√

2/2A.
These values of AI and AQ are for an ideal transmitted signal and

communications channel which are not representative of real-world
scenarios which will incur errors that need to be corrected. Each symbol
is received as a series of samples where the carrier amplitude and phase
are held constant over the uniform time slot allocated to each sample.
Due to noise, received symbols will not always be at exactly the correct
point on the constellation diagram, instead, successive symbols will form
small clusters around this point. For a successful decode, symbols only
have to be accurate to the nearest quadrant - for example, any decoded
symbol in the upper right quadrant would be corrected to the symbol 11.
In the presence of phase drift symbols can spread around the entire circle
which requires differential data coding or a carrier phase recovery
protocol for successful demodulation (see Section 2.5).

Negative Frequencies

Conceptually, a positive frequency is seen as an anti-clockwise rotation
of a signal about its constellation diagram whereas negative frequency is
seen as a clockwise rotation. Although, this concept does not make sense
when applied to a signal that simply oscillates up and down. However, if
the in-phase and quadraphase signals, sI and sQ respectively, are visualized
as oscillating orthogonally to one another, the signal can be modelled as
helix in signal space like in Figure 2.8. This is modelled mathematically in
the complex plane as:

sI + jsQ = cos(ωt) + j sin(ωt) ≡ ejwt (2.23)

where j ,
√
−1 is the complex constant. Notice that the projection of the

helix onto the φ−sI and φ−sQ planes produce the in-phase and quadraphase
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Figure 2.7: An example of a constellation diagram, which is used to
graphically represent a signal modulated in phase quadrature. Each of
the four symbols 11, 01, 00 and 10 are encoded as phase values of the
carrier π/4, 3π/4, 5π/4 and 7π/4 respectively.

signals respectively that were seen in Figure 2.8. Furthermore, the helix
projection onto the sI−sQ plane produces the circular locus of potential
symbol positions that was observed in the signal’s constellation diagram in
Figure 2.7.

Negative frequencies can provide more value than a convenient
mathematical construct. The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem states
that for a sampling rate of b, a near perfect reconstruction of the original
analogue signal can be achieved if and only if the signals frequency is
between 0 and b/2. However, signals with frequencies between −b/2 and 0
can also be reconstructed from a sampling rate of b, thereby doubling the
frequency range for no additional bandwidth.

It is not possible to detect the difference between positive and negative
frequencies using the standard in-phase signal component alone due to the
symmetry of the signal’s function:

sI , AI cos(ωt) = AI cos(−ωt) (2.24)

A frequency modulation that uses both positive and negative frequencies
requires that both the in-phase and quadraphase signal components can be
detected. The negation of a signals frequency is equivalent to a reversal in
rotation of the helical construct defined above which is illustrated in Figure
2.9. By observing the projection of this helix to the φ-sI plane, it becomes
obvious that this change in frequency could not be detected using the in-
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sI
φ

sQ

Figure 2.8: A mathematical interpretation of a quadrature modulated
signal as a helix. The in-phase and quadrature component signals can
be seen as the helix’s projection onto the φ-sI and φ-sQ planes respectively.

phase signal component alone. This change in frequency would appear as
nothing more than a momentary drop in signal amplitude [22].

2.4.2 Linearity

Signals pass through a Power Amplifier (PA) before transmission
which can greatly distort the signal if it has not been linearised. A perfect
linear PA can increase a signal’s power to produce an output voltage that
is directly proportional to the input. In reality, there are fundamental
components of a PA that create a non-linear relationship between the
input and output voltage of a PA. This can cause signal distortions for
certain types of modulation if the input power is above the PA’s
saturation point. Beyond this point, the output signal gain of a non-linear
PA will diverge from that of the perfect linear PA, otherwise known as
gain compression. Therefore, as the input voltage is increased, the power
efficiency of the PA decreases, if a linear modulation is used. Power
efficiency is the proportion of direct current from the battery consumed
by the PA that is radiated from the antenna [23].

Constant Envelope Modulations

There is often a trade-off between bandwidth efficiency and power
efficiency for modern wireless communication systems. The transmitter
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sI
φ

sQ

Figure 2.9: A helical interpretation of an IQ signal that is frequency
modulated by alternating between positive and negative frequencies.
Notice that the change in frequency cannot be detected from the in-phase
component alone - the shadow in the φ-sI plane could just as easily be
interpreted as a momentary drop in amplitude.

antenna’s PA often has the highest power consumption of all radio
components, so a maximized power efficiency is desirable. However, if a
high power signal with a time dependent envelope is passed as input to a
non-linear PA, the system performance is adversely affected. The signal
envelope is defined in two parts - the upper envelope and lower envelope,
which are continuous lines that pass through all the signal graph’s local
maxima and minima respectively. A signal with a constant envelope and
another with a variable envelope are illustrated in Figure 2.10.

If a signal is to be amplified by a non-linear PA and remain
undistorted, no element of the signal’s modulation can depend upon
amplitude variations. A linear modulation is one that requires a linear PA
in order to transmit with tolerable distortion, whereas a non-linear
modulation is unaffected by the linearity of the PA. Naturally, any signal
that is amplitude modulated must be linear, but even some phase
modulations can lose their constant envelope too if they are filtered. A
filter is a process applied to a signal to either partially or completely
suppress an aspect of a signal for a variety of ends such as bandlimiting
and pulse shaping. A bandlimited signal is one with a spectral density
that has been attenuated to zero above a predetermined cut-off frequency.
Removing higher frequency components of a signal causes the rectangular
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Figure 2.10: The envelope is drawn for the amplitude of two signals over
time as a blue dashed line. Notice that the envelope of a frequency
modulated signal (left) is constant, whereas the envelope of an amplitude
modulated signal (right) is not.

shape of the baseband data to round and spread out over subsequent
symbol periods resulting in inter-symbol interference. A pulse shaper can
be used to potentially reduce this interference to zero, or at least keep it
within acceptable thresholds. Filtering is necessary to reduce spectral side
lobes so that the resulting transmission complies with regulatory
restrictions enforcing efficient spectrum use (see [24] p.295). However, by
filtering a bandlimited phase modulated signal, its constellation graph
will pass through the origin which would be like momentarily turning the
signal off then back on again. This would appear as a rapid change in
amplitude thereby breaking the constant envelope [23].

Linearisation

There are two key ways a signal can be distorted by non-linear
amplification: distortion to the signal’s constellation diagram and
distortion caused by bandlimiting. The effects to the constellation
diagram of a π/4 Differential Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (DQPSK)
modulated signal can be seen in Figure 2.7 of the following citation [25].
This is one of the modulation schemes used by the Mercury radios and
discussed further in Subsection 2.4.4. As a consequence of this, the
received signal’s Bit Error Ratio (BER) will be higher and the signal will
be harder to detect. The spreading of a signal to adjacent channels can be
particularly problematic for narrowband applications that have few
frequencies they are permitted to transmit on. There is a broad selection
of linearisation techniques to choose from that can be used to make a PA
linear. The conventional approach is the back-off method which is to
simply keep the PA far below its saturation point.

There exists a family of amplifiers from Class A to F, and sometimes
beyond, that are characterised by their saturation points. Class A, AB, B
and C amplifiers produce little to no non-linear distortion, but are
typically large, costly and exhibit far lower average power efficiency than
the other classes. Much of the direct current from the battery that is not
converted to Radio Frequency (RF) radiation is dissipated as heat, which
may require certain additions or adaptations to the device to prevent
overheating. Radio Frequency (RF) amplifiers usually occupy Classes D,
E and F which are non-linear, but can have power efficiencies of
≈ 100% [25].
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Figure 2.11: The trellis diagram for an MSK modulated signal. The dashed
lines show all the possible paths the signal could take where as the bold
red line shows the particular path taken for the binary sequence at the top.

It is possible to improve the efficiency of PAs by continuously adjusting
its supply voltage to optimize for each instant of transmission. In doing
so, the amount of energy dissipated can be greatly reduced from that of
conventional PAs that require a fixed voltage. When envelope tracking
techniques are applied to L-band PAs, power efficiency can increase by up
to 40% [26].

2.4.3 Continuous-Phase Frequency-Shift Keying

A couple of the most attractive qualities of Continous Phase Modulation
(CPM) is that it typically has a constant signal envelope and no phase
shifts. Therefore, the full amplification power available can be used with
little sideband power due to non-linearities, hence less interference with
neighbouring channels. As a result, CPM can achieve excellent power and
bandwidth efficiency (see Subsection 2.4.2) [27].

One form of CPM is Frequency-Shift Keying (FSK), the simplest of
which uses two signals of different frequencies produced by a single
oscillator clock to modulate a carrier with baseband data. Discrete
frequency shifts are made at the beginning of each symbol period to avoid
unintentional phase shifts.

Minimum-Shift Keying

The Mercury radios currently use a type of Continuous-Phase
Frequency-Shift Keying (CPFSK) known as Minimum-Shift Keying
(MSK), which specifically use two frequencies with a separation equal to
half the bit rate. This is the smallest frequency deviation such that the
two waveforms are orthogonal. This can be seen in Figure 2.11 which
displays a phase trellis for an MSK signal. Baseband data bits of 1 and 0
are modulated to a carrier by positive and negative π/2 radian phase
motions respectively. Modulating in this way creates negative frequencies
at baseband like that seen in Subsection 2.4.1. An MSK modulation is
highly desirable for a narrowband network as 99.5% of the radiated signal
energy lies within a bandwidth of 1.5 times the data rate. Furthermore,
the signal envelope is constant, hence non-linear amplifiers may be used.
This means that power used for transmission is far more efficient and
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Figure 2.12: The constellation
diagram of a π/4 - QPSK modulation
of four symbols. The diagram
demonstrates how switching
between two sets of phases avoids
any transitions between symbols
from passing through the origin.
The standard four symbols are
drawn in red and the offset symbols
are drawn in blue.

simple maximum likelihood algorithms can be used for carrier recovery
and clock synchronization (see Section 2.5) [28].

A pulse shaper is used during MSK modulation to create half-sinusoid
pulses, unlike QPSK modulation that creates rectangular pulses. A
half-sinusoid will have minimal bandwidth whereas a perfectly
rectangular pulse will have infinite bandwidth. An MSK modulation can
be seen as a special case of offset-QPSK, but the pulse shaping creates a
CPFSK signal as the phase shift is smoothed over a bit period.
Offset-QPSK modulation implements a phase offset to a QPSK so that
the in-phase and quadraphase signal components do not both equal zero
at the same time. An MSK modulation is often used for non-linear,
severely band-limited channels as the sinusoidal pulse shaping keeps
side-lobes low while maintaining an efficient detection performance in low
SNR situations [29].

A variant of MSK used by the Mercury radios is GMSK, in which a
Gaussian pulse shaping filter is used at the transmitter to further reduce
side-lobe power. Filtering causes a spread of the individual data symbols
in the time domain which can result in Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI)
- this is when consecutive symbols overlap, thereby causing a noise like
effect that distorts the signal. As the PMR network is narrowband, a
very strict band-pass filter is used to keep signals within the allocated
bandwidth. This pulse shaping plus a matched filter at the receiver can
achieve optimum tolerance to noise. A matched filter correlates a known
signal template with a received signal to detect the presence of the template
in the received signal.

2.4.4 Phase-Shift Keying

Phase shift keying is a method of modulation where the modulating
signal switches between a number of predetermined phases in order to
convey information. These phases are spaced evenly and each corresponds
to a particular instant in the waveform cycle of a signal with respect to
the initial instant the signal began generating from. Many wireless
communication networks use Binary Phase-Shift-Keying (BPSK) for their
modulation needs, but QPSK has number of advantages that are
particularly useful for narrowband positioning.

For instance, QPSK can transmit at a rate of two bits/symbol, double
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that of BPSK, but incurring the same bit error rate [30]. A QPSK
modulation scheme has also been implemented in the Mercury radios
which may partly compensate for the slow data transmission in the PMR
network due to low bandwidth.
π/4 - Quadrature PSK

The subtype of QPSK modulation used by the Mercury radios is
called π/4 - QPSK. This is like offset-QPSK in that an offset is used to
prevent that the in-phase and quadraphase signal components do not
both equal zero at the same time. In this case, symbols are modulated
onto a signal by alternating between two sets of phases:
{π/4, 3π/4, 5π/4, 7π/4} and {0, π/2, π, 3π/2}. The two sets have a relative offset
of π/4, so, by alternating between them, the signal avoids the constellation
diagram origin. Passing through the origin would exacerbate the
non-linear relationship between the input and output voltage of the
radio’s PA. This modulation scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.12 by a
constellation diagram where one can see that the transition from one
symbol to another never passes through the origin (see [19] pp.975-976).

2.5 Acquisition and Tracking
Demodulating a received signal to recover the baseband data requires

some knowledge of three key parameters: the symbol timing, phase offset
and frequency offset between the signal and the receivers local oscillator.
What this entails exactly will differ depending on the system that is used.
The Mercury radios, for example, need to measure all transmission times
as these are arbitrary in a Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork (MANET). Although,
they do not need to compensate for phase offset as the data is differentially
encoded (see Subsection 2.5.3). Acquisition of these signal parameters, and
subsequently tracking them over time, is achieved by performing timing
and carrier recovery. By recovering this timing and carrier information,
adjustments may be made to the digital signals received or the receivers
local oscillator to keep them synchronized long enough for the signal to be
demodulated.

2.5.1 Symbol Timing Recovery
A Delay-Locked-Loop (DLL) can be used to recover symbol timing,

which is often used by systems that employ correlation methods of
synchronization. A correlator takes the received signal and the receiver
oscillator signal as input, then outputs a measure of the similarity
between them. The DLL employs two additional correlators for an early
and late replica signal - the difference of which provide a measure of the
receiver’s oscillator alignment with the signal presently observed. This
measure can be used to keep the receiver’s oscillator in-phase with the
received signal.

The Mercury radios first oversample the received symbols before
recovering the symbol timing - this is when a signal is sampled at a
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multiple of the symbol rate. Then the samples that are most
representative of the symbol midpoint are chosen and, in doing so, the
digital signal is downsampled to the symbol rate. Samples selected as far
as possible from the transitions of the baseband signal are considered best
as they exhibit the lowest Bit Error Ratio (BER). The Mercury radios use
a feedforward non-data-aided symbol timing recovery protocol similar to
that of a maximum likelihood or maximum-a-posteriori criterion.
Feedforward protocols, as opposed to feedback, have a symbol timing
acquisition delay that is independent of the initial timing error. This
makes feedforward demodulators ideal for a MANET like the PMR
network where radios regularly fall out of the signal range of one another
and, therefore, lose synchronization. A non-data-aided, or “blind”, timing
recovery protocol does not rely on any knowledge of the received symbols,
so it can be performed before any form of carrier phase recovery. This
simpler but suboptimal protocol is far more practical for the Mercury
radios than other forms of symbol timing as its consumption of finite
resources such as memory and processing power is far lower.

Maximum Amplitude Method

The timing recovery procedure performed by the Mercury radios is
called the MA method, which is laid out in Figure 2.13 as a flowchart. If
received symbols are oversampled by a factor of α, then the preprocessed
sampled signal is demultiplexed into α parallel data streams - one for
each sample index modulo α. The downsampling index, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α},
that produces the maximum integration of amplitude is used for symbol
timing, as this index is likely to cause the minimum residual error after
downsampling to the symbol rate. The signal is downsampled to the
symbol rate by selecting the kth sample of each oversampled symbol to
then represent the symbol. This means that α− 1 samples are discarded,
which could have provided useful information for greater ranging
precision.

This method is very sensitive to the prevalence of transitions in the
received baseband signal - that is, when the signal transitions from 1 to
-1, or vice versa. The signal is greatly bandlimited, so the rise time and
fall time of each transition is very gradual compared to signals of higher
bandwidth. Samples taken on these transitions have less absolute
amplitude than those taken at the symbol midpoints, hence they
contribute less to their respective integrations and make their
downsampling index less likely to be chosen. In addition, the number of
symbols processed with each iteration of the timing recovery protocol is
far less than the length of a signal. If there are few or no transitions in
the length of signal being processed, all the integrations will be similar, so
choosing a downsampling index that would select samples at the
transitions will be more likely. Such samples are highly unstable as noise
could easily cause them to fall on the wrong side of the zero line, thereby
contributing to the BER. Moreover, the probability of missing or
double-counting a symbol becomes far more likely, which can increase the
BER further. During downsampling, the sample indices k + αN are
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Figure 2.13: A flowchart demonstration of how the maximum amplitude
method of timing recovery is executed by the Mercury radios.

chosen where N ∈ N such that the indices reside within the length of
sampled signal currently being processed. The maximum residual symbol
timing error after downsampling is 1/(2α), so a larger oversampling factor
will generally produce a more precise symbol timing. However, a larger
oversampling factor necessitates a greater density of samples to be taken
and processed with each iteration of the timing recovery protocol.
Therefore, the size of the oversampling factor will be bound by the load
the radio’s processor can manage. Furthermore, as this method is
non-data-aided, carrier induced timing errors are still present in the signal
samples, which will cause them to drift over time (see Subsection 2.5.2).
Therefore, the length of signal processed with each iteration of the timing
recovery protocol must be carefully chosen. One must ensure this length
is long enough to reliably produce enough transitions in the baseband
signal, but not so long that the error due to frequency offset outweighs
the benefit of using more symbols [28].
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Figure 2.14: An example of how the downsampling index is chosen for
a symbol using the EL method. There are three cases shown where the
downsampling needs incrementing (blue boxes), decrementing (green circle)
or no adjustment at all (red crosses). Notice that only the early and late
samples of the centred red cross lie within the thresholds indicated by the
shaded grey region.

Early-Late Method

The Mercury radios have an alternative means of symbol timing
recovery for GMSK demodulation called the EL method. In this method,
the downsampling index is chosen for each symbol individually, rather
than for a block of symbols as a whole. This is done by comparing the
samples half a symbol early and late relative to the initial downsampling
index of the current symbol. If the difference between these early and late
samples is greater than a predetermined threshold, then the
downsampling index is moved forwards or backwards by one, depending
on which of the EL samples is bigger. This is illustrated in Figure 2.14 for
each of the three possible cases.

This method, like the MA method is also very sensitive to the
prevalence of transitions in the baseband data. It is due to the early and
late samples being on these slopes that the method can determine
whether the downsampling index needs adjusting. If there are not
sufficiently many transitions, the affects of phase drift will not be
properly accounted for and so timing errors will be allowed to grow far
greater than they otherwise would.

Synchronous and Asynchronous Symbol Timing

If the clocks of two radios were synchronized, then their sampling of
received signals would be synchronous, meaning the samples of each
symbol are always taken at the same times relative their symbol. The
Mercury radios differentially encode data to eliminate the adverse effects
of received signal phase offset relative to their local oscillator clocks.
Differential encoding is a technique whereby data symbols are
demodulated not only from the signals current state, but also from its
state at the previous symbol (see Subsection 2.5.3). This allows for
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Figure 2.15: The difference between synchronous (top) and asynchronous
(bottom) sampling when demodulating a band-limited signal. Three
sampled symbols are superimposed: the first represented as blue boxes,
the second as red crosses and the third as green circles. When sampling is
synchronous, the symbol samples are taken at the same points, but when
sampling is asynchronous, symbol samples will drift.

asynchronous reception, meaning not synchronous, where the timing of
received symbols drift from one symbol to the next [31].

Synchronous and asynchronous sampling are illustrated in Figure 2.15
for three sampled bandlimited symbols superimposed over one another.
The GMSK demodulation process performed by the Mercury radios is
asynchronous, so the sample points of each symbol will drift from the
previous. Asynchronicity introduces a jitter to the timestamps made, but
this can be exploited to achieve a higher timing resolution than implied
by the sampling rate, if the timing of many symbols are averaged. In fact,
asynchronous sampling is essential to precisely measure the symbol edges,
as one can see in the figure. Baseband data that is differentially encoded
and modulated onto a quadrature carrier produces a signal that is
resistant to amplitude loss when the radio timing falls out-of-phase due to
clock drift [21].

2.5.2 Carrier Recovery

To correctly demodulate a signal, a receiver’s local oscillator can be
phase-aligned with the transmitter’s local oscillator. This is typically
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done using a Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL), which is a feedback control
system that compares the phase of a received signal to that of the local
oscillator. The output of this comparator can then be used to discipline
the oscillator so that a constant phase offset and, hence, a common
frequency is maintained between the signal and oscillator. Therefore, the
receiver must have a Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NCO), which
creates a synchronous digital representation of the waveform.

The phase difference between a radio’s local crystal oscillator clock
and the signal it receives must be kept stable over the entire length of the
signal for precise symbol timing. Crystal oscillators generally exhibit a
nominal frequency error of about 1Hz per 1MHz, so they are usually
responsible for the majority of the frequency error. Doppler shifts will
also contribute small frequency errors in a mobile network, but the
relative velocities between radios in the PMR network are far too low for
this to be of concern. Frequency errors due to Doppler shifts generally
only need to be accounted for aircraft and satellite systems where relative
velocities are high. A frequency error results in an offset between each
radio’s local oscillator frequency which, consequently, results in a phase
drift, as illustrated in Figure 2.16. This drift can be observed in the
signal’s constellation diagram as a circle of points centred on the origin
with a radius equal to the signal’s amplitude.

Carrier recovery is a method of estimating and compensating for this
frequency offset and the resulting phase drift between the carrier of a
received signal and the receivers local oscillator. The relative frequency
and phase of the transmitter’s local oscillator must be estimated from
information in the received signal. Then one may either correct the
receiver oscillator’s phase drift directly or correct the errors due to phase
drift in the symbol timing (see [32] pp.154-156,308-313).

The phase offset can be seen as comprising of two components: a
fractional component and an ambiguous integer component. The
fractional component is the phase offset as measured by the receiver,
however, this does not account for the ambiguous integer number of
complete phase cycles the two local clocks have drifted between
transmission and reception of the signal. The Mercury radios use
differential coding which cancels much of this ambiguity leaving only a
fractional component (see Subsection 2.5.3). An absolute phase measure
is not required for GMSK but is for QPSK, so an open-loop carrier
recovery protocol is employed by the Mercury radios. This means no
feedback from the output to the input of the carrier recovery protocol is
needed to determine when synchronization has been achieved. Open-loop
carrier recovery protocols are favoured for burst-mode transmission as
acquisition is typically much faster than close-loop recovery, which does
require a feedback (see [32] pp.169-176). Burst-mode is a generic term
referring to when transmissions are made repeatedly without executing
every step required to make each transmission individually. Burst
transmissions are commonly used to increase data throughput in networks
such as the PMR network that use Time-Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) - a method allowing radios to share a channel by allocating each
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Figure 2.16: An example of how a relative frequency offset between the local
oscillators of a transmitter and receiver can cause the bandlimited baseband
data to be demodulated incorrectly at the receiver. The top oscillator is
perfectly synchronized with the transmitter, so the data is demodulated
correctly. The middle oscillator exhibits a positive frequency offset relative
to the transmitter causing a symbol to be missed. The bottom oscillator
exhibits a negative frequency offset relative to the transmitter causing a
symbol to be double-counted.

disjoint time slots they are permitted to transmit during. The
conventional PLL method of carrier recovery cannot meet the speed
required for burst mode applications [33].

2.5.3 Differential Coding

The phase offset between a radio’s local oscillator clock and a received
signal usually needs to be corrected before precise symbol timing can be
obtained. Alternatively, baseband data can be differentially encoded so
that it can be recovered from the difference between consecutive symbols
and the absolute phase of the signal does not need to be known. This
way, when a signal carrying differentially encoded data is demodulated,
the symbol timing error due to phase offset is effectively eliminated.
However, the signal’s constellation diagram will still form a circle as the
carrier frequency offset still exists, it just does not impair timing recovery.
What follows is an outline of how the Mercury radios use differential
coding.

Differential coding begins with a symbol of baseband data to be
encoded, ĉk ∈ C2, such that |ĉk| = 1, to produce a symbol for
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transmission, xk ∈ C2, by multiplying it by the previously transmitted
symbol:

xk = ĉkxk−1 (2.25)
The baseband symbol, ĉk, can be demodulated by multiplying both sides of
Equation 2.25 by x∗k−1, where the asterisk denotes a complex conjugation:

ĉk = xkx
∗
k−1

|xk−1|2
(2.26)

That which is received by another radio, yk, is altered by the phase offset
between the transmitter and receiver clocks, δφ, and stochastic noise of the
radio channel, nk,:

yk = xke
jδφ + nk (2.27)

where e is Euler’s constant and j ,
√
−1 is the complex constant. Using

Equation 2.26, one can produce an approximation, ck, for the true symbol
value, ĉk, when the SNR is high:

ck = yky
∗
k−1

|yk−1|2
≈ ĉk +Nk (2.28)

where the noise Nk is of a greater power than nk. Notice that the influence
of the phase offset has been removed, hence differentially encoded symbols
can be demodulated without carrier phase recovery. This is because the
phase offset only appears in high order terms that can be neglected [34].

If yk is expressed as a complex number in terms of its in-phase and
quadraphase components Iy,k and Qy,k respectively, then a decision value
zk based on Equation 2.28 can be defined:

zk , yky
∗
k−1 = (Iy,kIy,k−1 +Qy,kQy,k−1) + j(Qy,kIy,k−1 − Iy,kQy,k−1) (2.29)

Binary baseband data bits, bk, can then be calculated by taking the sign
of this decision value’s imaginary component:

bk =
{

1 if ={zk} ≥ 0
0 if ={zk} < 0 (2.30)

where = means to take the imaginary component of a complex number
[35]. The main drawback of differential encoding is that it can potentially
double the BER, as one symbol received incorrectly will adversely affect
the demodulation of two data bits.

2.5.4 Integer Phase Ambiguity Resolution
Carrier phase recovery not only aids demodulation, but also introduces

the possibility for ranging techniques that use the signal phase directly.
Such techniques are more robust in dynamic signal environments such as
the PMR network because a tracking lock can be maintained even in the
presence of large measurement errors (see [2] p.378). Of the total actual
change in phase of signal between transmission and reception, ∆φ̂, the
phase measured at the receiver is only the final fractional phase cycle of
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Figure 2.17: An example of carrier phase ranging for N = 4 and ∆φ = π.

a signal, ∆φ = ∆φ̂ modulo 2π. The signal will complete an ambiguous
integer number of phase cycles, N , over the propagation time. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.17 for a signal of wavelength λ that takes a TOF, τ ,
to propagate from transmitter to receiver.

Phase ambiguity resolution is the mathematical process of
determining the integer number of cycles a signal has completed over its
propagation. In practice, ambiguity resolution is carried out by
calculating phase difference measurements between pairs of transmitters
and receivers as this is the most effective strategy to eliminate ranging
errors, or at least significantly reduce them. Four measurements involving
two transmitters and two receivers are double differenced such that the
biases and clock offset largely cancel. This leaves a near integer value,
though some residual error will remain as the noise will typically increase
as multiple measurements are involved. Differences may also be taken
between phase measurements made at different epochs as well to aid cycle
slip detection and correction. A cycle slip is when a receiver momentarily
loses phase lock with a transmitter which causes discontinuities in phase
measurements that manifest as changes in the integer number of cycles,
N (see [36] pp.29,78,177-179).

Carrier phase positioning is impractical for this research due to several
fundamental differences between the Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) and PMR network. Satellite systems typically have a much larger
number of redundant signals that help to provide the configuration of
transmitters and receivers required to make differenced measurements.
The Mercury radios move freely, making and breaking radio links as they
pass through the network. Additionally, transmissions are not made
continuously as the radios share channels using TDMA methods, where
messages are divided into chunks and transmitted over multiple disjoint
time slots. Any discontinuity in a receiver’s phase lock on a transmitted
signal will result in a cycle slip, causing the phase ambiguity to
change [37]. A dual frequency system can combine two signals to produce
a wide-lane signal of a wavelength corresponding to the beat frequency
between the two carriers. This wavelength is much longer than either of
the two original carriers so they make ambiguity fixing and cycle slip
detection easier. However, this would require the Mercury radio hardware
to be modified for dual frequency transceivers [38].



3. Positioning and Timing
in Application

This chapter continues the academic literature review to provide some
examples of Positioning and Timing (PT) systems, some aspects of which
may be applied to the Private Mobile Radio (PMR) network supplied by
Terrafix. These include satellite systems such as the Global Positioning
System (GPS) already used by the Mercury radios and the techniques of
cooperative positioning systems that could be applied to the PMR network.
Firstly, some background is provided regarding Software-Defined Radio
(SDR) systems, also known as Digitally Configurable Radio (DCR) systems
- a category to which the PMR network belongs.

3.1 Software Defined Radio Systems

The Mercury radios belong to the family of SDR, which are designed
to replace components commonly implemented by hardware with software
alternatives on a computer or embedded system. Some of these
components are discussed throughout the literature review of this thesis,
such as filters, amplifiers and modulators, but are not limited to these. Of
course it is not possible for the hardware to be replaced by software in the
literal sense, the front end is always analogue hardware, the SDR refers to
the subsequent digital signal processing. To “implement hardware as
software” means to limit calculations made through hardware logic gates
to only the most elementary boolean operations which the software uses
in highly complex combinations to execute a function. The evolution of
SDRs has been driven partly by the development of many enabling
technologies, such as the Digital Signal Processor (DSP),
Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC) and Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) [39]. An FPGA is an integrated circuit that is designed so
that it can be configured after manufacturing by the user, hence the term
“field programmable”. This is unlike the Application Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC), which has permanent circuitry that will have the same
configuration for its entire operating lifetime. The demand for flexible and
reconfigurable radios has been growing, particularly from the military.

45
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3.1.1 High Performance versus Portability

There are two key qualities of an SDR that are normally diametrically
opposed: high-performance of the radio and portability of the software. In
the context of communication, high-performance is defined by the metrics
discussed in Subsection 2.1.1, but also the consumption of resources and
responsiveness to the user. Performance can be maximized by hand-coding,
which is to write executable code in the basic language that the software is
compiled; for the Mercury SDRs this language is mostly C, but also includes
some assembly code. In doing so, the software protocols can be tailored
for the intended application. The primary high-performance aspects of the
Mercury SDR include a multi-threaded system architecture with software
pipelining (see Subsection 5.1). Software portability is a characteristic
that is highly sought after, particularly by military organizations, where
the firmware of one radio may be installed on another radio of the same or
similar hardware architecture. This can be achieved in part by employing
standard tools and coding conventions that can apply to diverse hardware,
rather than hand coding the software. However, hand-coding for high-
performance is typically compiled early in the software build process when
much of the hardware functionality is being defined. This severely limits
the software’s portability as even minor changes to the software may require
a full rebuild, or close to it, rather than a small partial rebuild. An SDR
implements many hardware components as software, so it can achieve both
high-performance and portability simultaneously as hand-coding can be
compiled far later in the software build process [40].

The Mercury radios belong to a subset of SDR known as the
High-Performance Software-Defined Radio (HPSDR), which is an open
source project that was begun in 2005 intended to be a “next generation”
of SDR. The performance of such radios is raised further by dividing the
radio firmware into distinct modules of varying complexity where each
module governs a particular function of the radio. Such functions include
the processing of received signal samples, processing of messages for
transmission, communication between different hardware components and
rendering the display. These modules can be easily replaced or modified
with minimal disruption to the rest of the system for ease of portability
and experimentation [41].

3.2 Cooperative Positioning

A P2P network consists of two or more interconnected equipotent
devices that are capable of sharing resources, such as processing power
and memory, so that tasks may be partitioned and distributed over the
network. In doing so, the devices are able to complete tasks cooperatively
without a central coordinator to direct their efforts, such as a server. It is
possible for radios of a P2P network to perform two-way ranging, as
discussed in Subsection 2.3.1, to position themselves despite these
characteristics.
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3.2.1 Mobile Ad-hoc Networks

A type of P2P network known as a Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork
(MANET) consists of autonomous mobile devices that move freely and so
produce arbitrary network configurations that are forever changing in
ways that are largely unpredictable. They are capable of establishing,
organizing, and maintaining themselves in a decentralized manner,
independent of any fixed infrastructure. Members of the network can
communicate with one another wirelessly to collectively carry out vital
network functions such as packet forwarding and routing, which are
discussed in this subsection. There are several papers in the academic
literature that overview the characteristics, applications and challenges of
MANETs [42] [43] [44]. This section will provide an overview of
MANETs, like the PMR network, to better understand how members of
such networks can cooperatively compute range estimates.

Routing

Two radios are called neighbours if they are within the immediate signal
range of one another. Each device acts as an access point for its neighbours
to extend the communications range for all radios and reduce the overall
energy consumption of the network. By making multiple “hops” between
intermediate radios from originator to destination, a much lower signal
transmission power can be used as less power is lost due to free-space
path loss. Each radio can then communicate with any other radio in the
network, if there exists a continuous chain of neighbouring radios between
the originator and destination.

The process of transmitting information from one radio to another in
a MANET begins with a routing protocol, which discovers the optimal
path through the network. Each radio typically enters a network with no
information regarding it is current structure, so they must gather
information to determine which radios it can communicate with. These
communication links are continuously being made and broken due the
motion of the radios, so each must regularly update their connectivity
information to correctly route signal traffic. This is achieved by
periodically flooding the network with route request packets to determine
every radio’s neighbours and, hence, all available paths through the
network. Packet switching is a method used by the PMR network where a
data stream for transmission is divided into packets. Each packet can
form a header block, which primarily directs the packet to its destination,
or an add-on block, which primarily carries the intended message, where
each block is simply a group of bits that is transmitted as a unit. To flood
the network, a radio transmits route request packets to all its neighbours,
who then forward the packet to all their neighbours, and this repeats
until all radios in the network have received the packet. To minimize the
required number of transmissions, each radio is programmed to only
forward a packet once, as the packet may be received via more than one
path [45].

The PMR network uses a proactive routing protocol where each radio
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Figure 3.1: The labelled geometric
ranges and angles between three
radios A, B and C of a mobile ad-
hoc network. This configuration
of neighbouring radios can be used
to compute each of their positions
relative to one another.
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maintains an up-to-date table of all other radios that it is capable of
communicating with. This information is periodically flooded through the
network to aid other radios in maintaining their connectivity tables. This
incurs a large overhead in terms of power consumption and signal
processing, but enables fast transmissions as the optimal route is always
on hand. Establishing an initial routing table is slow, so proactive routing
protocols are highly sensitive to radio failures or other sudden changes in
the networks structure. However, if the network needed to be flooded
with every transmission to find a route, it would be susceptible to
clogging, which is when one or more radios in the network cannot keep up
with the forwarding demand.

3.2.2 Relative Positioning

A radio of the PMR network may determine its relative position with
respect to its neighbours from range estimates computed using the
two-way ranging described in Section 2.3. For a given radio that has two
neighbours who are also neighbours to one another, communications
between the three radios form vertices of a triangle. The edges of said
triangle are the range measurements made by the two radios forming the
edge. The triangle formed by three radios A, B and C is illustrated in
Figure 3.1, which create the interior angles θA , ∠CAB, θB , ∠ABC,
θC , ∠BCA. As none of the radios here are fixed, only relative positions
can be determined - the absolute position and orientation of the overall
network cannot be computed without some fixed points. An absolute
position has, or is relative to, fixed geographic coordinates whereas a
relative position is not fixed or has coordinates relative to other non-fixed
radios. The cosine rule of trigonometry can be applied to deduce the
three interior angles:

θA = cos−1

r2
CA + r2

AB − r2
BC

2rCArAB

 (3.1)

θB = cos−1

r2
BC + r2

AB − r2
CA

2rBCrAB

 (3.2)

θC = cos−1

r2
BC + r2

CA − r2
AB

2rBCrCA

 (3.3)
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Each radio now possess both a range and angle measurement to its two
neighbours. This information can be used by each radio to compute the
positions of the other two in its local coordinate system where it itself is at
the origin [46]. However, without any fixed points and orientation for the
network, these positions are not of much use.

3.2.3 Absolute Positioning

To reliably compute absolute positions for a MANET, at least three
radios must already be fixed. The Mercury radios are already equipped
with GPS receivers, but this alone is not sufficient for the positioning needs
of this network’s applications (see Sections 1.1 and 3.3). When a single
radio of a network is fixed, the overall network can still revolve about the
fixed radio and maintain all the distances and angles between neighbours. A
network with two fixed radios can still be rotated about the line connecting
these two radios, like a wheel around an axle, and, again, maintain all the
measured distances and angles.

This research is only concerned with positioning to the Earth’s surface,
but the three dimensional rotation described above would still conform to
a plane twice. These will be at the true solution and at a π radian rotation
from this solution - the mirror image. Therefore, the absolute position
of each radio is now reduced to one of two possibilities either side of the
line of rotation - the line connecting the two fixed points. A third fixed
radio is generally needed to resolve this mirror ambiguity and obtain fixed
geographic coordinates for all the radios. Although, sometimes one of the
two potential solutions can be eliminated for being unphysical or extending
outside the network’s region of operation.

Note that for a given radio signal range, the dispersion of radios must
be controlled to ensure a high enough level of connectivity for this
method to work [46]. If no radios in the network can be initially fixed, it
may be possible to pool information from all the nodes to position the
network as a whole, rather than positioning each radio individually. In
some circumstances, these distributed positioning algorithms can perform
better than the stand-alone version described above [47].

Network-wide Coordinate Systems

Once absolute positions have been computed, one may choose to
calculate correctional rotations to align the local axes of every radio and
establish a network-wide coordinate system. This may be a geographic
coordinate system or another with an origin and alignment determined by
the network or a particular radio in the network.

Let θB be the rotation angle required to direct the x-axis of A at radio
B and let θA be the rotation angle required to direct the x-axis of B at
radio A, where positive rotation is anti-clockwise. This method assumes
each device has means to orient itself and calculate these angles, using a
compass for example. As the Mercury radios are only capable of short to
medium range communications, the surface of the Earth can be treated as
a flat plane. Figure 3.2 demonstrates how the rotation angle needed to
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Figure 3.2: The process of aligning the local axes of radio B with radio A,
which can be used to establish a network-wide coordinate system once the
position of every device has been fixed.

align the axes of B with A is calculated in terms of θB and θA. It becomes
apparent that the rotation angle, ∇θ, to adjust the orientation of radio B’s
local coordinate system so that it aligns with radio A is:

∇θ = θA + π − θB (3.4)

One by one each device may be reoriented in this manner to a common
coordinate system from a predetermined initialization point [46].

3.2.4 Secure Positioning in MANETs

Security is of particular importance to MANETs due to the
decentralization of the network and the resulting multi-hop method of
packet forwarding. Many researchers have only presented distance
measurement techniques in non-adversarial environments leaving them
highly vulnerable to position spoofing attacks from hostile devices that
have infiltrated the network. A hostile device could simply distribute false
range measurements to its neighbours it claims to have made correctly.
Such threats to network security can be contested using certain
positioning algorithms that verify the range estimates of a suspicious
device, some of which will be discussed here. However, a skilled and
resourceful attacker may still succeed despite these preventative measures.

Distance Bounding Protocols

Assume a radio that is a member of a network initiates a two-way
ranging exchange with an imposter that it believes to be another friendly
member of the network. The imposter could make itself seem closer to
the member than it really is by sending its “response” before actually
having received and processed the signal from the member. By
distributing false information regarding its position, the imposter can
cause members to compute incorrect positions for other members not in
its immediate signal range who rely on the imposter to forward packets.

It is possible to place a lower bound on what the true TOF of a signal
can be by using distance bounding protocols. These protocols use
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Figure 3.3: An example of how
a hostile device H may attempt
to fool radios A, B and C
into computing its position as
H ′. However, this will inevitably
fail because of the lower bounds
imposed upon its ranges by the
distance bounding protocol.

cryptographic techniques that make it highly unlikely for any imposter to
make themself seem closer to a member than they really are [48]. In
simple terms, a member sends a series of unpredictable signals to a radio
attempting to join the network that contain arguments that are required
to compute the correct responses. This way, no response may be
transmitted before having received the signal and retrieved the
arguments, otherwise the imposters response will be rejected, hence a
lower bound is placed on the TOF computed.

Verifiable Ranging

A distance bounding protocol may be used to prevent a hostile imposter
from causing underestimated range measurements, but they can still cause
overestimation by simply delaying their response. However, it is possible to
verify the position of a suspicious member by using three trusted members
that surround the suspected imposter. This takes advantage of the fact that
a radio signal’s propagation speed cannot be increased without somehow
altering the medium it is travelling through.

Figure 3.3 demonstrates how a hostile device H cannot make itself
appear at another position H ′ inside the triangle formed by three trusted
members ABC without shortening at least one range measurement. This
is not possible when the network adopts a distance bounding protocol, so
H may attempt to fool the members into computing its position at a
position H ′ far outside the triangle. In this case, the range estimates
made with Radios A, B and C will all be enlarged. However, this would
likely shorten its range to other honest neighbours of the network or
become obviously false for being far outside their radio range. Verifiable
ranging assumes a high enough degree of connectivity in the network to
make configurations such as that illustrated in Figure 3.3 a common
occurrence [49].

For extra security, one may distribute a number of hidden fixed radios
throughout the network that withhold their own positions while verifying
the positions of others. The hidden radios would do this by initiating
two-way ranging exchanges with others such that only they can
accurately calculate the TOF between them (see Subsection 2.3.1).
However, the effectiveness of this method will be thwarted if the hostile
device can estimate the hidden radios location by other means [50].
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3.3 Global Navigation Satellite Systems
A Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is a navigation system

in which a terrestrial device uses the signals from several orbiting satellites
to fix its position using passive ranging techniques. Such techniques are
an example of one-way ranging, where the signals from fixed synchronized
satellite transmitters are used by an unsynchronized receiver to compute
its own position. Four range estimates are needed in total to produce
a position estimate, rather than the three discussed in Section 2.2. The
additional range estimate is needed to compute the receiver clock offset
relative to the synchronized satellites. There are some GNSSs that are fully
operational and others in various stages of their deployment, the most well-
known of which being the Global Positioning System (GPS) which is owned
and operated by the United States government. Other GNSSs include the
Russian system, GLONASS, the European system, Galileo, and the Chinese
system, BeiDou. Standard GNSS is a self-positioning system as the user
device never transmits signals for positioning purposes, it only receives
satellite signals passively (see [2] pp.300-303).

A discussion of GNSS is relevant to this research because the radios of
the Terrafix PMR network already possess GPS receivers. This raises the
question: why develop an intrinsic method of cooperative positioning at
all? Why not allow the radios to simply position themselves individually
using their GPS receivers? The answer to these questions are found by first
overviewing the GPS, its structure and how it operates - many aspects of
which apply to other GNSSs. This is followed by a review of the various
shortcomings of GNSSs in general that prevent the GPS from being a viable
stand-alone positioning system for the applications of the PMR network.
It is concluded that the pursuit of an integrated navigation system is the
best course of action.

3.3.1 The Global Positioning System

Since its inception, the GPS has been designed to satisfy the needs of
the military for worldwide PT services. The first military applications were
for manned vehicles such as ships and planes, but now the GPS is used for
all kinds of vehicles, including unmanned aerial vehicles and drones. Today,
GPS receivers are commonly applied to handheld devices also, such as those
of the PMR network.

The GPS is also used for a variety of civilian applications, the largest
being Location Based Services (LBS) at over half of the GNSS market.
The most common LBS are personal vehicles and pedestrian navigation,
but they are also used liberally throughout society embedded in smart
devices such as phones, tablets and wearables (see [51] pp.652-655). Any
device or vehicle containing a GPS receiver is referred to as a “user”.

System Architecture

The GPS uses a collection of transmitting satellites in orbit that are
supported by various ground-based control stations to conduct one-way
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ranging with a user. This forms the three segments of GPS architecture:
the space segment, the control segment, and the user segment. The space
segment consists of 31 active satellites, which transmit signals to the
other two segments. They are strategically placed into orbits so that a
minimum of 24 satellites are normally in radio view from every point on
Earth at any time, but only 6-12 satellites are usually above the standard
10◦ masking elevation angle. Signals received from satellites below this
elevation are likely to be riddled with errors due to atmospheric refraction
and multipath interference (see Subsection 3.4.1). The control segment
comprises of a collection of fixed terrestrially based stations responsible
for calibrating the satellite clocks and calculating each satellites
navigation data. Unlike users, the control stations can transmit
information to the satellites. This navigation data contains all the
necessary information for a user to compute their position, such as
ephemeris data to compute accurate satellite coordinates and clock offset
corrections. This data is modulated onto the GPS carrier signal to be
transmitted. The user segment is the device to be positioned, which
processes signals received from the space segment to produce
pseudo-range estimates and deduce its own position (see [2] pp.300-303).

Signal Architecture

The satellites of the GPS broadcast on L-band frequencies, 1-2GHz,
and comprise of a carrier signal that is Binary Phase-Shift-Keying (BPSK)
modulated with a ranging or spreading code and often some navigation
data. The GPS uses Code-Division Multiple Access (CDMA) to share this
band of frequencies where satellites are differentiated from one another by
their mutually orthogonal codewords. The spreading code overlays a high
frequency Pseudo-Random Noise (PRN) to the data signal which increases
the signals bandwidth and proportionately decreases its power spectral
density. In doing so, the signal is effectively hidden in the ambient noise
which suppresses the effects of co-channel interference. This is a technique
known as Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS), the most common use
of CDMA. The ranging code contains the signal’s transmission time, which
enable the user to compute the signal’s TOF, and atmospheric models are
used to approximate the signals average propagation speed (see [52] pp.23-
25,68).

There are two codes used by the GPS depending on the user’s
application: the Course Acquisition code (C/A-code), which is available
for all users, and the Precision code (P-code), that can be encrypted for
more secure applications. When encrypted, the P-code is called Y-code
and is only available to certain military organizations who hold the
encryption keys. The P-code, or Y-code, has a higher data rate and
bandwidth, so it can achieve a higher positioning resolution than the
standard C/A-code. Gold codes are used for DSSS systems which are
especially useful for CDMA as they leave small bounded cross-correlations
with other Gold codes. This allows multiple signals on a shared channel
to be differentiated from one another. On certain L-band channels, only
C/A-code or Y-code signals are transmitted, while others will transmit
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both in phase quadrature (see [1] pp.64,251-253).

3.3.2 Signal Interference and Availability

At ground level, a GNSS satellite transmission can be many orders of
magnitude weaker than normal ambient noise. This makes them very
easy to be blocked by obstacles such as buildings and particularly
vulnerable to interference. The tolerance of a GNSS receiver to
interference depends on the the mode that it is in. An advanced receiver
using Y-code can tolerate interference many times higher than what a
conventional receiver can using C/A-code. A user may also mitigate
interference using a directional or nulling antenna, which allows a receiver
to be selective regarding the direction in which it receives signals. In spite
of this, a one-watt signal is capable of challenging a C/A-code receiver
from as far as 100km away and though military receivers use Y-code for
tracking, they normally use C/A-code for acquisition. Therefore, even a
military receiver cannot tolerate much interference until it switches to
Y-code for tracking. An alternative method of positioning is often used to
see a military receiver through periods of GNSS signal outage [5].

GNSS signals only have sole use of one sub-band of the L-band
frequencies despite their large user base, but they do have some legal
protection preventing others transmitting on the exact same channels as
them. Filtering techniques are used to protect against intermittent
narrowband signals that also operate on the same radio channels as
GNSSs. Incidental interference can be dealt with by using dual or
multi-frequency receivers, but this would require significant hardware
changes to implement this in the Mercury radios. It is also possible for
others to inadvertently transmit on GNSS channels if there is a flaw in
their transmitter design. Although, even signals transmitted correctly on
adjacent frequencies can “overspill” weak sideband signals onto GNSS
bands causing small but noticeable interference [6]. Signals transmitted
on L-band frequencies are capable of penetrating all weather and even
vegetation to a certain extent, both day and night. Frequencies less than
1GHz are already congested with television and mobile signals, but are
also rejected to lessen ionospheric delay. Frequencies greater than 2GHz
are rejected to eliminate the need for directional antennas at the receiver
units due to high atmospheric attenuation (see [36] p.165).

Jamming

Future expansions of GNSS based vehicle tracking and road toll
collection systems will likely lead to the wider use of illegal jammers [6].
Radio jamming refers to the deliberate transmission of signals or noise at
a particular frequency in an attempt to reduce the performance of a
receiver that is tuned to the same frequency. The use of GNSS jammers
has been a growing problem as they have become cheaper and more easily
obtainable. This is particularly problematic for the military whose
reliance on the GPS for navigation makes the system a prime target for
hostile states. On the battlefield, enemies could deploy GPS jammers in
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their territories to disable military positioning capabilities and prevent
any strategic deployment or protection of troops.

Narrowband signals are generally quite vulnerable to interference,
whether it be from accidental “spillage” of signals on adjacent frequencies
or intentional jamming from hostile devices. Although, narrowband
frequencies are proprietary, meaning there is some regulatory recourse
enforced by official authorities that give them an intrinsic security [53].

High-performance anti-jam technologies have been developed for
military and security applications to help operations continue unimpeded
in the presence of jammers. They achieve this by creating deliberate
‘nulls’ in the gain patterns of a receiver’s antenna in the direction of the
jammer while simultaneously boosting antenna gain in the direction of
the satellites. This can significantly reduce or even eliminate the threat of
an average jammer, but powerful jammers will still be capable of
disrupting satellite transmissions. Civilians are also affected by jammers
that can be easily bought online, though to a lesser degree as they are
usually much weaker. These are typically used by criminals to defeat
vehicle tracking systems and even employees who wish to misuse company
vehicles [54]. To fit each radio of the Terrafix PMR network with a
directional or nulling antenna to counter jamming attempts would require
huge hardware changes and is therefore beyond the scope of this research.

3.3.3 Integrated Navigation

Standard alternatives to GNSS signals are not used as the PMR
network is not designed to transmit or receive on frequencies other than
their proprietary channels. Much of the network’s security revolves
around the use of these classified channels and it would require significant
changes to the receiver hardware design to enable the use of other
frequencies. Furthermore, many of the common alternatives to GNSS
such as a bluetooth and Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) signals
are short range, usually less than 100m for WLANs and even less for
bluetooth. Therefore, a very dense network would be needed to conduct
ranging with WLAN signals and bluetooth is generally limited to
proximity methods only [7]. So called Signals Of OPportuinity (SOOP)
are any signals designed for purposes other than positioning, which also
include television broadcasts and cellular signals. Bluetooth and WLAN
signals are concentrated in dense urban environments and have
comparatively high signal power, thereby making them suitable
complements to GNSS to be utilized for positioning. Television and
cellular signals are generally available in any populated area. The
problem is that many signals are needed from many directions in order
for a SOOP positioning system to work [8]. The PMR network will not
always be deployed in urban centres and, even if they were, the local
infrastructure cannot be depended upon in a battlefield or natural
disaster scenario.
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Figure 3.4: An example of
how a GNSS cooperative
positioning hybrid can
increase the availability
and redundancy of ranging
signals when satellite signal
reception is prevented by
an obstruction or jammer.
This figure depicts how
ranging information may
be shared so that the
radios inside the building
can still be positioned
despite not being able to
receive any GNSS signals.
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Applying P2P co-operative positioning techniques to the PMR
network will allow for dramatic improvements in position availability,
particularly in urban canyons and other environments where receivable
satellite transmissions are lacking. Once a terrestrial ranging system has
been developed for the PMR network, the ranging data can be shared
over the communication system. This way, absolute positions for all
radios in the network may be computed from a small number of fixed
radios (see Subsections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). Such a hybrid system between
the PMR network and GNSS is illustrated in Figure 3.4.

If a radio has more than one means of computing range estimates, a
hybrid positioning system can be created that merges the information
collected by each using a least-squares algorithm or Kalman filter.
Least-squares is a standard method of regression used to approximately
solve an overdetermined system by minimising the sum of the square of
the differences between measurements and a proposed model. A Kalman
filter can use a series of measurements made over time to produce a single
measurement of a higher accuracy. The Mercury radios need to operate
indoors too, which are difficult environments for all GNSS receivers as
satellite transmissions can be completely blocked by the building.
Although, this depends on the receivers exact location in the building, the
size and frequency of windows, and the sensitivity of the receiver. A
hybrid cooperative positioning system with GNSS can not only increase
the availability and accuracy of a position fix, but also reduce the time
taken for a receiver to compute its first fix. This approach is very similar
to assisted-GNSS, which makes use of the cellular network to compute a
“pre-location” to bound a receiver’s position to the cell it is in. A GNSS
cooperative positioning hybrid can offer a comparable signal acquisition
time and positioning to assisted-GNSS by propagating satellite ephemeris
and clock data through the network. This data can be difficult to
download from GNSS satellite signals that are intermittent or have a low
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SNR. However, the PMR network has the advantage of not being
dependent on any central infrastructure in order to function [55] [56].

3.4 Multipath
When a signal is transmitted, there can be many paths the signal can

take to reach a receiver, especially when an omnidirectional antenna is
used. The ideal signal for ranging is that which has propagated the LOS
path, but this is not always available as it may be blocked by an opaque
object or suffer excessive attenuation. If it is detectable, it will likely be the
first signal to arrive at the receiver as it has followed the shortest path. All
other signals present at the receiver have followed a NLOS path, whereby
their direction of propagation has changed at least once. This is usually due
to reflection from a smooth glass, metallic or wet surface, all of which are
abundant in urban centres. Both the Terrafix and GNSS signals operate
in the Ultra-High Frequency (UHF) range of the electromagnetic spectrum
(300MHz - 3GHz), so changes in a signal’s propagation direction due to
reflection and diffraction are normally highly local. However, the PMR
network is terrestrially based and thus the Terrafix signals will experience
negligible range errors due to atmospheric refraction (see [2] pp.288-290).

The number of signals that can make it to the receiver is theoretically
unlimited, but typically there will only be a few dominant signals. However,
the LOS signal will not necessarily be one of these dominant signals if
its path is greatly attenuated - in which case, it will contribute to the
interference of the dominant NLOS signals. Tracking of a NLOS signal is
called NLOS reception and is particularly common indoors and in dense
urban centres where signals are often blocked, including the LOS signal [57].

The receiver bandwidth, B, required to discriminate between two
signals received via different paths with TOFs of τ1 and τ2 must satisfy
the following inequality:

B >
1

|τ2 − τ1|
(3.5)

Networks such as the PMR network that use narrowband signals can
potentially struggle to discriminate signals from multiple paths in
comparison to networks of a higher bandwidth (see [1] pp.206-208).

3.4.1 Interference
When multiple signals arrive at a receiver in quick succession, they

can interfere with one another thereby creating a distorted composite
signal to be demodulated. Multipath is one of the biggest culprits of
inter-symbol interference alongside bandlimiting (see Subsection 2.4.2).
The distortion of the received signal can result in an erroneous range
estimate as most forms of symbol timing recovery rely on the signal’s
shape. This is illustrated in Figure 3.5 for two NLOS signals received
alongside the LOS signal. Multipath interference causes a phase shift in
the received signal which will be different with each transmission as the
local environment and the radio locations continuously change.
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Figure 3.5: An example of constructive multipath interference of the LOS
signal (blue), a dominant NLOS signal and a non-dominant NLOS signal
(red), to create the composite signal below (purple). Notice that each local
minima of the LOS signal and the composite signal are not in-time - this
phase shift is due to the multipath interference.

Notice in Figure 3.5 that the NLOS signals constructively interfere
with the LOS signal to produce a composite signal of a higher amplitude.
Constructive interference will occur between two signals when they are
between −π/2 and π/2 radians out-of-phase relative to one another. The
increase in amplitude is generally not an issue for ranging using TOF
measurements, but when using a Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI), it can cause an underestimation of the range estimate.
Destructive interference causes signal fading, which is when the amplitude
of the composite signal drops and is a major problem for RSSI ranging.
This is only a problem for TOF ranging if the signal amplitude drops low
enough to significantly impact the SNR, which is usually anything over
about a factor of two. This occurs between two signals whenever they are
between −π and −π/2 or between π/2 and π radians out-of-phase relative to
one another, as illustrated in Figure 3.6 [58]. If the destructive
interference is severe, then communications may temporarily go down and
baseband data will be lost - this is referred to as a deep fade. The
remainder of this section will be used to discuss and compare various
methods of multipath interference mitigation that could be applied to the
PMR network. Most multipath interference mitigation techniques for
ranging are designed with GNSS in mind, but many of the ideas can also
be applied to the PMR network.

3.4.2 Diversity Techniques

Multipath is a chaotic phenomena - a special case of determinism which
can appear random due to extreme sensitivity on the initial conditions.
Classic models of multipath fading signals are stochastic, but they may
also be seen as chaotic dynamical processes better modelled using chaos
and fractal theory [59]. Whether chaotic or random, if one transmission
results in a deep fade at the receiver, another transmission made at a similar
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Figure 3.6: An example of destructive multipath interference between the
same signals as Figure 3.5, except the additional delays of the NLOS signals
are twice as long. The composite signal still exhibits a timing error due to
the phase shift, but there is also a major loss in amplitude.

point in space or time, for example, may result in a strong reception.
This aspect of multipath can be exploited to combat fading by using

diversity processing techniques. Such techniques use several signals
transmitted over different or possibly independent fading paths so that if
any one path experiences a deep fade, another path may produce a strong
reception. Space diversity employs two or more receiving antennas at
unique spatial locations; usually at least a quarter of the signal’s
wavelength apart so that the fading correlation between them is
sufficiently low. This has become the most popular form of diversity
because of the higher carrier frequencies generally used nowadays for
ranging enable space diversity in relatively small devices. Frequency
diversity employs two or more frequencies to transmit the same
information which are separated by at least the coherence bandwidth of
the channel. Coherence bandwidth is the maximum interval of frequency
such that the fading experienced by two frequencies within that interval
will be correlated. Time diversity is when the same information is
transmitted at two times separated by at least the coherence time of the
channel. The coherence time comes from the relative motion between
transmitter and receiver, and is the time taken for the Doppler shift
between different signals to become great enough for fading to occur.
These are some of the most commonly used diversity techniques, and
some receivers may use more than one in conjunction, but other types of
diversity also exist [58].

If a receiver has a choice from diverse signals received at different
points in space, time or frequency, then the drop in SNR at the receiver
due to fading may sometimes be avoided. This choice can be made in
different ways - each way offering a particular trade-off between SNR and
power consumption. The most basic means of doing this is by switching
to another signal whenever the SNR of the signal currently being tracked
falls below a predetermined threshold. This method consumes the least
power as only one signal is tracked at a time, but fading can still occur
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and synchronization may be lost while switching between signals.
Another method is to select whichever signal has the highest SNR to
proceed to the receivers signal processing. This consumes more power as
all received signals must be tracked, at least to ascertain their SNR, but
then there is no delay when switching between signals. Furthermore,
there is the risk that a signal with high constructive interference will be
chosen over a signal with less interference. In a packet switched network
like the PMR network, selections are usually made on packet-by-packet
basis to avoid inordinate switching between diverse signals. If the
selection could be switched whenever the current signal stops being the
best option, switches may be made extremely frequently and thereby
drain the radio’s battery [58].

In terms of this research, the problem with most diversity techniques
is that they would require significant changes to the Terrafix radio
receiver hardware for them to work. Space diversity would require an
additional receiving antenna at least a quarter of a wavelength away from
the existing one. The Mercury radios transmit in the low-end UHF band,
so this separation would be impractical for a handheld radio [60].
Frequency diversity would not only require a dual-frequency receiving
antenna to be fitted to the radios, but also a frequency separation greater
than the coherence bandwidth, which is not possible using the Terrafix
proprietary channels. This is because the bandwidth of the PMR network
is less than the coherence bandwidth of the channels that the radios
transmit on [61].

Interleaving

Time diversity may be a viable method to mitigate fading as it would
not require any hardware changes. The Mercury radios already use a form
of time diversity called interleaving in conjunction with an error-correcting
code to recover lost data due to burst errors. A burst error is a contiguous
sequence of received bits that exhibits a far higher BER than the expected
BER for received bits. Burst errors can occur for a variety of reasons, one of
these being a deep fade, but standard error correcting codes can only correct
random infrequent errors. Interleaving is the process of shuffling data in a
predefined way that can be un-shuffled at a later point. By interleaving the
data at the transmitter’s encoder, burst errors are dispersed over time when
the data is finally deinterleaved at the receiver’s decoder. This enables the
error-correcting code to recover the lost data (see Subsection A.1.2).

A drawback of interleaving is that it requires the entire interleaved
block of data to be received before it can be decoded, rather than data
being decoded continuously. This delays the processing of the block and
may pose a problem for devices with little memory to store a whole block
of data. Interleaving also hides the structure of errors incurred which
prevents the use of advanced decoding procedures that can make use of
this structure. In addition to this, a fast-fading channel is required for an
interleaver to be able to correct a burst error caused by a deep fade.
Fast-fading occurs when the coherence time of the channel, defined at the
start of this subsection, is far greater than the time taken to transmit the
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v

Figure 3.7: A heuristic example of how Doppler spread occurs when a
receiver is in a vehicle moving with velocity v. A LOS and a NLOS signal
from a transmitter (left) reach the receiver in near opposite directions.

signal. Slow-fading is the opposite: when the signal delay is far greater
than the channel coherence time. Over a slow-fading channel, the burst
error due to a deep fade could extend over most of the message being
transmitted, in which case no combination of interleaving and error
correction will recover the lost data. However, interleaving may provide
some resistance to deep fading depending on a phenomena known as the
Doppler spread.

Doppler Spread

In a multipath environment, NLOS signals can arrive at the receiver
from one of numerous angles by making one or more reflections. A LOS
signal will exhibit a Doppler shift calculated from the frequency of the
signal at the transmitter and the transmitter-receiver radial velocity (see
Subsection 2.2.2). A NLOS signal will exhibit a Doppler shift calculated
from the frequency of the signal at the last reflector and the radial velocity
between this reflector and the receiver. The frequency of the signal may be
different at the reflector than at the transmitter if the two are not stationary
relative to one another. The Doppler spread is the difference in Doppler
shift between the multiple signal copies arriving at the receiver, which can
occur when there is relative motion between the transmitter and receiver.
Consider the heuristic example illustrated in Figure 3.7, where a signal
of frequency f is transmitted to a receiver moving with a relative radial
velocity of vr. As the LOS and NLOS signals arrive at the receiver from
almost opposite directions, their respective Doppler shifts can be estimated
from Equation 2.1 to find the Doppler spread, Ds, to be:

Ds ≈
fvr
c
−
(
−
fvr
c

)
= 2fvr

c
(3.6)

where c is the universal speed limit. Therefore, the Doppler spread can
be estimated as 2fvr/c in this example, which, for a low-end UHF signal
transmitted to a vehicle travelling at 60 km h−1, has a value of about 50Hz.

The coherence time is inversely proportional to the Doppler spread
with a constant of proportionality that depends upon the fading tolerance
of the application. A higher Doppler spread results in a lower coherence
time, which means a higher risk of fading, although, if most of the signals
are non-dominant, a high Doppler spread may not result in a deep fade.
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A low-end UHF narrowband channel with only a few tens of kHz of
bandwidth and a Doppler spread of about 50Hz, like that used by the
PMR network, will have a coherence time of about 160 symbols. As each
packet transmitted by the Mercury radios are several hundreds of symbols
in length, interleaving the data does provide some protection against
burst errors due to deep fades. However, interleaving only prevents the
loss of data due to a deep fade, not the loss of signal amplitude.
Therefore, symbol timing and, hence, range estimates will still be greatly
impaired by a deep fade (see [62] pp.16,27,69,76-77).

3.4.3 Multiple Signal Classification

The timing resolution of a system estimation of a signal’s TOF
generally cannot be made smaller than the inverse of that systems
bandwidth, therefore, achieving high precision is a major problem for
narrowband systems. For example, a system such as the PMR network
that only has a few tens of kHz of bandwidth, timing resolution would
typically be about 50 µs, which corresponds to a ranging resolution of
about 15 km. Super-resolution techniques are commonly employed to
attain a time resolution greater than that would be possible using the
radio system alone. A popular super-resolution algorithm is MUltiple
SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) which separates the impulse response at a
receiver into its signal and noise components in the time domain. By
doing this, the earliest received signal can be timestamped - ideally the
LOS signal (see [63] pp.25-27).

Suppose a signal s = s(t) ∈ C is transmitted in a multipath environment
that will arrive at the receiver via two or more paths which may or may
not include the LOS. The received signal, x = x(t) ∈ C is composed of p
sinusoids and stochastic noise, n = n(t) ∈ C, that is independent of the
sinusoids. Each sinusoid is a copy of the transmitted signal which has
arrived at the receiver via a unique path with a TOF of τi and attenuation
ai:

x =
p∑
i=1

ais(t− τi) + n (3.7)

If M > p samples are taken at times t = t1, t2, . . . , tM which are
separated in time by periods of ∆t, the received signal’s discrete
autocorrelation function Rxx(k) for k ∈ [0, 1, . . . ,M − 1] may be defined
as:

Rxx(k) =
tM∑
t=t1

x(t)x∗(t− k∆t) (3.8)

where the asterisk indicates a complex conjugate. The autocorrelation of
a process is a measure of the correlation between values of the process at
different times. Here it is the correlation of the received signal’s power
between two moments that are separated by k sample periods. Treating
the sinusoid components of x as elements of a vector, x = x(t) ∈ CM×1, this
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is written as:

x =


a1s(t− τ1) + n
a2s(t− τ2) + n

...
aMs(t− τM) + n

 (3.9)

The MUSIC algorithm uses the autocorrelation matrix, Rs ∈ CM×M , to
separate the components of the received signal and isolate the signal with
the smallest TOF. This matrix is defined formally as the expectation, E,
of the received signal vector multiplied by its own conjugate transpose, H.
This translates to a matrix with components defined by Rss(k) written as:

Rx = E[xxH] =



Rxx(0) R∗xx(1) R∗xx(2) . . . R∗xx(M − 1)
Rxx(1) Rxx(0) R∗xx(1) . . . R∗xx(M − 2)
Rxx(2) Rxx(1) Rxx(0) . . . R∗xx(M − 3)

... ... ... . . . ...
Rxx(M − 1) Rxx(M − 2) Rxx(M − 3) . . . Rxx(0)


(3.10)

One may now carry out eigendecomposition on this autocorrelation
matrix to determine its eigenvalues, λ1, . . . , λM ∈ C, with corresponding
column eigenvectors, v1, . . . ,vM ∈ CM×1, respectively. This is done in the
standard way by solving the following equation:

(Rx − λiI) vi = 0 (3.11)

where I ∈ CM×M is an identity matrix. This yields the solution:

Rx = VΛVH (3.12)

for V,Λ ∈ CM×M where

Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λM) and V = [v1, . . . ,vM ] (3.13)

Without loss of generality, the M eigenvalues may be ordered from
largest to smallest as long as the eigenvectors are similarly ordered so that
they correspond to the correct eigenvalue. Then if λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λp � 0
and λp+1 ≈ λp+2 ≈ . . . ≈ λM ≈ 0 the eigenvectors may be used to form two
matrices S ∈ CM×p and N ∈ CM×(M−p) as follows:

S = [v1,v2, . . . ,vp] and N = [vp+1,vp+2, . . . ,vM ] (3.14)

The columns of S will span the subspace of the signal, including the noise,
whereas the columns of N will span only the noise subspace. A suitable
estimate of p is usually decided by the decision statistic, D, defined as
follows: ∑p

i=1 λi∑M

i=1 λi
(3.15)

The SNR needs to be sufficiently high for the two sets of eigenvalues to be
reliably distinguished from one another.
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Figure 3.8: The TOF spectrum
of a received signal of various
bandwidths (top) and various
SNRs (bottom). When the signal
bandwidth is narrow or the SNR
is low, the peaks of the spectrum
are less pronounced and, hence, are
harder to detect.
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Finally, the TOF spectrum, P (τ), can be defined using N like so:

P (τ) = 1∥∥∥NHb(τ)
∥∥∥2 (3.16)

for b = b(τ) ∈ CM×1 where

b =
1, exp

(
2πτj
M

)
, . . . , exp

(
2πτj(M − 1)

M

)T (3.17)

and the superscript T is used to denote transpose. This TOF spectrum
will have a number of peaks, each estimating the TOF of a component of
the received signal x. The desired value is usually τ0: the TOF of the LOS
signal or the NLOS signal of least delay.

Of the various super-resolution algorithms, MUSIC is often considered
as one of the best options in terms of reliability, accuracy and a priori
requirements. This comes at the expense of computational complexity,
which is O(M 3) for the MUSIC algorithm. However, eigendecomposition
techniques such as MUSIC usually need to collect data over a relatively
long period of time to calculate the autocorrelation matrix. Although, it
is possible to perform the MUSIC algorithm using data from only a single
snapshot in time, if the SNR is high enough. The accuracy and precision
of the MUSIC algorithm is quite sensitive to the signal’s bandwidth and
SNR, as illustrated in Figure 3.8 [64].

The estimation of key parameters like τ0, as well as ω0 and φ0, will
define an estimate of the direct signal, or at least the strongest indirect
signal. The cross correlation between this estimate and the received signal
may be conducted over an appropriate interval about τ0 to compute a
better solution, particularly when the SNR is low. The peak of this cross
correlation function will provide a more accurate estimate of the TOF [65].

Diagonal-Loading Least-Squares MUSIC

A narrow bandwidth not only limits the time resolution of the system,
but also limits the system’s ability to differentiate between two signals
received in a quick succession (see Equation 3.5). The difference in TOF
between the various counterparts of a narrowband signal received in a
multipath environment is often less than the signal’s rise time, making it
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difficult for a receiver to distinguish them from one another. Due to this,
it is difficult to define a definitive boundary between the signal subspace
and the noise subspace, resulting in severe signal contamination in the
noise subspace. This adversely affects the TOF spectrum defined in
Equation 3.16, which depends upon a well-defined noise subspace.
Therefore, the classical MUSIC algorithm would fail to work for
narrowband signals as the low bandwidth makes the peaks in the TOF
spectrum very broad, causing them to merge. This affect is illustrated in
Figure 3.9, where the general shape of the TOF spectrum is plotted for a
narrow band signal with and without applying the least-squares
algorithm.

τ

P (τ)

Figure 3.9: The TOF spectrum
of a received narrowband signal
using the classic MUSIC algorithm
(thick red) and the same signal
using the DL-LS-MUSIC algorithm
(thin blue). The least-squares
algorithm can differentiate the two
peaks that would have otherwise
blurred together.

To avoid this issue, the signal
components in the noise subspace
need to be reduced, which can be
achieved through pre-processing
of the autocorrelation matrix.
The ideal spectrum could be
estimated using a Least-Squares
(LS) algorithm, but its
performance is severely degraded
when the autocorrelation
matrix is sparse - this is when the
majority of its elements are equal
to zero. This can occur when the
SNR is low, which causes matrix
inversion to become very unstable.
The LS algorithm is made more
robust by Diagonal Loading (DL)
the autocorrelation matrix by
adding the diagonal matrix αI ∈ CM×M . The value of α will be small when
signals are present in the noise subspace and large when they are absent.
Successively reloading with this identity matrix will reveal an appropriate
value for α and, hence, a better defined boundary between the signal and
noise subspaces to be used by the MUSIC algorithm. The focus of the
resulting TOF spectrum at the signal values will now be enhanced. Using
the DL-LS-MUSIC algorithm, the transmitted signals TOF can be
estimated as accurately, or even more accurately, than the classic MUSIC
algorithm applied to non-narrowband signals. Details regarding this
algorithm can be found in the following references: [66] [67] [68].

3.4.4 Multi-Correlator Techniques

Symbol timing can be recovered by correlating a received signal with a
locally generated replica at various relative phase offsets. This will
generally produce an autocorrelation around zero, but will peak suddenly
at the correct phase alignment. By measuring precisely where this peak
occurs, the receiver can synchronize itself with a received signal.

This method of symbol timing will typically use three I and Q correlator
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pairs, the early (E), late (L), and prompt (P), which allow the search of
three phase offsets simultaneously. When the correct alignment is found,
the E and L correlators should be of comparable power and the P correlator
the highest and horizontally equidistant to E and L, as shown in Figure
3.10. At this point, the P correlator should exceed the predetermined
acquisition threshold, which defines the accuracy of the alignment. The
EL spacing will determine this threshold’s magnitude, which can be high
for narrow spacing and must be low for wide spacing. This spacing should
be less than two symbols so that the correlators reside on the slopes of
the autocorrelation peak, but not so narrow that the correlator outputs
cannot be distinguished from one another in the presence of noise. Some
cross-correlation can still occur causing multiple peaks for a given signal,
so narrow correlators can provide a more robust navigation solution (see [2]
pp.367-372).

When the multiple signal copies received via different paths
constructively interfere at the receiver, they cause a positive error in the
phase alignment and, hence, a positive error in the symbol timing.
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Figure 3.10: An autocorrelation
function with early-prompt-late
correlators in the absence of
interference. When the early
and late correlators are level,
the prompt correlator correctly
identifies the correlation peak.

Similarly, signals that destructively
interfere cause a negative symbol
timing error, as illustrated in Figure
3.11. Notice that the prompt
correlator shifts right or left when the
delayed signal interferes constructively
or destructively respectively. To
correct the symbol timing, a means
of measuring how the multipath
interference has distorted the peak is
required.

In reality, the peaks illustrated in
Figures 3.11 and 3.10 are rounded due
to bandlimiting. The autocorrelation
peaks of narrowband signals will be
very rounded and, hence, tend to have
relatively poor multipath mitigation
performance compared to wideband

signals. However, narrowband signals are far less vulnerable to interference
from other narrowband signals and more robust to signal anomalies caused
by a faulty transmission [69].

Double-Delta Correlators

A Delay-Locked-Loop (DLL) can be used to measure early symbol
values, IE and QE, and late symbol values, IL and QL. Then a
discriminator function, D = D(IE, QE, IL, QL), is used to measure the
error associated with the current delay estimate. A commonly used
discriminator called the Early Minus Late (EML) discriminator is defined
as:

D = (I2
E +Q2

E)− (Q2
L + I2

L) (3.18)
There are a variety of techniques that belong to the double-delta family
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Figure 3.11: How multipath distorts the code correlation peak when a
delayed or indirect signal constructively interferes (blue) and destructively
interferes (red) with the direct signal (see [2] p.404).

which correct distortions of the correlation function as a result of multipath
interference. These employ correlators that measure the very early and
very late symbol values, IV E and QV E, and, IV L and QV L, respectively in
addition to the conventional early and late correlators. The four correlators
are narrowly spaced and are used to correct the discriminator function in
Equation 3.18 to get D∆∆ defined as:

D∆∆ = (I2
E +Q2

E)− (I2
L +Q2

L)− 1
2
[
(I2
V E +Q2

V E)− (I2
V L +Q2

V L)
]

(3.19)

The extra correlators can be used to collect information about the distorted
slopes either side of the peak to correct errors due to multipath interference.
This is known more specifically as the Early/Late Slope Technique, which
computes a value that indicates by how much the correlators need to be
moved to be centred about the correlation peak [70]. The early correlators
alone can sometimes be used to make corrections based on the reasonable
assumption that multipath interference predominantly distorts the falling
side of the peak (see [2] p.460).

Multipath Estimating Delay-Locked-Loop

Ten or more correlators are used by the Multipath Estimating
Delay-Locked-Loop (MEDLL) algorithm to accurately measure the shape
of the autocorrelation function for a received signal [71]. What follows is
a rudimentary derivation of the solutions obtained from this algorithm
when applied to GNSS. A received signal, s = s(t), will comprise of P
copies of the transmitted signal that are measured by the receiver after
having traversed different paths. Classical MEDLL decomposes a received
signal into its various components to measure their key signal parameters:
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amplitude, ai, delay, τi, and phase, φi. A standard DLL cannot measure
these parameters accurately as it does not account for the effects of
multipath interference. Each signal component is modulated with the
code p = p(t) and is received in the presence of stochastic noise, n = n(t):

s =
P∑
i=1

aip(t− τi)cos(ωt+ φi) + n (3.20)

An estimate for the sum of the true signal components, ŝ = ŝ(t), may be
defined in terms of amplitude, âi, delay, τ̂i, and phase, φ̂i, as follows:

ŝ =
P∑
i=1

âip(t− τ̂i)cos(ωt+ φ̂i) (3.21)

If s is observed over a time interval ∆t that is small enough for key
signal parameters to be treated as constant, then the parameters can be
determined. This is done using a maximum likelihood estimation to
minimize the mean square error, L = L(â, τ̂ , θ̂), which is defined as:

L = −
∫ ∆t

0
[s− ŝ]2dt (3.22)

This equation is solved by setting the partial derivatives of L to zero,
which is essentially like fitting a non-linear curve to the correlation
function of the direct signal [72]. The number of correlators must exceed
the number of estimated parameters in order for the the MEDLL
algorithm to work. Software modules can compute this curve using the
outputs from the correlators to find a combination of signals that most
closely resembles the received signal. A standard DLL may then be used
to estimate the autocorrelation peak on the signal of least delay in the
standard way.

This algorithm provides far better resistance to multipath interference
than a narrow EL spacing; it has been demonstrated that error due to
multipath can be reduced by as much as 90% [73]. However, it is
inherently more expensive and computationally complex due to its
multi-correlator design. The MEDLL algorithm has inspired many
spin-off maximum likelihood multipath mitigation techniques such as
incoherent MEDLL, which simplifies the algorithm’s implementation
enough to even rival comparatively basic algorithms [74]. The parameters
of the multiple signal components can also be determined with the
assistance of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), not unlike the
eigendecomposition used by the MUSIC algorithm [75] [76].



4. Basic Ranging
using Message Timing

Before the synchronization protocols of the Mercury radio’s signal
processing can be modified, the two-way ranging protocol discussed in
Subsection 2.3.1 must be implemented first. Over the course of this
chapter, some basic demonstrations of this are performed by modifying
the messaging protocols of the radio so that they repeatedly exchange
messages and timestamp when these messages are transmitted or
received. No useable range estimates are expected from these basic
experiments, but fundamental elements of the ranging procedure are
implemented here that will form the foundation for more advanced
experiments. The methodology of these experiments is laid out in Section
4.2, but first, a closer look at the Terrafix Private Mobile Radio (PMR) is
needed. Note that certain specific values relating to the radio’s signal
structure and processing are omitted or kept deliberately vague for
security reasons.

4.1 The Terrafix Private Mobile Radio
Network

The Mercury radios have no means of positioning themselves using their
proprietary signals; the standard GPS receiver they each possess are their
only means of positioning at the outset of this research. A ranging protocol
must be built from scratch by directly modifying the radio’s firmware - this
is the software that provides the low-level control of the radio hardware.

4.1.1 Radio Firmware

This firmware is comprised of three main modules: the Digital Signal
Processor (DSP), display and radio interface, which are connected as
illustrated in Figure 4.1. Each module is an independent self-contained
portion of the firmware that executes a single aspect of the radio’s
functionality. The basic ranging experiments presented in this chapter are
completed by only making modifications to the display firmware. The
DSP receives sampled in-phase and quadrature signal data from the
radio’s ADC, which it filters and demodulates to decode a message if one
is present. This is where the incoming signal is synchronized with the
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receiving radio’s oscillator clock, but the DSP firmware is not modified in
these basic experiments.

Display

Radio
Interface

DSP

DBUS

UART

Figure 4.1: An
illustration of how
data flows between
the three main
modules of the
radio firmware.

The display governs the Graphical User Interface
(GUI) which enables the user to interact with the
various components of the radio through graphical
icons that appear on the touchscreen. This firmware
is written using the gnome open-source desktop
environment, which is ideal for Unix-like operating
systems such as that used to build the Mercury radio
display firmware. This desktop environment provides
access to a library of functions that are used to create
a GUI that can be edited more easily. The user
can use the radio GUI to transmit messages, read
received messages and even view raw data such as
received packets, DSP load, memory usage, and a real-
time signal constellation diagram (see Section 2.4.1).
The display firmware defines how the GUI should
appear on the screen and executes the appropriate
subroutines based on user input, such as preparing a
data packet for transmission when the send message
icon is clicked. The PMR network uses a packet
switching scheme to transmit over a shared medium
(see Subsection 3.2.1). The display firmware also
collects data from other components of the radio to
present to the user via the GUI [77].

The radio interface firmware handles the parsing,
multiplexing and demultiplexing of data exchanged

between the display and DSP via a Universal Asynchronous Receiver-
Transmitter (UART). This is a hardware peripheral commonly
implemented in embedded systems which facilitate communication between
the constituents of a local System on a Chip (SoC). These constituents
include microprocessors, memory, DSPs, oscillators and the various
interfaces between them. Interfaces with components external to the SoC
are based on industry standards such as the Universal Serial Bus (USB).
A Desktop BUS (D-Bus) is used as an intermediary between the DSP and
display that receives and forwards data sent via the UART. This enables
the unsynchronized tasks of the display and DSP to exchange data while
they run concurrently on the same radio.

Each of these modules of the radio firmware execute a main event loop
where functions are called based on prior events that have occurred, such
as the receiving of a signal or the pressing of a button. This main event
loop forms the central control flow construct and is the highest form of
governance over its module of the firmware. The display and radio interface
firmware are single modules in and of themselves, but the DSP is divided
into several submodules that each perform a specific aspect of the signal
processing. By finding which module of the firmware and what task of its
main loop handles a particular event, the radio’s response to said event can
be modified.
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Task Priority

The radio firmware follows a multi-threaded system architecture, which
is discussed in far greater detail in the next chapter (see Subsection 5.1).
For these basic experiments it is only necessary to understand that various
tasks performed by the radios do not always occur in the same order as
they appear in the firmware. Instead, tasks are scheduled based on their
respective priority levels they have been assigned and the availability of
each task’s requisite information. If a task of the messaging protocols is
delayed or interrupted by another task of higher priority, this can have a
profound impact on they timestamps made and, hence, the range estimates
calculated from them.

4.2 Methodology
To modify the display firmware, it was necessary to first establish the

build environment needed to compile and build it. In this environment, it
is also possible to run basic simulations of the radio GUI to observe the
differences these edits make and test the methods of data collection. This
is followed by a review of the various statistics that are used to analyse the
timing data extracted from the radios and quantify certain key terms such
as accuracy and precision. Finally, the experiment design is discussed and
what ranging results are expected.

4.2.1 Display Firmware Build Environment
To make any observable modifications to the display firmware, there

were a number of essential preparatory steps that had to be completed
first. A VMware paravirtualization tool was used to establish a unique
build environment on a Linux virtual machine [78]. The display firmware
is cross-compiled on this machine, using Buildroot, to run on the gumstix
processor incorporated into the HPSDR assembly. Cross-compilation is a
process used to compile code on one platform for use on another, which
is ideal for developing embedded computers whose resources are generally
too limited to run a compiler. The cross-compiler used to build the display
firmware is licensed by Arm Holdings which provides the SoC computer
processor architecture. Buildroot is a tool used to simplify and automate
the generation of a cross-compilation toolchain in the build environment to
define a Root File System (RFS) for this embedded system [79]. Gumstix
is a global leader in the development and manufacturing of small SoCs
supplied by Arm Holdings comparable in size to a stick of gum, hence the
name [80].

Simulations

A local version of the radio GUI can be simulated in the build
environment through the use of a makefile that partially builds the
display firmware. The functionality of other radio components such as the
DSP are entirely absent, but one can use a standard computer mouse to
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simulate a touchscreen on the local GUI to transmit a message. Functions
of the display that depend upon data received from other radio
components are either suppressed or replaced by dummy functions in this
local build. For these basic experiments, this simulation is useful as it
allows most modifications to the display firmware to be tested quickly for
syntax errors and proper functionality. To perform a full rebuild of the
display firmware and install it onto a radio takes about half an hour, but
the simulation can be made and run in about ten seconds. As
transmissions can be simulated, it is possible to test methods of making
transmission timestamps and extracting them to a local folder.

4.2.2 Statistical Measures

The range estimates collected are analysed using two main statistics:
the mean and standard deviation. For a given collection of range estimates,
the central or expected value is represented by the mean of that data set.
Say the TOF estimated by the kth message exchange is denoted by τk, then
the mean TOF, µτ , over N exchanges can be defined by:

µτ , E[τ ] ≡ 1
N

N∑
k=1

τk (4.1)

where E is the mathematical expectation. This mean and the true TOF,
τ̂ , can be used to quantify the bias of the ranging system by calculating
the mean error incurred, ετ , which is defined as:

ετ , µτ − τ̂ (4.2)

The bias of the ranging protocol is the constant error incurred by every
range estimate. Generally, an estimate for the true TOF may be
determined by an established ranging system such as GNSS, but these
basic experiments simply used a wired connection of a known length.
Alternatively, if sufficiently many range estimates are made, their mean
error can be made arbitrarily close to zero.

Just as the mean can be used as a measure of how close that range
estimates are on average to the true range, the standard deviation, στ ,
measures how close the range estimates are to one another. This can be
used to quantify the precision of the ranging system and is defined as:

στ ,
√
E
[
(τ − µτ)2

]
≡

√√√√ 1
N − 1

N∑
k=1

(τk − µτ)2 (4.3)

The sample standard deviation has been used here as this provides a
more general estimate of precision rather than the precision of any
specific dataset. The standard deviation of the range estimates is used to
quantify the jitter of the ranging protocol, which is the variable error
incurred that is different for each range estimate. The impact that bias
and jitter have on range estimates is illustrated in Figure 4.2.2, where the
possible positions of a transmitter form a circular Line Of Position (LOP)
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Figure 4.2: An illustration of the
difference between accuracy and
precision of range estimates. The
distribution of range measurements
is indicated by the blue shaded
region. The LOP for the true
range between radio R and the
transmitting radio is indicated by a
dashed red line. Sub-figure 1 is both
inaccurate and imprecise. Sub-figure
2 is precise, but inaccurate. Sub-
figure 3 is both accurate and precise.

similar to that seen in Figure 2.5. The bias, ε, causes the difference in
radial distance between the transmitters true LOP and that inferred from
the TOF estimate. The thickness of the LOP is determined by the jitter
associated with the range estimates. The majority of this research is
directed at taking the LOP from subfigure 1 to 2. Once the variance is
sufficiently small, the bias can be accurately measured to calibrate the
radios and move to subfigure 3, without needing to collect an
astronomical number of range estimates.

The standard deviation can be used to calculate a third statistic called
the standard error of the mean, which is a measure of the degree to which
the mean may be depended upon. By repeating an experiment, multiple
sets of range estimates will be produced and each will have their own
mean. This creates a distribution of means which will also have a mean
and variance associated with it. The central limit theorem stipulates that
this will be a normal distribution; the mean of this would provide the
most accurate measure of bias to calibrate the radios. The standard error
of the mean for a given set of range estimates, σµ,τ , is a measure of
uncertainty and is defined by the ratio of the ranging variance to the size
of the dataset:

σµ,τ = σ√
N

(4.4)
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Naturally, as more range estimates are made this uncertainty of the mean
decreases and converges to zero as N goes to infinity. This phenomenon is
called the law of large numbers, which guarantees a reliable calibration of
the mean so long as enough estimates are made. The question is: how fast
does this uncertainty of the mean converge to zero?

When a fully functioning ranging system has been realised, the
constant error ετ can be measured to within a desired accuracy by making
the standard error of the mean sufficiently low. Then the ranging
protocols may be calibrated by deducting this constant error from the
range estimates that are made to remove the bias, thereby centring the
estimates on the true range. This can require several thousands of range
estimates because the reduction in the standard error of the mean slows
with increasing N , as one may see by Equation 4.4. Although, this only
needs to be done once to calibrate the radios to remove the bias. On the
other hand, the jitter is a variable error, so it must be accounted for in
real-time as the radio timestamps are being made. Therefore, the
standard deviation is the defining statistic of a usable ranging system, so
reducing this as much as possible is of the utmost importance.
Furthermore, decreasing the standard deviation will also lower the
standard error of the mean, thereby reducing the number of range
estimates needed to calibrate the radios to a particular precision. The
statistics for each experiment are displayed in a table with those of the
previous experiment to measure the improvement from one to the next.
The importance of these values are their absolute values; a positive or
negative value in the mean error or maximum error signify an
overestimation or underestimation of the TOF estimates respectively.
Note that the maximum error is not the theoretical maximum of the
ranging protocol, that could be unbounded, but simply the maximum
error that was seen in the TOF estimates collected. For all of the
statistics compared - mean error, standard deviation and maximum error
- the improvement between experiments is quantified as simply the
percentage decrease in absolute value, as a value of zero for all is ideal.
Therefore, for these values, positive signifies a reduction in that specific
statistic, which is an improvement, whereas a negative signifies an
increase, which is undesirable.

To observe the overall distribution of range estimates, they are
collected into bins to generate a histogram. More specifically, a stair
histogram is generated because of the narrow bin relative to horizontal
axis and, besides, it is the approximate graph of the distribution’s
Probability Density Function (PDF) that is desired. The PDF returns the
probability that a randomly selected range estimate will fall within a
particular bin of the histogram. The bin width has been carefully chosen
for each dataset to balance the resolution and smoothing of the graph.
Too wide and the resolution will be so low that fine details of the
distribution could be lost entirely. Too narrow and the smoothing will be
so low that noise and other highly-localized structure will distort the
distribution.
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4.2.3 Experiment Design
All of the ranging experiments are performed via a wired connection

using a 1.5m length of coaxial cable rather than transmitting over-air, as
displayed in Figure 4.3. A wired connection is used because the
proprietary channels employed by the PMR network are licenced, which
UCL do not have permission to use. Unlicensed transmissions on these
frequencies could interfere with legitimate users of the frequency and
result in legal repercussions. A wired connection also simplifies the
experiments by eliminating any timing errors due to multipath
interference for now. A total of 120dB of attenuation are connected to the
cable to prevent the received signal power from being so great that it
damages the radio hardware, but this also reduces the received SNR to a
more realistic level. An exception to this design is the initial timing
experiment discussed in Section 4.3, which is performed using a single
radio with an RF terminator attached to its antenna port. The
terminator creates a dummy load to impede any transmitted signal so
that it does not escape into the air, but also prevents signals from
reflecting back into the transceiver which would cause damage.

Figure 4.3: The set-up for two-
way ranging that is used for all
experiments. Two Mercury radios are
connected by 1.5m of coaxial cable
fitted with three 40dB attenuators.

The propagation speed of a
signal through coaxial cable can
vary greatly depending on the exact
type that is used, from as little
as 60% of the universal speed
limit to as much as 99%. The
universal speed limit is otherwise
known as the speed-of-light in a
vacuum, which has a value of
299, 792, 458 m s−1. However, the
bias and jitter incurred by the
TOF estimates are caused during
the signal processing by the radios,
not the propagation of the signal.
Therefore, the signal propagation
speed is taken as what it would be
in over-air applications, which is approximately 99.97% the universal speed
limit. By using this propagation speed to calculate range estimates,
a realistic value for the bias and jitter for over-air applications can be
obtained. To assume a lower propagation speed would cause these values
for the bias and jitter to be underestimated and, hence, make the ranging
protocols appear better than they actually are.

4.2.4 Objectives
The purpose of the initial timing experiment is to establish a means of

making timestamps and extracting them from the radios at a sufficient rate
to attain the volume of range estimates necessary for dependable statistical
analysis. This is done using just a single radio to test the methods of data
extraction and reveal the resolution at which timestamps are made by the
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display firmware. These methods of timestamping and data extraction
will form the groundwork for the ranging experiments. In each ranging
experiment, acked user-initiated transmissions are made at one radio which,
upon receipt at the second radio, will then be passively responded to with
an acknowledgement (ack). An ack is a very basic packet containing only
the unique ID of the user-initiated message to simply inform the other
radio that it was successfully received and decoded. An acked message is
one that requests that an ack is returned to confirm receipt of the message.
The radio used to initiate a communication will be called the initiator and
the other that passively receives and responds with an ack will be called
the responder.

Experiment 1 introduces the second radio to compute the first range
estimates by timestamping when messages and acks are transmitted and
received respectively by the display of the initiator. In Experiment 2, the
timestamps of self-received messages are used as a better estimate of the
true transmission time. Self-received messages are simply messages a radio
receives that it itself transmitted. As self-received messages are not placed
in the inbox, these timestamps are made when they first enter the display
firmware as a decoded packet, before any message formation takes place.
Finally, the desired two-way ranging protocol is actualized by timestamping
both received and self-received decodes at both radios to compute two
estimates for the TOF directly, rather than halving the RTT to estimate
the TOF. Each exchange will produce two TOF estimates that will need
to be averaged to cancel most of the error due to clock offset, as this will
most likely be very large compared to the true TOF. Each of the ranging
experiments are conducted in both directions between the radios to observe
any differences this may have on the range estimates.

4.2.5 Hypotheses

In these early experiments, little accuracy or precision can be
expected as there are too many other forms of delay between transmission
and reception in addition to the TOF that are yet to be calibrated out or
otherwise accounted for. Some contributions to the calibration values,
discussed in Section 2.3.2, that are addressed in this chapter include the
processing delay and clock offset errors. Although, to minimize these
errors, modifications will need to be made to the DSP firmware; such
modifications are performed in the advanced ranging experiments. Both
of these errors will be several orders of magnitude greater than the TOF,
so at this stage it is these errors that are essentially being measured.

The range estimates made in Experiments 1 and 2 are obtained by
measuring the RTT, which includes a huge processing delay compared to
those of Experiment 3. This delay is the time taken for the responder to
transmit an ack after receiving a message and will be called the response
latency. Due to this, the range estimates seen in Experiment 3 are likely
to be far more accurate than the preceding experiments. Moreover, an
improvement in precision should also be seen as the processing delay will
come with a jitter due to differences in the arrival times of messages relative
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to the main event loop. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 4.4,
but a message can arrive at any point in the loop. Similarly, there is a
variable delay between a transmission request being made and the actual
transmission being performed, but this is avoided entirely by using self-
received message timestamps.

Main
Event
Loop

Process 1

Process 2

Process 3

Messaging

Message
Received

Message
Processed

Message
Processed

Figure 4.4: The time taken before the
display begins to process a received message is
variable and depends upon when in the main
event loop it arrived.

Even if the message could
be processed immediately
upon arrival at
the display, the time taken
to make one complete
loop is inherently variable
as this depends on which
events have happened
since the last loop was
completed. It is best to
avoid incurring processing
delay completely,
wherever possible, because
delays or interruptions
by higher priority
tasks can make the
execution time variable.

4.3 Initial Timing Experiment
A message to be sent is stored as a string of characters with a preamble

of important data such as the message’s unique ID and whether or not the
message is acked. This string is sent to the DSP for processing with some
auxiliary information, such as the message length and whether or not it
includes a picture. All this data is then encoded and modulated onto a
carrier for transmission. The timestamps are made soon after a message is
made or received by the display, just before it is placed in the outbox or
inbox respectively. The procedure of making transmission timestamps, tT ,
during this initial timing experiment is illustrated in Figure 4.5 - a rather
simple schematic that will be built upon in subsequent experiments.

4.3.1 Data Collection
When the main loop of the display firmware is first executed, a function

is called which begins a timer that is accessible by all functions. To take
a timestamp, another function can be called that returns the time that
has elapsed to the nearest microsecond since this timer began. Both these
functions are provided by the gnome desktop environment. This temporal
resolution of one microsecond is not sufficient for ranging as this alone
would cause an expected ranging error of at least 135m, even if there were
no bias and jitter. Therefore, timestamps must be extracted from the DSP
in later experiments in order to get the timing resolution required for useful
ranging.
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Initiator
Display DSP

RF
Terminator

User-Initiated Message

tT

Figure 4.5: A schematic for the initial timing experiment where user-
initiated messages are timestamped when a transmission request is made.
No TOF or RTT estimates can be made here - this experiment is to simply
test the timestamping and data collection procedures.

The accuracy and precision of the timestamps made at this stage or
whether they are even representative of the message transmission or
reception times is unimportant as only transmissions were performed.
The purpose of this experiment is to learn how to make timestamps and
extract them from the radios. Timestamps may be recorded by simply
printing them to a text file saved in the root directory of the RFS. The
simulation root directory is a folder on the virtual machine, whereas the
root directory of the display firmware is located on the radio’s mounted
Secure Digital (SD) card. It is crucial that all data output from a radio is
held within folders as files in the root directory are lost when the radio is
powered down. The display firmware is modified to output timestamps to
a text file as tab-separated values, each followed by a “T” or “R”,
indicating whether it is a transmission or reception timestamp
respectively. The timestamps are organized into rows such that each row
represents a single range estimate that is accompanied by unique IDs and
some debugging information. An excerpt of real data collected during this
initial experiment is shown in Table 4.1 to illustrate this. Obviously only
transmission timestamps are printed here as reception timestamps cannot
be made yet.

Volume and Rate

When a transmission request is made by the user, the event is recognized
by the pressing of the send button on the GUI which initiates the sequence
of tasks that prepare the message data to be sent to the DSP. This data is
periodically re-sent unless there is a response back from the DSP confirming
it has received the data. If a response never arrives, this cycle does not
repeat indefinitely, there is a resend counter that decrements with each
unsuccessful attempt. Should this counter reach zero, another event is
triggered which terminates this resend process and causes a notification to
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48.649994 T 001 3.000000
62.371399 T 002 3.000000
74.082459 T 003 3.000000
84.012390 T 004 3.000000
94.347260 T 005 3.000000

106.317902 T 006 3.000000
114.989105 T 007 3.000000
124.856018 T 008 3.000000
141.436859 T 009 3.000000
149.119507 T 010 3.000000

Table 4.1: The format of timestamps output from the modified display
firmware for the initial timing experiment. From left to right, the outputs
are the timestamp in seconds, its type, its unique ID and then debugging
information relating to that iteration of the protocol.

be printed to the GUI to indicate that the message failed to send.
Collecting range estimates using the messaging protocols as they are

would require each message to be sent manually, which would be tedious
and an inefficient use of time. To speed-up the rate of data collection and,
therefore, increase the volume of data that can be feasibly collected per
experiment, one can modify this resend function so that the counter never
reaches zero. However, each message includes a unique ID so they can
be effectively identified to prevent a message received via multiple paths
through the network from being processed multiple times. This means that
all repeats of the message received by a second radio would be discarded
at its DSP, long before it reaches its display. This is normally a good
thing as it prevents wastage of valuable processing power and bandwidth,
but here it is a hindrance. To avoid this, the unique ID is incremented
with each resending of the message so the receiving radio will process each
of them as if they were unique. Each copy of the message will now be
timestamped when it reaches the display, thereby providing as many range
estimates as needed for every experiment without needing to send each
message manually.

It would be ideal to have the radio rapidly send these messages to
minimize the time taken to collect data. However, this can muddle the
recording of timestamps in the text file as one execution of the two-way
ranging protocol may begin before the previous has finished. It is also
possible for messages to clash as the radio antenna is a half-duplex,
meaning that it can receive and transmit but not at the same time. In
this case, some reception timestamps would be missing altogether. Some
basic trials of this method indicated that a rate of one user-initiated
transmission per second was appropriate for speedy data collection while
avoiding the aforementioned problems. At least a few thousand range
estimates will be needed for each experiment to produce dependable
statistics and histograms of sufficient “resolution” that fine details of their
distributions can be identified. Although, transmitting hundreds of
thousands of messages, or more, would be arduous and potentially
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deteriorate the radio hardware before the research’s completion. It was
settled that ten thousand range estimates per experiment would be an
appropriate quantity to satisfy both these constraints.

However, this value of ten thousand is not hard coded into the display
firmware as this would provide no flexibility. Instead, the display
firmware is modified so that the number of TOF estimates to be made is
defined in the payload of original message initiated by the user to begin
the data collection. This way, any number of estimates can taken by
typing this number into the original message transmitted, rather than
needing to rebuild the whole RFS. This does not impact the ranging
procedure as this number can be communicated in only a few bytes,
which can easily fit into a single packet. A larger message may require
multiple packets, which would cause multiple transmission timestamps to
be collected for each message.

4.4 Experiment 1
A second radio is used in this and all future experiments with the set-up

described in Subsection 4.2.3 to estimate the range between them. However,
in this and the proceeding experiment, only the firmware of the initiator is
modified, as this is all that is needed to calculate an estimate for the RTT of
the two-way ranging protocol. In doing so, most clock errors can be avoided
as the timestamps made are with respect to the same oscillator. Acked user-
initiated transmissions are made in the same way as in the initial timing
experiment, but this time the signal is able to propagate to the responder
via the wired connection. Even though an ack only contains the unique ID
of the message that it is acknowledging, it is padded with null symbols so
that it forms a packet of the same length as all other packets. Therefore,
as long as the user-initiated message is kept short enough that it fits into
a single packet, then both packets will of the same length and, hence, take
the same time to transmit and receive. By timestamping when the user-
initiated transmission was made and when the ack response is received,
the RTT can be calculated by finding the difference between these two
timestamps.

A schematic for the two-way ranging protocol implemented in
Experiment 1 is displayed in Figure 4.6, which shows the flow of data
from the initiator to the responder and back again. When the send
button of the GUI is pressed, this triggers a callback function of the
display firmware to be executed that packs the message input by the user
into an opaque data structure to send to the D-Bus. This adds to the
security of the network as the format of an opaque data structures is
hidden, so only the user-defined subroutines that have this hidden
information can unpack the data. It is when this button is pressed that
the transmission timestamp, tT , is made.

When a message is received from the D-Bus, another callback function
is executed to determine which type of message has been received. The
type of message will determine how the data structure is unpacked; if the
message received is an ack with a unique ID that matches the user-initiated
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Figure 4.6: A schematic for Experiment 1 where a user-initiated message is
timestamped when the transmission request was made and the associated
acknowledgement is timestamped when it reaches the display of Radio A.
The difference between the two provides an estimate for the RTT.

message, then the reception timestamp, tR, is taken here. These timestamps
are extracted from the radio using the same method used in the initial
timing experiment (see Subsection 4.3.1). However, this time there are
three additional columns for the received message that follow the same
format as the transmitted messages in Table 4.1: the timestamp, followed
by the identifier “R”, then its unique ID.

4.4.1 Ranging Results

This experiment provided the first estimates of the RTT of the
two-way ranging protocol, which are halved to estimate the TOF. The
distribution of these TOF estimates are displayed in Figure 4.7 where the
experiment was performed in both directions between the radios. The bin
width of these and all other histograms are chosen based on the criteria
laid out at the end of Section 4.2.2. Little difference is observed between
the two distributions which suggests that the direction in which the
ranging protocol is performed is irrelevant for the most part. Although,
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Figure 4.7: The distribution of TOF estimates made in Experiment 1
between two Mercury radios, by performing the two-way ranging protocol in
one direction (a) between them and then the reverse (b). A stair histogram
is generated for the TOF data using a bin width of 3ms where the mean is
indicated by the dashed red line.
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Statistics Ex1
Mean Error 108ms 32500km
Standard Deviation 19ms 5800km
Maximum Error 270ms 81000km

Table 4.2: The key statistics calculated using all the TOF estimates
collected during Experiment 1.

Figure 4.7(b) does have some TOF estimates below the abrupt left slope
of the distribution at 80ms. Few estimates come in at the very low values
because there is little cancellation of processing delay in this most basic
ranging experiment. Moreover, preparing and executing user-initiated
transmissions are low priority tasks as it is not a dependency of other
active tasks and a delay of a few tens of milliseconds is imperceptible to
the user. The somewhat rectangular shape is likely due to multimodal
distribution with several peaks close together that cannot be
differentiated from one another. If the bin width is reduced to increase
the graph’s resolution, the peaks will be lost in the noise. The slight dip
in probability density in the middle of the curve’s peak suggests at least a
bimodal distribution. It is difficult to say at this stage what the likely
cause of the long tail to right is exactly; clearly there is a susceptibility to
occasional hefty processing delay. As various sources of erroneous delay
are stripped away in subsequent experiments, it is likely that the finer
details of the TOF distribution will become visible.

The mean error of the TOF estimates in both directions is
approximately 108ms, which corresponds to a distance of over 30,000km,
as one can see in Table 4.2. The standard deviation is approximately
19ms, which corresponds to a distance of about 5,200km Clearly, this
ranging system is far from producing useful range estimates. Over 95% of
the distributions lie between 80 and 145ms and the remaining 5% includes
the tails that can extend to as high as 270ms - a non-trivial amount.

4.5 Experiment 2
As in the preceding experiment, modifications need only be made to

the initiator radio as it is the RTT that is being directly measured. Due
to the low-priority of user-initiated transmissions, the transmission
timestamps made in the first experiment cause a large processing delay to
be included in the TOF measurement. Therefore, a far better method of
estimating the transmission time is needed to bring down the huge mean
error and standard deviation of the range estimates. However, it is
unlikely processing delay incurred as a result of this issue can be
significantly reduced or made more constant without raising the priority
of user-initiated transmissions, which will likely harm the radio’s
performance. Fortunately, there is an imperfection of the radio hardware
that can be exploited to bring forth a solution to this problem. The
Mercury radios possess transceivers so that they can both transmit and
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Figure 4.8: A schematic for Experiment 2 where the user-initiated
transmission is timestamped when it is self-received, rather than when the
transmission request was made. This simplifies the ranging protocol and
caused much of the processing delay to cancel when the RTT is calculated.

receive messages. This is accompanied by a Tx/Rx switch that allows the
radios to shift between transmitting and receiving. Normally the radios
can only receive or transmit at any moment in time, but due to a leak in
the design of this Tx/Rx switch, the radios are capable of receiving their
own transmissions. For this research, these have been called self-received
signals which are portrayed in the schematic for Experiment 2 in Figure
4.8 by the loopback at the initiator. By timestamping these signals, a
superior estimate of the true transmission time can be taken. This is
because the processing delay incurred by the transmission timestamp will
be far less and cancel far better with that incurred by the reception
timestamp when the RTT is calculated.

Self-received messages cannot be timestamped in the same way as
other received messages as they are discarded at the DSP, so time and
memory is not wasted processing the message and storing it in the inbox.
However, unprocessed decodes are sent to the display to appear on a
specific tab of the GUI encoded as hexadecimal characters using the
American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII). There are
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Figure 4.9: A flowchart that shows how all the timestamps may be made
from unprocessed decodes by unpacking the relative originator address and
payload type. Each message that needs to be timestamped can only follow
one path through the flowchart, so there is never any ambiguity as to which
timestamp needs to be taken, if any.
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two parameters needed from the decode in order to identify it: the
originator relative address and the payload type. As the data is opaque,
the hidden structure of the decode must be known to find these
parameters. Relative addresses are callsigns, which are essentially
numerical designations for the radios. If the originator relative address in
the decode is equal to the relative address of the receiving radio, then the
packet is self-received. The decode type value is simply a predefined
single digit number hard coded into the firmware which refers to the type
of payload carried by the decode; the value six is the standard for acks
using ASCII. From this information it is possible to determine when a
timestamp needs to be made from only the preprocessed decodes, as
illustrated in Figure 4.9 as a flowchart. From this point onwards, the four
timestamps needed are abbreviated to ackTx, ackRx, msgTx and msgRx,
which are defined by two key attributes: message (msg) or
acknowledgement (ack) and transmission (Tx) or reception (Rx).
Although, in this experiment only msgTx and ackRx timestamps are
made as only the initiator is modified to compute the RTT. Now
timestamps can be made from one point in the display firmware which
incur far less delay due to processing of the message and ack payloads.

4.5.1 Heartbeat Signals

The PMR network is a type of Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork (MANET), so
the radios autonomously transmit what will be referred to in this thesis as
“heartbeat” signals. These signals are transmitted periodically to perform
the various network management tasks that would usually be performed
by a fixed infrastructure and centralized coordinator. Such tasks include
updating the connectivity tables maintained by each of the radios so they
can route signal traffic through the network proactively (see Section 3.2.1).
Heartbeat messages normally consist of 3-4 packets that are transmitted
back-to-back once every ten seconds, which are self-received just like any
other transmission. However, only some of them are acked, so they are not
used to calculate range estimates as it would be too easy to accidentality
pair an ack timestamp with the incorrect transmission timestamp. This is
illustrated by the first decision of the flowchart in Figure 4.9, which screens
out these messages from the timestamping procedure. Note that these
heartbeat messages are avoided automatically by the design of Experiment
1, as they are not placed in the messaging inbox or outbox.

As the radios have half-duplex transceivers, they cannot transmit and
receive at the same time, so a receivable signal may be missed if the radio
happens to be transmitting at that moment. To transmit and receive at
the same time would require full-duplex transceivers and more than one
frequency allocated to the network, so this is beyond the scope of this
research. A single packet only takes a few tens of milliseconds to
transmit, but, over the almost three hours taken to collect ten thousand
range estimates, it is not uncommon for transmitting and receivable
signals to clash at the transceiver. This is not a problem between the
user-initiated and their associated acks as the transmission rate has been
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carefully chosen to avoid this (see Subsection 4.3.1). However, these
heartbeat signals can clash with receivable message and ack signals. As
all user-initiated transmissions are acked in these experiments, they are
simply transmitted a second time by the initiator if an ack is not received
due to a clash at the responder. To prevent multiple transmission
timestamps being recorded, they are stored in the radio’s local Random
Access Memory (RAM) until the associated reception timestamp is made
such that each transmission timestamp is overwritten by the next. The
types of RAM used by the Mercury radios are discussed later, in
Subsection 5.5.1, when their differences become more relevant. This way,
only the most recent transmission timestamp is recorded - the one that
actually corresponds to the reception timestamp.

As the heartbeat signals are transmitted once every ten seconds, the
radios are booted up five seconds apart so these signals are evenly spaced
in time. If all heartbeat signals are transmitted at a similar time, they are
more likely to clash with one another. This will require them to be
transmitted again which will increase the odds of them clashing with a
ranging signal. For a clock that is correct to 1ppm, it would take over a
thousand hours of continuous run-time for the timing of two radios
booted five seconds apart to drift so far that these heartbeat signals may
begin to clash. Therefore, this time offset eases data collection for these
experiments, but clashes would be mostly unavoidable in application
where there are tens of autonomous radios in the network each booted up
at random times.

4.5.2 Ranging Results

By utilizing the leak at the transceiver Tx/Rx switch, a finer detailed
TOF estimation distribution can be observed, which is graphed in Figure
4.10 for both directions between the radios. This time the two
distributions look virtually identical which suggests that the direction in
which the ranging procedure is performed has little to no difference on
the range estimates. There appear to be two or perhaps three peaks at
approximately 45, 70 and 100ms. The delay each task of the radio
firmware contributes to the TOF estimates will have its own distribution,
though summing them is unlikely to cause multiple peaks in the
composite distribution. Their combination would more likely create one,
albeit, distorted peak. It is hard to corroborate from the current data
whether this is one single distorted peak, or multiple distinct peaks. A
distribution with multiple peaks is likely caused by a discretely
distributed delay being included in the TOF estimates. The probable
cause of this discrete distribution would be that certain tasks executed
over the two-way ranging protocol are sometimes being delayed or
interrupted by other higher priority tasks. This would cause a discrete
shift in the resulting TOF estimate, each shift being equal to the
expected time taken to execute these other tasks.

The mean error and standard deviation of the range estimates made in
Experiment 2 are about 66 and 18ms respectively, as one can see in Table
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Figure 4.10: The distribution of TOF estimates made in Experiment 2
between two Mercury radios, by performing the two-way ranging protocol in
one direction (a) between them and then the reverse (b). A stair histogram
is generated for the TOF data using a bin width of 4ms where the mean is
indicated by the dashed red line.
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Statistics Ex1 Ex2 Reduction
Mean Error 108ms 32500km 66ms 20000km 38.9%
Standard Devation 19ms 5800km 18ms 5400km 7.5%
Maximum Error 270ms 81000km 240ms 71500km 12.0%

Table 4.3: The key statistics calculated using all the TOF estimates
collected during Experiment 2 compared with those of Experiment 1.

4.3. As expected, the mean error has seen a fair reduction of almost 40%
from Experiment 1, although the standard deviation has barely reduced
at all. This suggests that the processing delay that was removed by the
design of Experiment 2 is large in comparison to other sources of delay,
but very consistent. This would explain the pseudo lower bound seen in
Experiment 1 at about 80ms that appears as a sheer drop in probability
density. Despite this improvement, the corresponding range estimates are
still in the thousands or even tens of thousands of kilometres. The long tail
to the right is still present, though it appears far thinner than it was in the
previous experiment. It is possible that the delay due to the low priority of
user-initiated transmissions also contributed somewhat to the tail, as this
task can potentially be greatly delayed if several other higher-priority tasks
are scheduled around the same time.

4.6 Experiment 3
So far, modifications have only been made to one radio to timestamp

user-initiated transmissions and the reception of their associated acks to
infer an estimate for the RTT. In the following experiment, both radios
are modified to take timestamps and complete the realization of the two-
way ranging protocol described in Subsection 2.3.1. In doing so, a major
contributor to the TOF error due to processing delay is eliminated: the
response latency. This is the time taken for the responder to transmit an
ack after decoding the user-initiated transmission. A schematic for this
ranging protocol is displayed in Figure 4.11, where tM,T , tM,R, tA,T and tA,R
are the msgTx, msgRx, ackTx and ackRx timestamps respectively. This
schematic is used for all subsequent experiments to calculate the TOF
directly by using the following equation:

τ = 1
2
[
(tM,R − tM,T ) + (tA,R − tA,T )

]
(4.5)

This is essentially one-way ranging performed once in each direction
between the two radios to provide two estimates of the TOF that are then
averaged to cancel most of the clock offset. Although, the clock offset will
not completely cancel as the clocks of the initiator and responder will
drift over the response latency, which is estimated as ∆tMA = tA,T − tM,R.
The clock drift during the signal’s propagation is negligible as the TOF is
insignificant compared to the response latency. This is not addressed until
far later in this thesis as even a large response latency of a few hundred
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Figure 4.11: A schematic for Experiment 3 where transmission and
reception of both the user-initiated message and passive acknowledgement
are timestamped to obtain two estimates of the TOF. These estimates are
then averaged to cancel most of the clock offset.

milliseconds would cause a range error due to clock drift of only a few
tens of metres (see Subsection 2.3.2). This error will remain
inconsequential while the standard deviation of the range estimates is
multiple orders of magnitude greater than this.

The same firmware modifications made in Experiment 2, as
summarized by the flowchart in Figure 4.9, can be applied to the second
radio so now all four timestamps can be made. The initiator will record
the msgTx and ackRx timestamps as usual, but the responder will now
measure the msgRx and ackTx timestamps. For these basic experiments,
the timestamps are stored on each radio’s individual SD card to later be
extracted and post-processed together to calculate the range estimates.
Although, range estimates can be made in real-time using Equation 4.5 if
one or both radios transmit their timestamps to the other; this will
normally be needed for practical application.
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Figure 4.12: The distribution of TOF estimates made in Experiment 3
between two Mercury radios, by performing the two-way ranging protocol in
one direction (a) between them and then the reverse (b). A stair histogram
is generated for the TOF data using a bin width of 5ms where the mean is
indicated by the dashed red line.
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4.6.1 Ranging Results

The removal of the response latency has left a clear unimodal
distribution that is for all intents and purposes identical when conducted
in both directions between the radios, as can be seen in Figure 4.12. First
appearances imply a potential Cauchy distribution, as the data is quite
concentrated about the mean and there are long tails extending to rather
extreme values. This is a heavy-tailed distribution, where the tails of the
distribution do not taper off quickly like a normal distribution, for
example. As a result, extreme outliers can occur that may be responsible
for a significant proportion of the variance.

Neither the law of large numbers nor the central limit theorem
generally apply to a Cauchy distribution, or other so-called “pathological”
distributions. Therefore, it may be challenging to produce a reliable
estimate of the bias to calibrate the ranging protocols (see Subsection
4.2.2). However, the tails of the TOF distribution observed in Experiment
3 are far thinner than one would expect for a typical Cauchy distribution.
This suggests that the impact these tails have on the variance may not be
so severe. To test this, Experiment 3 was repeated for datasets of size
N = 1, 000, 2, 000, ..., 10, 000 to see how closely the standard error of the
mean adheres to the 1/

√
N diminution expected of a distribution that

obeys the law of large numbers. The results of this test are plotted in
Figure 4.13 where one can see that, although there is some discrepancy
between the measured and expected standard error, the general trends
seem to agree. Initially, the standard error drops faster than expected,
but rises again as N approaches ten thousand. This may be because with
a larger datasets there is more opportunity for extreme outliers to be
made; this is why the expected variance of a Cauchy distributed dataset
is mathematically undefined. The conformity of the mean ranging error
to the expected 1/

√
N diminution, or lack thereof, is monitored throughout

the advanced ranging experiments to see if this is an issue that needs
attention.

The conformity of the standard error of the mean to the expected 1/
√
N

diminution implies that the data may in fact follows a Pearson type VII
distribution. This is a very similar distribution that subsumes the Cauchy
distribution, but the tails taper off much faster. As a result, the Pearson
distribution does not suffer extreme values to the same degree as the Cauchy
distribution does; the tails are finite and far slimmer [81]. Nevertheless, the
fact that there is only a single peak implies that there are no lengthy tasks
of the display firmware, such as rendering to the screen, that routinely
delay or interrupt the arrival of decodes from the DSP. There will be tasks
of higher priority in the DSP firmware, but they are typically less than a
microsecond in duration so they are imperceptible in a distribution that
spans several tens of milliseconds.

The response latencies calculated with each range estimate create a
trimodal distribution, which elucidates many of the details observed in
the range distribution of Experiment 2. The distribution of the response
latencies is displayed in Figure 4.14. The gaps between the three peaks
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Figure 4.13: The reduction in the standard error of the mean for TOF
datasets of increasing size (blue), collected during Experiment 3, compared
to the standard 1/

√
N diminution of non-pathological distributions (red).

correspond quite closely to what now seems likely to have been three
peaks seen in Experiment 2. The three peaks of the response latency
distribution are situated at approximately 85, 115 and 140ms respectively.
This implies that the response latency would be about 115ms, but there is
a task or group of task that takes about 27.5ms to execute which can
delay or interrupt the messaging tasks performed during this time. Which
timestamp made at the responder that is delayed will determine whether
the response latency estimate exhibits a positive or negative 27.5ms error.
However, this does not conform perfectly with the measured separation
between the peaks due to the bin width of 5ms, which limits the
resolution and results in a quantization error. Ack transmission is already
a high priority task as completing the task quickly can significantly
reduce wastage of power at the initiator. This is because the initiator will
keep re-transmitting the message until an ack arrives, thereby wasting
valuable network capacity that is already limited by the narrow
bandwidth. Therefore, there are few tasks that can delay or interrupt the
ack transmission task, which would explain why the peaks are so explicit
and have not blurred into a single distorted peak.

Finally, it is now apparent that the long tail to the right of the range
distribution in Experiment 2 is probably contributed solely by
eccentricities in the response latency. These could possibly be caused by
the heartbeat messages occasionally falling within the response latency
window. Several messages are transmitted here and, though the heartbeat
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Figure 4.14: The distribution of response latency estimates incurred by the
TOF estimates of Experiment 2 in the first direction (a) between the radios
and then the reverse (b). A stair histogram is generated for the estimates
using a bin width of 5ms where the mean is indicated by the dashed red
line.
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Statistics Ex2 Ex3 Reduction
Mean Error 66ms 20000km 9ms 2600km 87.1%
Standard Deviation 18ms 5400km 25ms 7500km -40.3%
Maximum Error 240ms 71500km 190ms 56000km 21.4%

Table 4.4: The key statistics calculated using all the TOF estimates
collected during Experiment 3 compared with those of Experiment 2.

message transmissions are low-priority, all acks are of equal priority and
so are transmitted on a first-come-first-served basis. Therefore, heartbeat
acks could delay the ack to the user-initiated transmission if they are
scheduled first. This could very well cause the rare but large response
latencies that comprise the tail of the distribution. However, they are not
timestamped as the timestamping procedure only admits specifically
user-initiated messages and the acks to these messages. If ack
transmissions are affected in this way, then the user-initiated
transmissions will surely be also, but as they form the start of the ranging
procedure, all timestamps will be shifted equally resulting in no difference
to the TOF. The range estimates now have a tail in each direction that
appear very similar, though it could be said that the right tail is thicker
as the right-hand slope of the distribution is slightly gentler. Outlier
values may very well be an unavoidable obstacle of ranging using the
Mercury radios, in which case, methods of detecting and omitting such
values will be necessary. This will require multiple TOF estimates to be
made to identify and remove the outlier values. Alternatively, the overall
symmetry of the tails could be exploited to cancel these values by
averaging multiple range estimates. Although, this is not worth
implementing at this stage, given that the body of the TOF distribution
is still so broad.

One can see in Table 4.4 that the range estimates made during
Experiment 3 exhibit an approximate mean error of 8ms, which is a
significant drop of almost 90% from Experiment 2. This is unsurprising
when one considers the response latency that was removed from the range
estimates which exhibits a mean value of about 116ms. This would be
halved when the TOF is calculated to leave exactly the 58ms difference
that can be seen between the mean errors of the TOF estimates
calculated in Experiments 2 and 3. At about 25ms, the standard
deviation is now far larger than the mean error, so it is not possible to
reliably observe any further reduction in mean without first reducing the
standard deviation.

Notice that the standard deviation has not reduced at all from the
previous experiment, as hypothesised in Subsection 4.2.5, it has actually
increased. This was unexpected as this experiment produces timestamps
in the exact same way as the previous experiment, except a large and
highly variable source of processing delay has been removed. This would
lead one to think that the standard deviation would only increase if the
TOF estimates made in this experiment are negatively correlated with
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Figure 4.15: The correlation between the TOF and the response latency
estimates made during Experiment 3.

their corresponding response latencies. Consequently, the TOF and
response latency combined would indeed produce a dataset of smaller
variance than either of them individually. By plotting the TOF estimates
made in Experiment 3 against their respective response latency, a
negative correlation is exactly what is seen. This negative correlation can
be seen in Figure 4.15, which displays the data collected in both
directions between the radios. However, this finding raises the question:
what causal factor would create a negative correlation between two
separate portions of processing? It is unlikely that there is a direct causal
relationship between the processing that occurs inside the response
latency window, at the responder, and that which occurs outside this
window, mostly at the initiator. It is far more likely that there is a third
factor that can affect tasks processed inside and outside the response
latency window. One possibility is that there are several tasks that are
executed around when the two timestamps at the responder are made.
These tasks would be large enough to collectively make a significant
contribution to the variance, but small enough individually to not create
peaks in the distribution. Presumably, these would be the message
formation tasks that are executed soon after a decode is made.
Depending on whether they are made before or after the timestamps
made at the responder, they will either contribute to the TOF estimate or
the response latency, but not both, hence the negative correlation.



5. Advanced Ranging
using Signal Processing

The basic ranging experiments of the previous chapter implemented
the two-way ranging protocol discussed in Subsection 2.3.1 and
established a reliable means of extracting data from the display firmware.
Some simple ranging techniques were used to minimize the extra delay
incurred when calculating the Time Of Flight (TOF), but little
improvement was seen in the jitter of these measurements. From here, the
flow of data through the DSP firmware is traced backwards from the
radio interface to its entry point from the Analogue-to-Digital Converter
(ADC). In doing so, the architecture and functions of the DSP firmware
can be reverse engineered to determine how is best to modify them for the
most precise ranging. Terrafix has also supplied a manual that provides a
broad overview of how the radio operates, including the DSP, but this
may not be available to the reader of this thesis [82]. Furthermore,
sensitive values connected with the signal processing have been hidden
behind variables that have only been defined qualitatively in the body of
this thesis so as to avoid a network security breach. Numerical values are
included in the nomenclature for authorized individuals.

The variance of the best TOF measurements made thus far is still too
high for any useful ranging, so the primary objective of the advanced
ranging experiments is to reduce this variance to as low as possible. The
first step towards this objective is to devise a method of producing
timestamps that better represent the precise arrival time of a signal,
rather than when the message contained in the signal happens to be
decoded. Although, the precision of these timestamps is limited by the
precision of the methods used to make them. This chapter builds upon
the basic ranging protocol implemented in Experiment 3 by extracting
more precise timing information from the radio’s DSP firmware to
calculate the TOF. If the existing synchronization protocols of the DSP
firmware are not capable of producing the timing precision required for
useable ranging, then they will need to be modified or replaced entirely.
These options are explored in the two chapters following this one and
should be seen as a continuation of the advanced ranging experiments.
The results from these experiments will provide a much better indication
as to whether this radio network has the potential for positioning via
ranging and, hence, whether further research is justified. However, before
these experiments are discussed, the overall architecture and most
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pertinent functions of the Mercury radio DSP firmware are examined.

5.1 Threading

Programme

Process A

Process B

thread 1

thread 3

thread 2

thread 4

time

Figure 5.1: The breakdown of
a multi-threaded programme
into processes and to threads.

The programming of the firmware
modules are divided into various processes
that carry out certain tasks. A process
is an instance of a computer program
executed by a single thread, or by multiple
threads that are able to run concurrently.
A thread is a sequence of tasks that
make up part or all of a process and
can be executed independently of other
threads and processes. This breakdown
of a programme into processes and
processes into threads is illustrated in
Figure 5.1. Some threads of the Mercury
radio’s firmware have been optimized
using software pipelining. This is an
out-of-order style of execution where the
next action performed is based on the
availability of requisite information rather
than the order defined by the program.
This reordering is usually done automatically by the compiler, but it can
also be hand coded in assembly language for greater control. Software
pipelining differs from threading insofar as it works to minimize the
execution time of a single thread rather than efficiently scheduling multiple
threads.

5.1.1 Single-Threading
A single thread that is programmed to execute a single process reacts

in a very linear and predictable way, which usually makes it much easier
to write than a multi-threaded process. In particular, a single thread
process is far simpler to test and debug as tasks always occur in a
straightforward sequence. Therefore, one always knows how the compiler
or device got to a particular task of a process should an error be returned
that identifies said task. Once this thread has been successfully
programmed and debugged, making later changes to this thread is also
simpler as it does not share resources with other threads. A resource is a
general term used to refer to anything that is in limited supply, such as
memory, battery power, computing load, or time.

All this simplicity comes at a cost to the processing performance of
the Central Processing Unit (CPU) and responsiveness to user-initiated
threads. If every task is run to completion, then any process that takes a
long time to execute will delay the execution of ensuing processes
requested by the program or the user, as they must wait until the
execution of the current thread is complete. As a result, the processing
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time of an overall process will also be longer, as tasks that could
otherwise have been processed concurrently are processed consecutively.

5.1.2 Multi-Threading

Single processor systems, such as those found in the radios of the
PMR network, often achieve greater performance and responsiveness from
a multi-threaded programming architecture. Although, having only a
single CPU, threads cannot actually run concurrently, they instead run in
a way that appears concurrent by using context switches and preemption
These terms are defined later in the context of thread priority and
scheduling. Multi-threaded programs are made up of processes that are
divided into multiple threads, each tasked with instructions that are
“thread-safe”, meaning they function correctly when executed together
with other threads.

The Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) thread scheduler maintains
lists of ready-to-run threads and quickly decides which one to execute
next once a prior thread has completed. Schedulers are often
implemented for load balancing, that is to optimise the distribution of
workload across the computing resources at its disposal, so they are all
kept busy to maximize throughput of work. They can also be tailored for
other purposes such as maximizing responsiveness, by prioritizing
user-initiated threads over background processes. Programming multiple
threads to each execute a portion of a single process is much more
complicated than single thread programming as run-time and compilation
errors are typically more common and harder to debug.

Faulty programming that fails to ensure threads are scheduled
correctly and that shared resources are locked when necessary can lead to
undefined behaviour such as race conditions and deadlocks. Race
conditions arise when the sequence or timing of threads that require
access to a shared resource is flawed. An example known as a “data race”
occurs when two or more threads make use of a common memory
resource, which may result in data being lost, overwritten, or simply
incorrect. Deadlocks happen when two or more threads have locked a
resource at the same time and each is waiting for the other(s) to free the
resource before they continue. A relatable analogy would be when four
vehicles meet at a four-way roundabout at the same time and each driver
gives way to the other drivers, therefore no one moves. These types of
errors are difficult to reproduce and debug as they are non-deterministic
in nature, so even the same inputs can result in a different outcome. This
is because the threads that are invoked, how they are executed, and in
what order they are scheduled will be different during each run-time
depending on the events that occur and when.

Multi-threading is not to be conflated with multi-processing, which is
a computer architecture based on similar concepts as multi-threading but
is fundamentally different. Multi-processing uses additional CPU cores
to increase the computing output and allow for multiple processes to be
literally executed concurrently. Multi-threading increases the computing
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Figure 5.2: An illustration of how threads are scheduled by priority. The
scheduler will execute a high priority thread (silver) before a low priority
thread (bronze). Preemptive threads (gold) can interrupt any other thread.

efficiency of a single CPU by dividing processes into multiple threads that
can be executed in a way that appears to be concurrent.

Thread Priority

Not all threads are created equally; a scheduler will often use a thread
priority scheme to determine which of the ready-to-run threads should be
run first, as depicted in Figure 5.2. Each thread is assigned a priority level
where the highest priority threads are executed first and threads of equal
priority are executed on a first-come-first-served basis. Static priorities
are defined at the firmware compilation stage and never change, whereas
dynamic priorities are assigned as a system is running based on how the
various processes behave. It is possible for a system to have a combination
of both statically and dynamically prioritized threads.

Preemptive threads have a privileged priority where they will actually
interrupt any lower priority thread that is currently being executed by
making a context switch, providing it has access to the requisite resources
to run. A context switch is when the thread currently being executed
is paused and its state is saved so that it may continue at a later time.
Interrupts occur in response to an event that needs the immediate attention
of the processor. A context switch does not require the cooperation of
the interrupted thread, which is resumed once the interrupting thread has
completed. This creates the appearance of threads being run concurrently
when in fact the CPU is rapidly switching between multiple threads. When
an interrupt is made, a function called an interrupt handler is executed to
deal with the event that occurred. The interrupt handler of the Mercury
radios responsible for responding to the receiving of signal samples from
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the ADC is discussed further in Subsection 5.2.1.
A drawback of preemptive thread scheduling is that it can cause a

priority inversion if a high priority preemptive thread shares a resource
with a low priority thread. A medium priority preemptive thread that
does not share the same resource can interrupt the low priority thread.
In doing so, this thread has been scheduled before the most important
thread of the three. If this happens repeatedly, the highest priority threads
can be significantly delayed. There are several ways of avoiding priority
inversions, but the method used by the Mercury radios is to simply disable
all interrupts while a thread is accessing a resource shared with a higher
priority preemptive thread. Effectively, the lower priority thread is very
briefly raised to the highest priority until it unlocks the shared resource so
that the order of threads based on priority is maintained. Moreover, the
delay to higher priority threads that share the same resource is minimized.
It is vital that any segment of code that shares a resource with a higher
priority thread does not take too long to execute; otherwise, it may not
be practical to simply disable all interrupts in the interim. This method
is very reliable for simple embedded systems such as those used by the
Mercury radios.

Semaphores

The use of resources shared between threads in a multi-threaded system
are controlled and monitored using variables called semaphores, which can
take a number of forms. A Boolean semaphore is used to lock a resource
whilst a thread is using it, which takes the value zero when locked and
one when unlocked. A queue semaphore may take on a range of integer
values from zero up to the size of the queue which will indicate how many
free spaces are available in the queue. A queue is simply a collection of
elements with a common data structure that are kept in order as they
await processing. Queues follow the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) principle,
which means that the first element that was enqueued (placed on the queue)
is the first element to be dequeued (removed from the queue).

A classic problem encountered during multi-thread processing is the
producer-consumer problem, where two threads share a fixed-size queue.
One thread is the producer which enqueues elements, while the other is
the consumer that dequeues elements. The problem is ensuring that the
producer does not try to enqueue an element onto a full queue, nor the
consumer try to dequeue an element from an empty queue. A queue
semaphore can be used to track the number of free spaces in the queue so
the producer and consumer can first check whether the queue is full or
empty before enqueuing or dequeuing elements respectively. An example
of this in practice could be a queue of messages waiting to be added to an
inbox. A queue semaphore would be used to track the number of elements
in the queue and a boolean semaphore would be used to prevent the
producer and consumer from both accessing the queue at the same time.
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5.2 Digital Signal Processing
There are many processes that a signal passes through from reception

at a radio’s antenna to become the decoded message received by the
display. This section reviews the most important signal processes
employed by the Mercury radio firmware that are modified for the
advanced ranging experiments. The various subsections here will be
referenced to for context and clarification when discussing each of the
experiments.

When the radio first boots up, the DSP creates and then opens all the
software drivers and submodules before entering a BIOS loop that will
schedule and execute the various threads. The drivers are like language
interpreters that enable the various hardware components of the radio to
communicate with one another. The submodules govern independent
components of the overall DSP module of the firmware first discussed in
Subsection 4.1.1. The opened drivers and components form abstract
references, known as handles, to blocks of memory that the various
systems comprising the radio can access.

Interrupt
Handler

Demodulation

Decode

Message
Former

Figure 5.3: An
illustration of how
data flows through
the receive process
chain of the DSP
firmware.

Handles are used to indirectly access blocks of
memory managed by other systems. The most
common use of indirection is to define a pointer that
contains the address of the memory block. However,
a handle does not contain a memory address like a
pointer, it is an abstraction of a memory address.
This allows the memory block to be reallocated by
a system external to the DSP without invalidating
the handle like it would a pointer. The abstraction
preserves only the information relevant to the DSP
and ignores all other information. This second
indirection allows the other system to better control
the memory block and minimise the risk of data
corruption. The handles are used throughout the
advanced ranging experiments to store and access
data from different points in the DSP firmware.

There are four submodules of the DSP firmware
that form the receive processing chain, which are
displayed in Figure 5.3. First there is the interrupt
handler, which is invoked with each transfer of
signal samples from the ADC. These samples then
undergo the various processes required to demodulate
the signal, such as filtering, timing recovery and
downsampling. The demodulated bits are then
deinterleaved to obtain the hexadecimal characters
that make a decoded packet. Finally, this decode is

unpacked to form a message to send to the display. The remainder of
this section reviews these four submodules of the DSP, paying particular
attention to their most relevant aspects to the experiments discussed later
in this chapter.
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Figure 5.4: The double buffering scheme used by the Mercury radios to
maintain a continuous stream of symbols from the ADC.

5.2.1 Interrupt Handler
There are many events for which an interrupt will be made, each with

a corresponding interrupt handler that is called in response. The
interrupt handler that is of interest to this research is the one that is
called in response to the transfer of signal samples from the ADC, as this
marks the starting point of the receive signal processing chain of the DSP
firmware. This interrupt handler is able to directly access the radio’s
Random Access Memory (RAM), where the signal samples are stored,
independent of the CPU by using a feature known as Direct Memory
Access (DMA). The CPU must initiate the transfer, but DMA allows it to
then continue with other operations while the transfer takes place.

Double Buffering

Samples are transferred from the ADC in frames, which are simple data
containers with a defined structure. These frames of samples are stored in
data buffers that can be accessed by the interrupt handler via a handle. A
double buffering scheme is used in which ping-pong buffers are employed
to prevent the samples from being read by the DSP while they are still
being transferred by the ADC or vice versa. This technique is also known
as Memory Bank Swapping (MBS). For example, the frame in the pong
buffer is read in the time it takes for a frame to be transferred from the
ADC to the ping buffer. With each transfer completion, this is reversed
and now the frame in the ping buffer is read in the time it takes for a
frame to be transferred to the pong buffer, as illustrated in Figure 5.4.
By switching back and forth between the ping-pong buffers in this way, a
continuous stream of signal samples can be transferred from the ADC to
the DSP while avoiding collisions.

Once a frame of signal samples has been read from a buffer, the in-phase
and quadraphase components are separated into two arrays and placed onto
a queue to await demodulation. The demodulation thread is not scheduled
until FQ > 1 frames of samples have been placed onto the queue, which has
been determined to be optimal for symbol timing recovery (see Subsection
5.2.2).
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1 queue ≡ FQ frames

1 frame ≡ SF symbols

1 symbol ≡ α samples

Figure 5.5: A breakdown of frame queues, frames, symbols and samples
- each being a component of the former. The number of components
illustrated in each has been falsified for security reasons. The colour scheme
of queues (black), frames (blue), symbols (cyan) and samples (green) is
maintained for all further illustrations.

5.2.2 Demodulation

Demodulation is the process of recovering the baseband data bits from a
received signal. The demodulation thread is comprised of three main steps:
symbol timing recovery, downsampling and then the actual demodulation
of these downsampled symbols. Many of the DSP steps have been carefully
structured to maximize software pipelining as this is a high-priority thread
that is called frequently compared to other threads. Of these four steps, the
symbol timing recovery and downsampling are the most important for the
advanced experiments, as these are the protocols that need to be directly
modified. The decoding protocols play little direct role in these advanced
ranging experiment so they are not discussed here, but some information
is included in Appendix A.1.

Timing Recovery

Each invocation of the demodulation thread processes a queue of FQ
frames that were enqueued by the interrupt handler. Each frame contains
SF symbols which are oversampled by a factor of α, so there are a total
αSF samples per frame. Although, one will see that the number of symbols
selected from each frame during downsampling can vary slightly due to
clock errors. The general breakdown from queues, to frames, to symbols,
to samples is illustrated in Figure 5.5.

The purpose of symbol timing recovery is to determine which of the
samples best represent the symbol they came from. There are two
methods used by the Mercury radios for GMSK demodulation, which
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Algorithm 1 How a downsampling index is chosen using MAM
1: procedure TimingRecoveryMAM(iqSamples)
2: Initialization
3: for each iq sample pair index do
4: demod← (qSamples[n+ α]× iSamples[n]

−(qSamples[n]× iSamples[n+ α])
5: Take absolute value of demod
6: bins[indexModα]← bins[indexModα] + demod
7: Increment indexModα ∈ {0, ..., α} by 1
8: end
9: Find indexModα corresponding to the largest bin

10: return indexModα

have already been discussed in Subsection 2.5.1. The default method is
the Maximum Amplitude (MA) method - the pseudocode for which is
displayed in Algorithm 1. Pseudocode is provided for small important
sections of the DSP that will be referenced to provide context when
explaining the DSP firmware modifications made for the advanced
experiments. This algorithm for the MA method begins by initializing the
variables demod, bins and indexModα, which are the demodulation of
the current sample pair, the array of integration bins and an index to a
particular bin respectively. On lines 4 to 7, the algorithm iterates over all
sample pairs, first differentially demodulating the sample pair as
described in Subsection 2.5.3, then adding the absolute value of this to
the bin corresponding to the current indexModα. With each iteration,
the index is incremented by one modulo α to cycle around the bins.
Finally, the index corresponding to the largest bin is returned for use by
the downsampling protocol. It is this function that necessitates FQ frames
in the demodulation queue as this has been determined to be the optimal
quantity of samples to balance the need for transitions in the baseband
data bits with the need to avoid significant clock drift.

The alternative method of symbol timing recovery used by the
Mercury radios is the Early-Late (EL) method. The pseudocode for this
method is displayed in Algorithm 2. A counter is used when cycling
through the sample pairs to only stop on those that are close to the
midpoint of each symbol. The symbol midpoints are every α samples, as
α is the oversampling factor. For each sample pair that the counter
reaches zero at, the sample pair is demodulated along with the sample
pairs that are α/2 samples early and late relative to the current pair.
Accounting for whether the current demodulated sample is positive or
negative, the slope between the early and late demodulated samples is
calculated. This slope is the decision statistic used to determine if the
index of the current sample is indeed the best choice for downsampling.
If the slope is outside of the predetermined threshold, then it is likely the
clock error has become too great and an adjustment is needed. The newly
adjusted index of the current sample pair is stored in the array
indicesToDownsample.
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Algorithm 2 How the downsampling indices are chosen using ELM
1: procedure TimingRecoveryELM(iqSamples)
2: Initialization
3: for each iq sample pair index do
4: Decrement counter by 1
5: if counter = 0 then
6: Compute demod, earlyDemod and lateDemod
7: if demod > 0 then
8: slope = lateDemod− earlyDemod
9: else

10: slope = earlyDemod− lateDemod
11: end
12: if slope > +threshold then
13: counter ← α + 1
14: Increment index
15: else if slope < −threshold then
16: counter ← α− 1
17: Decrement index
18: else
19: counter ← α
20: end
21: end
22: Store index in indicesToDownsample
23: end
24: return indicesToDownsample

Downsampling

Once the symbol timing has been recovered, the oversampled symbols
can be downsampled to the symbol rate. This is very straightforward
when using the EL method; the samples associated with the stored
indicesToDownsample are selected and passed on for demodulation.
When using the MA method, the first sample selected is that which
corresponds to the returned index value. The remaining values are every
sample separated by α from here that are within the frame queue
currently being processed.

As the MA method uses a single index to downsample every symbol in
the queue, clock errors are not accounted for like in the EL method. This
can result in symbols being missed or double counted, depending on
whether a positive or negative clock error is incurred. This can be
detected by a large change in the downsampling index between
invocations of the demodulation thread, as illustrated in Figure 5.6. The
pseudocode displayed in Algorithm 3 demonstrates how these occurrences
are dealt with. One can see on lines 4 of the algorithm that when there is
a separation of less than half a symbol between the downsampling indices
of two consecutive queues, it is assumed that a symbol has been double
counted. Therefore, the first sample selected in the current queue is
ignored by incrementing the downsampling index by α. Now the
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Figure 5.6: The change in downsampling index between the current queue
and the previous can sometimes increase or decrease the symbol count by
one, if a symbol ends up being missed or double counted respectively.

Algorithm 3 How downsampling is performed using MAM
1: procedure DownsamplingMAM(iqSamples, indexModα)
2: Initialization
3: Get previousIndexModα
4: if (α− previousIndexModα) + indexModα < 0.5α then
5: Increment indexModα by α
6: else if (α− previousIndexModα) + indexModα > 1.5α then
7: missedIndex← d(previousIndexModα + indexModα)/2e
8: Select sample pair corresponding to missedIndex
9: Store sample pair in downsampledSymbols

10: Increment symbolCount
11: end
12: previousIndexModα← indexModα
13: for each iq sample pair index do
14: if indexModα = 0 then
15: indexModα← α− 1
16: Select sample pair corresponding to index
17: Store sample pair in downsampledSymbols
18: Increment symbolCount
19: else
20: Decrement indexModα by 1
21: end
22: end
23: return downsampledSymbols and symbolCount
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downsampling procedure will commence from the second sample to be
selected. When there is a separation greater than one and a half symbols
between queues, it is assumed that a sample that should have been
selected has been missed. This is rectified by selecting the sample at the
index closest to the midpoint between the two presently selected indices.

These corrections made to compensate for clock errors during the MA
method of downsampling and the EL method of symbol timing recovery
cause slight variations in the symbolCount from the expected value of
SFFQ. This value can vary by ±1 depending on whether a missed symbol
is added or a double counted symbol is removed. Similarly, shifting the
current index during the EL method of timing recovery when the slope
thresholds are exceeded will cause a similar variation in the symbol count.
Once the digital signal has been downsampled to the symbol rate, the
samples can be differentially demodulated as discussed in Subsection
2.5.3. Following this, the demodulated symbols are decoded to obtain a
received packet, if one exists in the symbols (see Appendix A.1).

5.2.3 Message Former

Each packet array of bits received from the decoder is repackaged as a
BP -byte block, which contains part or all of an inbox message. All blocks
are the same size and hold similar information such as the network ID,
relative originator address, message type and payload. The blocks are sent
to the display in hexadecimal form before they are unpacked to obtain the
message. Then the block is placed on the receiver message queue and a
semaphore is posted to release the thread that processes this queue. This
thread unpacks the contents of each block and, from this information, it
decides what is to be done with the payload.

An inbox message comprises of a header block followed by up to 15 add-
on blocks; this method of grouping data is known as packet switching. If
the data payload of a message is too large to fit into the allocated space of
the header block, then the remainder is transmitted in the add-on blocks.
To form a message, the header block and all add-on blocks must first be
received. Each block is temporarily stored until all the remaining add-
on blocks have also been received, then together they are formed into a
complete message. When a complete message has been received, it is first
placed in the message queue as it is imperative that this queue is updated
as soon as possible. This is because sending the message to the display can
take a relatively long time.

Network Management

The header block contains additional traffic information such as the
relative destination address and path vector of the message which are used
to direct the payload to its destination. Not all messages received by a
radio of the PMR network will make it to the display. If a radio receives a
message with a destination address not equal to its personal address, then
the message is re-broadcasted to the radio’s neighbours to continue the
message’s propagation through the network. The path vector information
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is updated each time it is received by a radio to tracks its propagation
through the network. Therefore, messages that have created a loop in the
network and returned to a radio already visited can be easily identified and
discarded by the message former.

5.3 Methodology
The initial timing experiment discussed in Section 4.3 demonstrated a

reliable way of extracting timing data from the radio’s display and
printing it to a text document on its mounted SD card. It is also possible
for the radios to autonomously collect as many timestamp samples
required for each experiment rather than the user needing to manually
initiate each transmission. All messages are currently timestamped when
they are received by the display from the radio interface. Therefore, each
iteration of the two-way ranging protocol produces four timestamps: one
for the transmission and reception times of both the message and
acknowledgement signals. These timestamps have been used to produce
one-way range estimates in both directions between the radios that can be
averaged together to cancel most of the timing error due to clock offset.

Much of the methodology for these advanced experiments will be the
same as that of the basic experiments (see Section 4.2). The Linux Build
Environment will still be required to modify the functions of the display
and radio interface firmware that facilitate the exchange of data between
the display and DSP. The radio Graphical User Interface (GUI)
simulation does not benefit these advanced experiments much as the DSP
functionality cannot be simulated. The setup for these advanced ranging
experiments will remain the same with two radios having an attenuated
wired connection, where one radio initiates with a message and the other
passively responds with an acknowledgement. The same method of
ranging that was performed in Experiment 3 will be used, but timestamps
will be derived from the DSP and passed to the display for extraction.
Timestamps will be collected at the same rate of one per second and to
the same quantity of ten thousand. The success of these advanced
experiments will be judged based on the same statistical measures used in
the initial ranging experiments with added emphasis on the precision
metrics. The following subsections discuss some additional methods used
exclusively for the advanced ranging experiments.

5.3.1 DSP Firmware Build Environment
The firmware for the radio’s DSP device is compiled and built using

the Texas Instrments (TI) Code Composer Studio (CCS) development
application; the version used for this research is v5.2.0.00069. The DSP
firmware includes a BIOS platform package of support drivers which
produce a generic output file when the firmware is built in the CCS
application. The TI Application Image Script generator (AISgen) tool is
then used to derive a binary image of the DSP source code from this
output file. Finally, a DSP programming tool supplied by Terrafix is used
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to load this binary image onto the radio’s flash memory via a micro USB
serial port.

An open-source terminal emulator called Terra Term is used as an
alternative means of extracting data from the firmware [83]. This method
is simpler as data can be output directly from the DSP using a standard
USB to micro-USB cable, rather than via the display to be printed to a
text file on the mounted SD card. However, this method is limited in the
volume of data that can be output in any one session and only one radio
can be connected at a time. This method of data collection is more useful
in the final few experiments when timestamps are shared between the
radios to compute TOF estimates in real-time.

5.3.2 Statistical Measures

The bias and jitter of the ranging protocols created in the advanced
experiments are quantified in the same way as in the basic experiments: by
computing the mean error and standard deviation of the range estimates
they produce (see Subsection 4.2.2). The TOF data is graphed again as
a stair histogram, where the bin width for each graph is carefully chosen
to balance resolution and noise smoothing. The advanced experiments are
still performed in both directions between the radios, but, as seen in the
basic experiments, it appears as though there are no significant differences
when the direction is reversed. It is likely that the distributions of TOF
data produced in each direction will only become less distinguishable from
one another in the advanced experiments. Therefore, only the ranging
results from one of the directions will be discussed and graphed in each of
the advanced experiments, unless a meaningful difference is seen.

Two additional statistics of interest in these advanced experiments are
the skewness and kurtosis. To put it simply, the skewness indicates whether
the left or right tail of a unimodal distribution is dominant and kurtosis is
a measure of how heavy those tails are. In the context of this research, the
skewness is a measure of a ranging protocol’s tendency to overestimate or
underestimate the range in the absence of bias, which can be defined as:

γ ,
1
σ3
τ

E
[
(τ − µτ)3] (5.1)

Likewise, the kurtosis is a measure of a ranging protocol’s tendency to
produce TOF estimates that incur extreme errors, which can be defined
as:

κ ,
1
σ4
τ

E
[
(τ − µτ)4] (5.2)

It was apparent from the basic experiments that the distribution of TOF
estimates can exhibit extreme values that could potentially pose a major
problem in terms of ranging variance.

To quantify the impact of extreme values, the excess kurtosis,
κx , κ−3 is calculated. This measures the kurtosis of the distribution
relative to that of a normal distribution, which has a kurtosis of 3 and is
referred to as mesokurtic. Moreover, the excess kurtosis of a leptokurtic
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distribution is positive whereas that of a platykurtic distribution is
negative by definition. If a TOF distribution is platykurtic, then extreme
errors are not a concern as the estimates are much more crowded around
the mean. If the distribution is leptokurtic, then extreme errors could
possibly pose a serious issue. Examples of such distributions are displayed
in Figure 5.7. The kurtosis can be used to describe the overall body of a
unimodal distribution defined by its head, shoulders and tails. The head
is the peak of the distribution and the tails are the trailing outer edges of
the distribution, while the shoulders are the regions in between either side
of the head. A leptokurtic distribution will tend to have a pointy head
and narrow shoulders with long heavy tails whereas a platykurtic
distribution will tend to have a rounded head and broad shoulders with
light or non-existent tails.

Leptokurtic

Platykurtic

Figure 5.7: The
typical shape
of leptokurtic
and platykurtic
distributions.

A distribution with an excess kurtosis greater than
an absolute value of two is generally considered to
significantly deviate from a normal distribution, for
a hypothesis test with significance level of 5% [84].
Therefore, to detect when the number of extreme TOF
values may be becoming a significant proportion of the
estimates, an upper threshold of two will be placed on
the excess kurtosis. To cancel most of the variable errors,
especially these extreme values, many symbol timestamps
will be averaged in the latter advanced experiments.
However, if the TOF estimates are skewed, the more
extreme values of one tail will not cancel well with
the less extreme values of the other tail. Therefore,
a ranging protocol with a tendency to produce a very
skewed TOF distribution will not benefit much in terms
of jitter reduction when multi-symbol techniques are
applied. Generally, an absolute skewness of less than
a half is considered to be consistent with a symmetrical
distribution, but one between a half and one is considered
to be moderately skewed. A distribution with an absolute
skewness greater than one is generally considered to be
severely skewed, at which point the distribution is far
from symmetric. Hence, an upper threshold of one will be placed on the
absolute skewness to detect when the symmetry of the TOF distribution
has been lost.

The last of the basic experiments left off with what appears to be
most likely a Pearson type VII distribution in the TOF estimates. This
Pearson distribution is quite similar to that of a normal distribution, but
with a higher kurtosis [81]. The TOF estimates collected in Experiment 3
have an excess kurtosis of about 1.7, so the extreme values are a
borderline issue, but not a cause for concern at this time. The estimates
also had a skewness of 0.4, so the distribution can be considered to be
symmetric. The skewness and kurtosis will need to be monitored to
ensure they do not grow uncontrollably in later experiments. Therefore,
they are added to the statistics tables of each experiment to measure how
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they improve, or not, from one experiment to the next. The improvement
in skewness is quantified in the same way as the prior statistics: as a
percentage reduction in absolute value. The ideal excess kurtosis is not
necessarily zero as a normal distribution can still have extreme values.
However, a very platykurtic distribution can be indicative of an
accentuated standard deviation, as it has broad shoulders. Nevertheless, a
lower measured kurtosis will be seen as an improvement, so its reduction
is expressed in the statistics tables as a simple difference between two
experiments rather than a percentage decrease.

5.3.3 Objectives

These advanced ranging experiments are simply a continuation of the
basic experiments, beginning with Experiment 4, which builds upon that
which has already been implemented. The goal of Experiment 4 is to
first identify how timestamps are made in the DSP firmware and to what
resolution. Then by taking timestamps at the entry point of signal samples
to the DSP, the interrupt handler, the timing error incurred by the resulting
TOF estimates due to processing delay is minimized. Despite this, the
timestamps taken will not always be made at the same time relative to the
arrival time of the signal. In Experiment 5, various key values are tracked
to adjust the timestamps made at the interrupt handler so that they better
resemble the arrival time of a signal’s leading symbol. However, measuring
to the nearest symbol is still far from accurate enough for useful ranging as
the symbol rate of a narrowband signal is just too low. Experiment 6 delves
into the two methods of symbol timing recovery of the PMR network’s
GMSK modulated communication system, which were implemented prior
to the undertaking of this research. Information derived here can be used
to adjust the timestamps made so that they resemble the midpoint of a
signal’s leading symbol to the nearest sample.

To make any significant further improvement in the ranging precision,
the method of symbol timing recovery needs to be more precise. In
Experiment 7, a third and new method of symbol timing was
implemented that calculates each symbol’s midpoint by estimating the
symbol edges. This is done by measuring the transitions of the
demodulated baseband data signal therein, but Experiment 8 explores an
alternative means of estimating the symbol edges by computing an
estimate for the carrier signal phase. In Experiment 9, the formula for
measuring the relative clock drift between the radios, defined in
Subsection 2.3.2, is used to make corrections to the TOF estimates. This
is necessary as the TOF estimates still incur a small error due to relative
clock offset as a result of this drift. However, this experiment is somewhat
intertwined with the final experiment, as the ranging error due to clock
drift is so slight compared to other timing errors that it cannot be
detected until the standard deviation of range estimates is sufficiently low.
Finally, in Experiment 10, timestamps are integrated over many symbols
and packets to produce an average timestamp for each message as a whole
with far superior precision than any individual symbol timestamp.
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5.3.4 Hypotheses

Timestamps taken by the DSP firmware will likely be to a much finer
resolution than those taken by the display firmware as they are calculated
directly from the number of clock oscillations. This is necessary as many of
the DSP processes are far more time dependent than the processes of the
display. For instance, the double buffering scheme used by the interrupt
handler discussed in Subsection 5.2.1 is very sensitive to time. There is only
a narrow interval of time in which data can be collected from the buffers
before it is overwritten (see Subsection 5.4.1).

When each thread of the receive signal processing chain is completed,
a binary semaphore is posted which tells the scheduler that the requisite
resources are ready and available for the next thread in the process. The
delay incurred between consecutive threads will vary depending on what
other threads are also scheduled at that time. Furthermore, the time taken
to execute each thread will also vary depending on if or how frequently
it is interrupted by preemptive threads. Therefore, the first significant
drop in the standard deviation of range estimates from the basic ranging
experiments should be seen in Experiment 4. This is because most of these
variable delays are avoided by timestamping at the interrupt handler - the
start of the receive processing chain.

A larger drop in standard deviation will likely be seen in Experiments
5 and 6 compared to Experiment 4 as, for the first time, the arrival time of
specific message symbols and samples are being timestamped, rather than
when the decode happens to be made. However, neither the symbol rate
nor the oversampling factor are large enough for usable range estimates to
be expected at this stage.

The two existing methods of symbol timing recovery that predate this
research are not designed for ranging; they only needed to be accurate
enough to successfully demodulate symbols. Even if they can be utilized
to reliably timestamp the midpoint of each symbol, these timestamps are
still limited to the nearest sample period. The ranging-friendly methods
of symbol timing that are implemented in Experiments 7 and 8 will likely
improve the ranging accuracy and precision to levels that are unattainable
with the existing methods of synchronization.

The majority of the clock drift that occurs over the ranging interval is
incurred during the response latency, which Experiment 3 revealed has a
mean value of approximately 116ms. Therefore, for a clock that is correct to
1ppm, each TOF should incur a maximum error of ±58ns due to clock drift,
which corresponds to a maximum range error of about ±17m. Assuming
a normal-like distribution, at least 99% of the data can be expected to
lie within three standard deviations of the mean. Therefore, the clock
drift corrections made in Experiment 9 will likely yield an approximate 6m
reduction in standard deviation, providing the ranging error is already low
enough that the error due to clock drift is a significant factor. Admittedly,
this simple prediction also makes the assumption that the error is not
dependent on delays or other errors incurred, like that already seen in
Experiment 3 between the TOF and response latency. Hence, one may
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instead consider this estimate of 6m for the error due to clock drift to be
more of an upper bound.

If extreme TOF estimates persist until Experiment 10, averaging over
many symbols and packets should reduce, or even eliminate these outliers
by “diluting” them in the many more moderate estimates. However, this
will come at the cost of a far greater processing load and volume of traffic
over the limited channel capacity. To repeat the timestamping protocols,
including all the adjustments, for many thousands of symbols will no doubt
be very demanding on the radio’s resources.

5.4 Experiment 4
There are two main goals of this experiment - the first being to take

timestamps at the interrupt handler, which marks the start point of receive
signal processing chain of the DSP. The second is to create a data pipeline
from the interrupt handler, through the DSP firmware and across the radio
interface to the display. Here the data can be extracted to a mounted SD
card using the protocols implemented in Subsection 4.3.1. Data cannot be
output to a file located on an SD card directly from the DSP.

5.4.1 Interrupt Timestamps
Unlike the timestamping function defined in the display firmware, the

DSP is capable of calculating timestamps to a far greater resolution using
measurements taken directly from the local oscillator clock. When a radio
is booted up, a counter is initialized that tracks the integer number of
oscillations made by its clock. The frequency of the oscillator is 300MHz,
but this is also tracked as it can vary slightly. By dividing the number of
oscillations by the oscillator frequency, an estimate for the time in
seconds since boot can be estimated with a resolution of 3.3̇ns. As only
the integer number of oscillations is known, all timestamps are therefore
underestimated by up to 3.3̇ns. This is obviously far better than the 1µs
resolution attained by the display firmware and will only contribute an
expected ranging error of 50cm, rather than 150m.

Timestamps are taken at the interrupt handler as the first instruction
of the receive process chain that is executed, so that the processing time
and risk of being interrupted before the timestamp is made is minimized.
However, DMA transfers and their resulting interrupts will not be exactly
periodic due to variations in the scheduling of these events, which is
beyond the scope of the DSP firmware. By measuring the difference
between consecutive interrupt timestamps, one can observe this variation.
Figure 5.8 reveals that the distribution of these intervals between
interrupts form six very distinct peaks with absolutely no estimates
residing between them. However, this is not entirely representative of the
intervals between interrupts as each estimate is in fact an average of one
hundred intervals. This concession had to be made due to limitations in
how fast data can be output from the DSP. This data was collected from
the radio once it had reached a steady state, as the intervals between
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Figure 5.8: The distribution of estimates for the average time interval
between invocations of the interrupt handler; each estimate is an average
across 100 time intervals. The distribution is generated as a stair histogram
of the interrupt interval data using a bin width of 60ns

interrupts are highly variable as the radio is booting up. The radios are
said to have reached a steady state when its various processes have settled
into a consistent pattern of behaviour. The six peaks have been labelled
P1 to P6 which are at 162.5, 164.4, 165.0, 165.6, 167.5 and 168.1µs
respectively. The peak P3 is by far the largest of the six and comprises
over 45% of the all the interval estimates. Furthermore, both the mean
and median of the interrupt intervals are 165µs. Ignoring P6 for the
moment, one can see that the interval values of the remaining peaks are
almost perfectly symmetrical around that of P3. These observations imply
that the time interval between interrupts is supposed to be around 165µs,
but can vary slightly due to delays incurred by at least one of the
timestamps forming the interval. Therefore, interrupts will be considered
to occur every 165µs, or 6087 times per second.

Working from an average interval of 165µs, a delay of 0.6µs to one of
the timestamps forming an interval would cause peaks P2 and P4, or a
delay of 2.5µs would cause peaks P1 and P5. Perhaps the scheduling of an
interrupt for a completed DMA transfer can be delayed by two other
processes that take 0.6µs and 2.5µs to execute. Returning to P6, notice
that it lies 3.1µs ≡ 0.6µs + 2.5µs from P3. It is likely that the interval
estimates that form P6 are simply when the interrupt is delayed by both
of these other processes. This theory is supported by Figure 5.9, where
one can see that the values for P4 and P5 fit perfectly into the gaps of P6.
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Figure 5.9: The average time interval between invocations of the interrupt
handler over a five second period, once the radio reaches a steady state.

There must be a resonance between the frequency of these processes for a
peak to appear at 168.1µs ≡ 165.0µs + 3.1µs and not at
161.9µs ≡ 165.0µs− 3.1µs. Perhaps this is also the reason why there are
no peaks at 166.9µs ≡ 165.00µs + 2.5µs− 0.6µs, nor at
163.1µs ≡ 165.0µs− 2.5µs + 0.6µs. It is hard to say exactly what causes
this pattern as the scheduling of threads is dictated by the BIOS
firmware, which is beyond the scope of this research.

The ramifications of this variance in the frequency of interrupts upon
the range estimates made could be quite severe. To roughly predict what
this impact may be, ideal datasets of ten thousand transmission and
reception timestamps are generated such that the TOF estimates
calculated correspond to a range of exactly 1.5m. Then the errors caused
by variance in the rate of interrupts are fabricated by adding a delay of
−2.5, −0.6, +0.0, +0.6, +2.5 or +3.1µs to each of the timestamps. The odds
of each delay is weighted to match the observed ratios. The errors due to
the resolution of the timestamps is fabricated by subtracting a random
time error from each timestamp of up to 3.3̇ns. The resulting range
estimates calculated from these timestamps had a standard deviation of
about 710m, which is obviously way too high for useful ranging. Of
course, this is a very crude estimate, but it does indicate that the
standard deviation of range estimates using singular timestamps is
unlikely to ever be below a few hundred metres. However, as one can see
in Figure 5.9, each delay does not occur randomly according to its
weighting like the 50:50 weighting between heads and tails of a coin toss.
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Instead they occur very regularly, which adds weight to the argument that
the variation is due to an underlying resonance between the frequencies at
which these conjectured BIOS processes are executed. Therefore, by
averaging across many symbol timestamps in Experiment 10, the errors
caused by this intrinsic jitter associated with the timestamping procedure
itself should largely cancel. This assertion is supported by the generated
test timestamps, where the standard deviation can plummet to sub-10m
when thousands of TOF estimates are averaged. In fact, it is very likely
that the intervals between consecutive interrupts follow a specific periodic
pattern. This pattern repeats about every 660ms as one may be able to
see in the figure. However, this pattern in the data at hand changes
slightly over time, most likely due to the quantization error incurred
because of the limitation on data output from the radio. If the frequency
of this pattern could be accurately determined, then the number of
symbol timestamps averaged in Experiment 10 could be restricted so that
its period equals an integer multiple of this frequency. This would
improve how well the variable errors cancel. Although, this will require
better hardware to output data from the radio sufficiently fast so that the
interval between every consecutive pair of interrupts can be measured,
hence it is beyond the scope of the present research.

5.4.2 Data Pipeline

The PMR network is already a fully functioning communications
system from the outset of this research, so all the queues used to pass
data between threads are already defined and functional. Additional
parameters are created in the data structures used by the elements of
each queue so that the timing data can be included. Alternatively, data
can be stored in a general purpose memory space that can be accessed by
multiple threads in the receive process chain via a handle (see Section
5.2). The memory space used by the receive process chain is accessed
using a handle referred to in the DSP firmware by SDRRx. This shared
memory space can be used to store data directly from where it is created
and only read when it is needed, rather than having to explicitly pass
data from one thread to the next. However, this only works under certain
conditions, as will be seen in Subsection 5.5.1.

Radio Interface

A packet passed to the display via the radio interface is done so in very
much the same way as data passed through the DSP firmware, except the
packet is separated into its constituent components. Therefore, the data
structure of the packet is no longer abstract once it has reached the display
firmware. By adjusting this process to include additional parameters, the
timing data to be output can be incorporated into the signal sent over the
D-Bus. The radio interface files can be edited, compiled and installed onto
the radios in the same way that the display firmware is.
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Figure 5.10: The distribution of TOF estimates made in Experiment 4
between two Mercury radios. This is done by generating a stair histogram
of the TOF data using a bin width of 2ms where the mean is indicated by
the dashed red line.

5.4.3 Ranging Results
The TOF estimates for Experiment 4 have been produced by taking

timestamps at the interrupt handler and passing them down the receive
processing chain, from one thread to the next. The timestamp made
before an invocation of the demodulation thread that results in a
successful message or ack decode is continued forth over the radio
interface and to the display firmware where it can be extracted to a file.
All other timestamps will be from invocations of the receive process chain
that come to a dead end before a successful decode is made and so they
are not extracted. All firmware modifications made in this and all future
experiments are implemented in both the initiating and responding
radios. The distribution of the TOF estimates calculated from the
timestamps collected in Experiment 4 is displayed in Figure 5.10. This
distribution appears less Cauchy and more triangular than the
distribution obtained in Experiment 3, but the tails are comparable.

The various statistics calculated for the TOF estimates collected in
Experiment 4 are displayed in Table 5.1. There is not much improvement
in the precision from Experiment 3 which suggests that the delay incurred
through the receive process chain between threads and over the radio
interface is constant for the most part. This is reflected in the mean error,
which has dropped by over 90%, from about 9ms to only 0.6ms, whereas
the standard deviation and maximum value have only reduced by about a
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Statistics Ex3 Ex4 Reduction
Mean Error 9ms 2600km -0.6ms -180km 92.1%
Standard Deviation 25ms 7500km 17ms 5200km 30.1%
Maximum Error 190ms 56000km 120ms 37000km 34.3%
Skewness 0.3 -0.1 67.8%
Excess Kurtosis 1.7 7.6 -7.6

Table 5.1: The key statistics calculated using all the TOF estimates
collected during Experiment 3 compared with those of Experiment 4.

third. However, the standard deviation has managed to fall just
marginally below the 18ms seen in Experiment 2 to about 17ms. This
more than compensates for the rise seen in Experiment 3 - making it the
best ranging precision seen thus far. The majority of the weight of the
tails seen in Experiment 3 are concentrated closer to the head and
shoulders of the distribution, so the excess kurtosis was acceptable.
However, the weight of the tails in Experiment 4 are more evenly
distributed out to the most extreme values, which has caused the excess
kurtosis to soar to 7.6. The skewness and excess kurtosis were calculated
for Experiment 3 for comparison, where one can see that the kurtosis has
increased by about 6.0. However, there is still a lot of variance in the
interrupt timestamps yet to be removed which will likely solve this.

5.5 Experiment 5
The interrupt timestamps made in the previous experiment are made at

the very earliest accessible point in the receive process chain, so there is no
more error due to delay incurred by the timestamps that can be avoided.
However, the timestamps extracted from the DSP are simply those made for
the last frame of each queue that resulted in a successful decode. Therefore,
the timestamps represent a point in time of up to about SFFQ − 1 symbol
periods after the true arrival time of the last packet symbol - that is, one
less than the number of symbols per frame, SF , multiplied by the number of
frames per queue, FQ. The is because at least one and no more than SFFQ
packet symbols must reside in this queue for it to be the queue that results
in the successful decode and not the queue directly before or after this one.
As the timing error of a symbol period corresponds to a range error of tens
of kilometres, some adjustments must be made to the timestamps to bring
down this large contributor to the jitter.

In Experiment 5, interrupt timestamps are tracked over time so that the
radios essentially have a catalogue of past timestamps that it can trace back
through to compute a timestamp for a common point in the received packet.
This common point will be the Leading Packet Symbol (LPS), which is
simply the first symbol of a packet that is received. This is done by tracing
through past interrupt timestamps to find the one that resembles the arrival
time of the first queue containing packet symbols. Then two adjustments
are made to this timestamp so that it represents the arrival time of the
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LPS: a frame adjustment to move an integer number of frame periods
followed by a symbol adjustment to move an integer number of symbol
periods. It would be simpler in the short term to timestamp the last packet
symbol rather than the first as this would require far fewer timestamps to
be tracked. Although, these timestamps will need to be tracked eventually
if every packet symbol is to be timestamped and averaged in Experiment 10
to enhance timing precision. Therefore, tracking all timestamps here acts
as a stress test in preparation for this final experiment. The following two
subsections explain how an estimate for the LPS timestamp is computed.

5.5.1 Race Conditions

Of the two methods of data pipelining discussed in Subsection 5.4.2, the
simplest would be to store timestamps in a variable in the shared memory
accessed using the SDRRx handle. However, this would create a data
race as a timestamp will be overwritten several times before a decode is
made where the timestamp would be read from the memory (see Subsection
5.1). This is due to the multi-threaded architecture of the DSP firmware;
the receive process chain is not executed in one uninterrupted sequence
of functions. The interrupt handler alone is generally executed several
times before the demodulation thread is even scheduled, so clearly a single
variable will not suffice to store the timestamps.

“Fast” and “Slow” Memory

Before discussing the key values to be tracked, it is important to find
the suitable memory to store them. There are two different types of
memory used by the DSP: Internal Random-Acess Memory (IRAM) and
Synchronous Dynamic Random-Access Memory (SDRAM). They are
both types of RAM, which is volatile memory, so data stored here is lost
when the radio is powered down. There are many differences between
IRAM and SDRAM, but the two noteworthy differences in the context of
these experiments are the volume of memory available and speed at which
this memory can be read from or written to. IRAM is a very fast but
small memory space located by the CPU that must be specifically
allocated by the programmer in the firmware. SDRAM is a much larger
but slower memory space located on it is own physical chip and supplies
the default memory space for storing data. For simplicity, IRAM and
SDRAM will be referred to as “fast” and “slow” memory respectively.

All threads of the receive process chain before the message former (see
Figure 5.3) use fast memory as they are high priority threads that are
executed very frequently, so it is crucial that they can be performed quickly.
This includes the memory accessed using the SDRRx handle, which will be
the main memory resource used for these advanced experiments. However,
as fast memory is very limited, it is also crucial that this space is used as
efficiently as possible to avoid overfilling it.
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Figure 5.11: A heuristic example of how the timestamp queue can be used
to prevent a data race between different threads. Timestamp t1 stored in
the fast memory (red arrow) at the end of the first interrupt can be accessed
by the demodulation thread (blue arrow) before it is overwritten.

Timestamp Queue

To prevent a timestamp from being overwritten, it is enqueued as an
element in a circular timestamp queue, which is stored in the shared fast
memory accessed via the SDRRx handle. When the next interrupt occurs
and another timestamp is made, this timestamp is placed at the next index
of the queue, and so on with subsequent timestamps. Once the queue has
been filled, the index returns to the first element of the queue and begins
overwriting the elements with the timestamps of subsequent interrupts.
This process is illustrated in Figure 5.11.

The length of this queue is made long enough that the timestamps are
read from this memory before they are overwritten. This can be confirmed
by also passing the timestamp and its index in the timestamp queue to the
demodulation thread directly like in the previous experiment. Then, when
tracing back through past timestamps in the queue from the current index,
if an element contains a timestamp greater than the current timestamp,
it must have been overwritten with a timestamp made since the current
timestamp was made. It is particularly important that this queue is made
as small as possible to avoid overfilling the fast memory. This is because,
due to the high timing resolution, each individual timestamp requires a
double data type to store it. A double data type is a long floating-point
number which requires eight bytes of memory - two to four times as much
memory as the other values that need to be tracked in later experiments.
This larger data type is used for the timestamps to get the best timing
precision, which is to the nearest cycle of the oscillator clock.
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Figure 5.12: By tracing back through the timestamp queue, the timestamp
representing the start of the first frame queue (black) that contains part of
the packet (yellow) can be found.

Symbol Count Queue

Each queue of frames awaiting demodulation consists of FQ frames,
as this is required by the timing recovery protocols. The oversampled
symbols contained in each queue are downsampled to identify the symbols
for demodulation, but the downsampling protocol also outputs a count of
these symbols (see Algorithm 3). These symbol counts are also tracked in
another circular queue as they can vary by ±1 from the expected value
of SFFQ (see Subsection 5.2.2). This record of symbol counts kept will
determine how far back in the timestamp queue one needs go to compute
the LPS timestamp.

The symbol count queue is also stored in the fast memory, but does
not require nearly as much memory as the timestamp queue. This is
because only one symbol count element is required for each invocation of
the demodulation thread, rather than FQ elements. Furthermore, the
symbol count is a short integer which requires only two bytes of storage.
As this queue has a different size and is filled at different rate to the
timestamp queue, it has its own index to keep track of the current
element.

5.5.2 Leading Packet Symbol Timestamps
There are three main steps to computing the LPS timestamp. The first

is to trace back through the timestamp queue to find the one that best
represents the start of the first queue containing part of the packet, as
illustrated in Figure 5.12. Each move back in time by the period of one
frame queue is equivalent to moving back FQ elements in the timestamp
queue. The number of symbols that have been traversed over each frame
queue can be followed by reading the corresponding elements in the symbol
count queue. This is continued until at least the number of symbols in
the packet, SP , plus the number of symbols after the packet have been
traversed. The number of symbols after the packet is simply the symbol
count of the final frame queue (the most recent entry to the symbol count
queue) minus how many symbols into that queue the decode was made. As
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Figure 5.13: How an interrupt timestamp is adjusted to resemble the arrival
time of the leading packet symbol via a frame and symbol adjustment (see
Figure 5.5 for colour scheme).

symbols are passed to the decode protocols one at a time, finding the index
of the symbol that resulted in a successful decode is trivial. The barrel
interleaver will not introduce a variance to this index as no interleaving of
the symbols occurs after the transmission timestamp is taken or before the
reception timestamp is taken (see Appendix A.1.2).

To estimate the arrival time of the LPS, an adjustment is made to the
timestamp selected from the timestamp queue that consists of an integer
and fractional component, as illustrated in Figure 5.13. These
components are in terms of the number of frame periods between the
interrupt timestamp and arrival time of the leading symbol. The integer
component is called the frame adjustment, which is applied to the
timestamp queue index to move a whole number of frame periods forward
in time. The fractional component is called the symbol adjustment, which
adjusts the timestamp up to a further SF symbol periods - a fraction of a
frame period. Timestamps can only be made with each frame, not each
symbol, so the symbol adjustment can not be made via the timestamps
queue index. Instead, the index of the LPS in this frame determines by
what fraction of a frame period the timestamp at the current timestamp
queue index must be augmented by.

The whole process, from the interrupt timestamp used in the previous
experiment to the LPS timestamp computed in this experiment, is
displayed as pseudocode in Algorithm 4. This begins with initialization,
where the variables are declared and the index of the most recent symbol
count entry in the symbol count queue can be accessed via the SDRRx
handle. Movements in the timestamp queue have been made hitherto in
multiples of FQ to move the periods of entire queues in time. The number
of symbols before the packet are related to the adjustments by the
following equation:
symbolsBefore = frameAdjustment× SF + symbolAdjustment
for frameAdjustment ∈ [0, ..., FQ] and symbolAdjustment ∈ [0, ..., SF ].
Recall that each frame is timestamped, so moving forward in time by a
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Algorithm 4 How a leading symbol timestamp is computed
1: procedure getLPStimestamp(SDRRx, interruptT imestamp,

interruptT imestampIndex, symbolsAfter)
2: Initialization
3: timestampIndex← interruptT imestampIndex
4: while totalSymbolCount < SP + symbolsAfter do
5: Move back one symbolCount in symbolCountQueue
6: totalSymbolCount← totalSymbolCount+ symbolCount
7: Move timestampIndex back FQ places in timestampQueue
8: end
9: symbolsBefore← totalSymbolCount− SP − symbolsAfter

10: frameAdjustment← bsymbolsBefore / SFc
11: Increment timestampIndex by frameAdjustment
12: Select timestamp with timestampIndex from timestampQueue
13: if timestamp > interruptT imestamp then
14: return ERROR: timestamp has been overwritten
15: end
16: Select nextT imestamp after timestamp from timestampQueue
17: symbolPeriod← (nextT imestamp− timestamp) / SF
18: symbolAdjustment← (symbolsBefore mod SF )× symbolPeriod
19: leadingSymbolT imestamp← timestamp+ symbolAdjustment
20: return leadingSymbolT imestamp

frame is equivalent to moving one element forward in the timestamp
queue (see Subsection 5.4.1). This frameAdjustment is equal to
bsymbolsBefore / SFc, which is used to increment the selected index in
the timestamp queue. To then adjust the timestamp at this index to the
resemble the arrival time of the LPS, a symbolAdjustment is added
which is equal to symbolsBefore modulo SF multiplied by an estimate
for one symbol period. A symbol period is estimated by dividing the
difference between the selected timestamp and the one directly following
it in the timestamp queue by the number of symbols per frame, SF .

Error Correction

If the timestamp selected from the timestamp queue after the
application of the frame adjustment is greater than the interrupt
timestamp passed directly down the receive process chain, then it must
have been taken at a later point. Therefore, the desired past timestamp
that should be in the selected element of the timestamp queue has been
overwritten. This should never happen if the length of the timestamp
queue is set appropriately, but in this unlikely scenario it is still possible
to compute an LPS timestamp, albeit of a lower accuracy and precision.
This is done by finding the earliest timestamp in the queue that is yet to
be overwritten and adjusting from here. Frame and symbol adjustments
are made by using an average for the frame and symbol period. The
average frame period is calculated as the difference between this earliest
timestamp and the one directly preceding it, the latest timestamp, then
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Figure 5.14: The distribution of TOF estimates made in Experiment 5
between two Mercury radios. This is done by generating a stair histogram
of the TOF data using a bin width of 28µs where the mean is indicated by
the dashed red line.

dividing this quantity by one less than the number of entries in the
timestamp queue. The average symbol period is calculated as simply the
frame period divided by SF . If all timestamps made prior to the interrupt
timestamp that was passed directly to the demodulation thread have
already been overwritten, then adjustments are made from this current
interrupt timestamp. However, the length of the timestamp queue must
be very poorly calibrated for this to occur.

5.5.3 Ranging Results
The distribution of the LPS timestamps collected during Experiment

5 is displayed in Figure 5.14 - note that the horizontal axis is now on
the microsecond scale. With each experiment, the tails of the distribution
appear to be becoming thinner and so have less impact on the variance.

The mean error and standard deviation of the TOF estimates have
reduced drastically from the previous experiment by about 99% to about 7
and 77µs respectively. Similar progress is also seen in the maximum TOF
error, as one may see in Table 5.2. This is a huge improvement, although,
the standard deviation being about 23km is obviously still far too high for
useful ranging. Relative to the head and shoulders of each distribution,
the length of the tails have increased from the previous experiment. Just
removing the 0.4% most extreme TOF estimates from the dataset causes
a disproportionately large decrease of 6.7% in the standard deviation of
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Statistics Ex4 Ex5 Reduction
Mean Error -0.6ms -180km 6.8µs 2.0km 98.9%
Standard Deviation 17ms 5200km 80µs 23km 99.6%
Maximum Error 120ms 37000km -940µs -280km 99.2%
Skewness -0.1 -0.1 4.1%
Excess Kurtosis 7.6 5.6 2.1

Table 5.2: The key statistics calculated using all the TOF estimates
collected during Experiment 5 compared with those of Experiment 4.

the range estimates. The thinner tails seen in the TOF distribution of this
experiment compared to the previous has caused a drop in excess kurtosis
from 7.6 to 5.6. Although, this is still far above the limit of 2 set in
Subsection 5.3.2. This must continue to reduce in the coming experiments
for a reliable ranging system to take form. Conversely, the skewness has
remained steady at about −0.1, which affirms a symmetrical distribution of
the TOF estimates.

5.6 Experiment 6
The previous experiment saw a great reduction in standard deviation

of the TOF estimates by using the Leading Packet Symbol (LPS)
timestamps calculated from downsampled symbols. However, the
precision of these timestamps can be improved further by applying a
similar logic using oversampled symbols. Recall from Subsection 5.2.2
that samples received from the ADC are downsampled to the symbol rate
using the sample indices selected during timing recovery. Generally, each
sample selected is the index of one in every α samples, where α is the
oversampling factor. The LPS timestamps made in the previous
experiment effectively assume that the selected sample is the first in each
group of α samples, but in reality the selected sample can be any one of
them. Therefore, the timestamps made in the previous experiment incur
an average timing error of half a symbol period, or α/2 sample periods,
which corresponds to a range error of almost ten kilometres. This
experiment will delve into the timing recovery protocols of the radio’s
DSP firmware to produce more precise frame and symbol adjustments.
These adjustments will be used to produce a timestamp resembling the
arrival time of the specific sample selected during downsampling for the
LPS, rather than a generic timestamp for the aggregate.

5.6.1 Frame and Symbol Adjustments

There only two steps necessary to make LPS timestamps to the
nearest sample - first, appropriate frame and symbol adjustments need to
be calculated from the downsampling indices selected during timing
recovery. Secondly, these adjustments need to be stored where they can
be accessed by the LPS timestamping protocols, which cannot be called
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until after the decode is made. The indices needed are those found on line
19 of Algorithm 2 and line 15 of Algorithm 3 - the specific indices selected
during downsampling. There are FQ frames processed with each
invocation of the timing recovery protocol, each consisting of SF symbols
that are oversampled by a factor α (see Figure 5.5). Therefore, each index
has a value of up to αSFFQ. After having moved back in the timestamp
queue in the same way as previous experiment (see Figure 5.12), the new
frame and symbol adjustments are applied. These adjustments are
calculated using the fact that there are αSF samples per frame. Similar to
Experiment 5, the frame adjustment is equal to
bdownsamplingIndex / αSFc and the symbol adjustment is equal to
downsamplingIndex modulo αSF multiplied by an estimate for the
sample period. The sample period is estimated in a like manner to the
symbol period in the previous experiment: by dividing the frame period
by the number of samples per frame.

It is important that the number of symbols per frame is taken as the
constant αSF and not estimated by the symbol count for the frame queue
divided by FQ. Generally, the symbol count is equal to αSF , but not
always as the symbol count can fluctuate by ±1 due to frequency offset
between the transmitter’s and receiver’s oscillator clocks. This causes
symbols to be occasionally missed or double-counted during
downsampling (see Subsection 5.2.2). This must be accounted for as a
timing error of even a single symbol will cause a large ranging error, on
the order of kilometres at least, because of the typically slow data rate of
narrowband systems. Therefore, the value of αSF is used, which gives the
specific number of samples per frame, whereas the symbol count divided
by FQ depends on when the symbols are received relative to the framing
of the samples.

Adjustment Queue

The adjustments made in the previous experiment were based on
samples that had been downsampled to the symbol rate, so they could be
calculated during the LPS timestamping protocol which is called after a
decode is made. Once the samples have been downsampled, there is no
way of finding what the downsampling indices were, therefore, the
adjustments need to be calculated during timing recovery. However, there
is no way of knowing which downsampling index corresponds to the LPS
during timing recovery. Therefore, frame and symbol adjustments are
stored in a queue similar to the timestamps and symbol counts of the
previous experiment. These queues must be stored in the fast memory as
they are accessed very frequently, so it is imperative that this can be done
quickly.

Unlike the timestamp and symbol count queues, adjustment values
must be enqueued for every symbol received, rather than for only every
frame queue or individual frame. This poses a problem as each
adjustment queue will have about SF times more elements than the
timestamp queue, which is already a large queue relative to the available
space in the fast memory. Microprocessors such as those used by the
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Mercury radios do not have much fast memory to begin with and it is
quite possible that these queues being implemented could dominate this
resource. The frame adjustments are not such an issue as they short
integer values, so each only takes two bytes of memory, which is little
compared to the eight bytes required for each interrupt timestamp. The
symbol adjustments for this experiment are short integers, but, for
reasons that will become clear in Subsection 5.6.2, timing to the nearest
sample is not sufficient. Therefore, the symbol adjustments were assigned
the memory of short floating-point numbers, each requiring four bytes,
which will be required in Experiment 7. However, the memory required
can be halved by storing the short integer value downsamplingIndex
modulo αSF instead. The estimate for the sample period can then be
calculated after timing recovery as this only depends on constants and
interrupt timestamps - both of which are available throughout the
demodulation thread.

5.6.2 Ranging Results

By refining the method of computing LPS timestamps, another
significant improvement can be seen in the ranging precision. However,
recall that there are two methods of symbol timing recovery available to
calculate downsampling indices and, hence, frame and symbol
adjustments. This experiment has been performed twice - once using the
Maximum Amplitude (MA) method and once using the Early-Late (EL)
method of symbol timing (see Subsection 2.5.1).

The Maximum Amplitude Method

The distribution of TOF estimates produced in this experiment using
the MA method of symbol timing is displayed in Figure 5.15. By improving
the precision of the timestamp procedure from the previous experiment, a
bimodal distribution has been revealed. The peaks of this distribution are
at approximate TOF values of -1.1 and 2.8µs, which creates a separation
of 3.9µs. The separation is similar to a sample period, which suggests that
these two peaks may be caused by the fact that the timestamp precision is
limited to the nearest sample period at this stage. In doing so, a timestamp
error of up to plus or minus half a sample period, ps, may be incurred, as
illustrated in Figure 5.16, where t̂ is the arrival time of the true symbol
midpoint. This is predicated on the assumption that it is one of the two
central samples that is usually selected, which is confirmed by outputting
demodulated samples and the related indices selected for downsampling
from the radio for analysis. This can be seen in the portion of the digital
baseband signal displayed in the Figure 6.1 of Experiment 7. Therefore, a
possible explanation for the two peaks is that they are caused by the symbol
timing being either rounded up or down from the symbol midpoints to the
nearest sample period. Figure 5.16 illustrates the specific case where this
error is at its greatest, but the rounding error will be different for every
symbol due to asynchronous sampling (see Subsection 2.5.1).

If both the transmission and reception LPS timestamps are rounded
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Figure 5.15: The distribution of TOF estimates made in Experiment 6
between two Mercury radios using the MA method of symbol timing. This
is done by generating a stair histogram of the TOF data using a bin width
of 300ns where the mean is indicated by the dashed red line.

time

Power Power
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+ 1
2
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2
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Figure 5.16: The MA and EL methods of symbol timing are limited in their
precision to the nearest sample period, ps. This figure shows the case when
the two central samples are equidistant from the true symbol midpoint at
time t̂.
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Statistics Ex5 Ex6 - MAM Reduction
Mean Error 6.8µs 2.0km 2.0µs 610m 83.6%
Standard Deviation 80µs 23km 2.3µs 690m 96.9%
Maximum Error -940µs -280km -17µs -5100m 98.0%

Table 5.3: The key statistics calculated using all the TOF estimates
collected during Experiment 6 using the MA method of symbol timing
compared with those of Experiment 5. Skewness and excess kurtosis have
been excluded as the distribution is not unimodal.

up, then the TOF error incurred as a result will be between − 1
2
ps and

+ 1
2
ps. The same intervals of potential TOF errors are also created if both

timestamps are rounded down. However, if one timestamp is rounded up
and the other down, then the TOF error will be between −ps and +ps. The
sign of the TOF error depends upon which of the individual timestamps
incurs the greater error due to rounding to the nearest sample period.
Furthermore, the two-way ranging protocol design implemented in
Experiment 3 essentially averages two one-way TOF estimates to cancel
the clock offset. The error incurred by each estimate due to rounding may
belong to the same interval, but, due to relative clock drift, they may not.
Depending on the signs of these two errors, their average can contribute
to one of two sub-distributions present in the composite displayed in
Figure 5.15. If the signs are the same, then a distribution of two peaks at
± 3

8
ps is created, but, if the signs are different, a series of triangular

distributions are created that come together to form an isosceles
trapezium shape. These two sub-distributions then come together in turn
to form the overall TOF distribution, as illustrated in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: The
general shape of the
bimodal distributions
seen in Experiment
6 are made from
two sub-distributions
shown by dotted lines.

The MA method of symbol timing will
generally select one of the centre two samples
of a symbol, but it does not compute the most
central sample explicitly. A maximum likelihood
criterion is used to select the sample most likely to
be closest to the symbol midpoint. Therefore, it
is possible for samples further from the symbol
midpoint to be occasionally selected. This
causes outlier values in the TOF distribution,
though clearly not many, as the tails of the
distribution are incredibly thin. However, again,
these extreme values make up a disproportionate
amount of the standard deviation; the 0.1% most
extreme TOF values contribute about 1.6% of the
standard deviation.

The mean and standard deviation of the
TOF estimates made in Experiment 6 using the
MA method of symbol timing are 2.0 and 2.3µs
respectively, as one can see in Table 5.3. All prior
experiments also used the MA method of symbol
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Statistics Ex5 Ex6 - ELM Reduction
Mean Error 6.8µs 2.0km -2.2µs -650m 68.3%
Standard Deviation 80µs 23km 2.6µs 780m 96.6%
Maximum Error -940µs -280km -12µs -3600m 98.7%

Table 5.4: The key statistics calculated using all the TOF estimates
collected during Experiment 6 using the EL method of symbol timing
compared with those of Experiment 5. Skewness and excess kurtosis have
been excluded as the distribution is not unimodal.

timing by default. This corresponds to a standard deviation of about 690m,
which is another significant reduction - a drop of approximately 97% from
the previous experiment. The ranging precision is now approaching a usable
level, but is not quite there yet. The skewness and excess kurtosis cannot
be calculated for this distribution as their formulae assume a unimodal
distribution. For the purposes of these experiments, the skewness is
supposed to be a measure of how symmetrical the peaks are, but, for a
bimodal distribution, it will be more a measure of the relative weighting
of the two peaks. Similarly, the kurtosis is supposed to be a measure of
the ranging protocols propensity to produce extreme range estimates, but
this will be inflated by the separation between the peaks of a bimodal
distribution.

The Early-Late Method

The distribution of TOF estimates produced in Experiment 6 using the
EL method of symbol timing is displayed in Figure 5.18. Another bimodal
distribution is seen, which one may have expected, as the EL method of
symbol timing is also limited to the nearest sample period. It is implied
that the cause of these two peaks is the same as that which caused the two
peaks when using the MA method as they have what appears to be the
exact same separation and a similar shape.

The estimates belonging to the two sub-distribution do not occur
randomly, but in a regular pattern where one can clearly see when the
signs of the two one-way TOF errors have switched between being the
same and different. An example of this switch between the two
sub-distributions of TOF estimates is shown in Figure 5.19, which occurs
about once every six minutes. This portion of TOF estimates is produced
using the EL method of symbol timing where the pattern appears more
prominent; the same pattern can be seen using the MA method, though it
is more subtle. It is the left half of the pattern that creates the two peaks
and the right half that creates the trapezium shaped sub-distribution.
Experiment 6 has been repeated several times using both methods of
symbol timing and each time the relative height of the two peaks can
change drastically depending on the initial clock offset of the radios. The
datasets of each repetition have been combined to produce Figures 5.15
and 5.18, so the relative heights of the peaks do not differ so much. If the
experiment was repeated many more times, the peaks would likely
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Figure 5.18: The distribution of TOF estimates made in Experiment 6
between two Mercury radios using the EL method of symbol timing. This
is done by generating a stair histogram of the TOF data using a bin width
of 300ns where the mean is indicated by the dashed red line.

Figure 5.19: A portion of the TOF estimates collected using the EL method
of symbol timing revealing the two sub-distributions.
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converge to the same relative height.
When using the EL method of symbol timing, the TOF estimates

exhibit a higher standard deviation of about 780m compared to when the
MA method was used, as displayed in Table 5.4. Again, the distribution’s
skewness or kurtosis cannot be calculated as the distribution is bimodal.
However, one can see from the maximum TOF error and the length of the
distribution’s tails that the EL method of symbol timing seems less
susceptible to extreme values. The precision of most methods of symbol
timing can be improved by increasing the oversampling factor.
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6. Symbol Edge Detection

The ranging results obtained in the previous chapter have revealed that
the existing synchronization protocols of the Mercury radios are not capable
of providing range estimates of a usable precision. This was due in part
to the fact that the symbol timing is only correct to the nearest sample
period, which is far too long due to the narrow bandwidth of the radio
signals. In this chapter, new methods of symbol timing are implemented
into the Mercury radios that are not limited to the nearest sample period
so they can overcome this barrier to precision. The lack of timing precision
was also due to the jitter incurred by the interrupt timestamps used to
estimate the arrival time of the Leading Packet Symbol (LPS). There is
no way to avoid this without modifying the Basic Input/Output System
(BIOS) firmware, which is beyond the scope of this research. Instead, the
jitter incurred by the message and acknowledgement timestamps is greatly
reduced in the next chapter by timing multiple symbols.

6.1 Experiment 7
Notwithstanding the significant improvement in precision seen in the

previous experiment, any further improvement is limited by the fact that
symbol timestamps can only be made to the nearest sample period.
Without overcoming this limitation, the standard deviation of range
estimates would never fall below a few hundred metres, based on the
sample period and how the timestamps used to calculate each TOF are
generally rounded. No matter how precisely the symbol timing can be
recovered, a multi-modal distribution is indicative of an inherently limited
ranging precision, as seen in Subsection 5.4.1 with the interrupt
timestamps. In this experiment, a third method of symbol timing
recovery was implemented into the DSP firmware that was designed to
calculate the symbol midpoint specifically. This differs from the existing
two forms of timing recovery available from the outset of this research,
which simply select samples that are adequate to reliably demodulate
symbols.

The method of timing recovery implemented in this experiment works
by detecting the symbol edges and using these to estimate each symbol’s
midpoint, so it will be called the Edge Detection (ED) method. The
occurrence of these edges, relative to the samples, is calculated by
estimating when the zero-crossings of the digital baseband signal occur;
these occur when the signal transitions from positive to negative or vice

135
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Figure 6.1: A portion of digital baseband signal samples (blue) with the
demodulated data bits superimposed in line coding (green). The variables
denoted by Z are the zero-crossings, which are used to compute estimates
for the symbol midpoints indicated by dashed red lines.

versa. These will generally occur between two consecutive samples, and so
will the symbol midpoint, so they are measured to a fraction of a sample
period. Once the more precise timing measurements have been made, the
samples closest to the symbol midpoints are selected for downsampling,
thereby also improving the accuracy of the decode process.

6.1.1 Digital Baseband Signals

To gain a better understanding of how the ED method of symbol timing
will work, digital baseband signal samples have been output from the DSP
and plotted in Figure 6.1. As one can see, the signal transitions frequently
between 1 and −1 in the portion that has been displayed, and this remains
true for the full length of the signal. This is critically important not only
for this method, but all methods of symbol timing (see Subsection 2.5.1).
The signal exhibits what are ostensibly drastic fluctuations in amplitude
that make some points of the graph appear very close to the zero line. This
would be a serious problem because a sample that appears on the incorrect
side of this zero line would create a transition that should not have occurred.
These false crossings can be easily filtered out if they occur far from the
genuine crossings, but this will not always be the case. However, these
points are not actually as close to the zero line as they seem, they only
appear this way due to the linear vertical axis. Notice that the scale of
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the vertical axis is 1016, so even the fluctuations of two to three orders of
magnitude that cause the graph to appear close to the zero line are not a
liability.

Zero-Crossings

When working through the samples of a baseband signal, a zero-crossing
has been detected when there is a change of sign between two consecutive
samples. Say that the current baseband sample is at index i of its frame
queue and has an amplitude of Ai. Further say that the previous baseband
sample has an amplitude of Ai−1, which has the opposite sign to Ai. The
discrete variable i is used to index the samples, so a continuous scale is
needed in order to calculate points between samples. This continuous scale
is time, ts, not measured in seconds but sample periods relative to the
last symbol of the previous frame queue. Therefore, this time in sample
periods is related to the standard time in seconds, t, by the definition
t , t/ps, where ps is the sample period. Essentially, this altered time axis
acts as an extension of the indices to include all intermediate real numbers.
In doing so, a straight line can be drawn between all consecutive samples
plotted in the time-amplitude plane, which has been done in Figure 6.1.
Using the standard linear equation for a straight line in two dimensions,
the continuous amplitude A = A(ts) between points (i−1, Ai−1) and (i, Ai)
can be expressed as:

A = gts + h and ts ∈
[
(i− 1)ts, its

]
(6.1)

where the gradient, g, can be calculated from the amplitude samples Ai−1

and Ai:
g = Ai − Ai−1

i− (i− 1) = Ai − Ai−1 (6.2)

and the intercept that the graph of this equation would have with the
amplitude axis, h, is calculated by making the substitution for time ts → i
and corresponding amplitude A→ Ai in Equation 6.1:

h = Ai − gi (6.3)

Then the time of the kth zero-crossing of the current frame queue, Zk, can
be found by setting the amplitude variable of Equation 6.1 to zero:

Zk = −
h

g
= i− Ai

g
= i−∇ts (6.4)

where
∇ts ,

Ai

g
= Ai

Ai − Ai−1
(6.5)

is the adjustment that needs to be made to the current index, i, to find
when the zero-crossing occurs in relation. Note that the symbol nabla, ∇,
is used to define an adjustment specifically, whereas the capital delta, ∆,
is used for generic intervals.
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Symbol Midpoints

If two consecutive zero-crossings, Zk and Zk−1, are representative of the
two edges of a symbol, then the symbol midpoint is simply taken to be the
average of these two zero-crossings. However, as one can see in Figure 6.1,
not every symbol edge will result in a zero-crossing in the baseband signal.
When two consecutive symbols demodulate to the same data bit, there is
no transition between them in the baseband signal. Therefore, the number
of symbols between consecutive zero-crossings, n, is inferred by dividing
their difference by the oversampling factor, α, and rounding to the nearest
integer:

n = round
[

1
α

(Zk − Zk−1)
]

(6.6)

So long as n > 0, the average length of time spanned by each of the
intermediate symbols, L, in sample periods, can be calculated as:

L = 1
n

(Zk − Zk−1) (6.7)

The value of n should never be zero when using samples of a signal, but
may frequently be the case for noise-only samples between signals. That is
why the condition n > 0 is necessary, to prevent the radio from crashing by
asking it to divide by zero in Equation 6.7. Assuming that the symbols are
evenly spaced between zero-crossings, the mth symbol midpoint between
the two consecutive zero-crossings, Sm, can be calculated as:

Sm = Zi−1 + (m− 1/2)L (6.8)

6.1.2 Edge Detection Method
The estimated zero-crossings in the digital baseband signal are used to

compute more precise frame and symbol adjustments for the leading
symbol timestamps as well as downsample the oversampled carrier. The
exact procedure used to achieve this is displayed in Algorithm 5 as
pseudocode, which begins with initializing the variables used, particularly
the pointers and indices to the frame and symbol queues. The variables
used in the algorithm are equated to the variables used in the
mathematics of Subsection 6.1.1 in Table 6.1. Next, the current demod,
Ai, is calculated in the same way as the MA method of timing recovery to
compute the zero-crossing between it and the previousDemod, if one
exists, as described in Subsection 6.1.1.

If the zeroCrossing found is the first for this invocation of the timing
recovery protocol, then the previousZeroCrossing must have been found
in the previous queue. If this is so, the previousZeroCrossing is
decremented on line 9 by the number of samples in a frame queue before
proceeding to compute the symbol midpoints between these two
zero-crossings. The number of samples in a frame queue is found by
calculating the product of the number of frames per queue, FQ, the
number of symbols per frame, SF , and the oversampling factor of the
symbols, α. This is to make the previousZeroCrossing relative in time
to the current frame queue, so its value will now be negative as it
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Algorithm 5 How the timing and symbols are recovered using EDM
1: function TimingRecoveryEDM(iqSamples)
2: Initialization
3: for each iq sample pair index do
4: demod← (qSamples[n+ α]× iSamples[n]

−(qSamples[n]× iSamples[n+ α])
5: gradient← demod− previousDemod
6: intercept← demod− (gradient× index)
7: zeroCrossing ← −(intercept / gradient)
8: if this is the first zero crossing of the frame queue then
9: Decrement previousZeroCrossing by αSFFQ

10: end
11: gap← zeroCrossing − previousZeroCrossing
12: symbolsBetweenCrossings← gap / α
13: Round symbolsBetweenCrossings to nearest integer.
14: if symbolsBetweenCrossings 6= 0 then
15: symbolLength← gap / symbolsBetweenCrossings
16: else
17: continue
18: end
19: for each j ∈ [1, ..., symbolsBetweenCrossings] do
20: symbolMidpoint← previousZeroCrossing

+(j − 1/2)× symbolLength
21: frameAdjustment← bsymbolMidpoint / αSFc
22: Store frameAdjustment in frameAdjustmentStack
23: symbolAdjustment← symbolMidpoint mod αSF
24: Store symbolAdjustment in symbolAdjustmentStack
25: Increment adjustmentIndex.
26: Round symbolMidpoint to nearest integer.
27: if symbolMidpoint < 0 then
28: Increment symbolMidpoint by αSFFQ
29: Access iqPreviousSamples
30: Copy samples at index symbolMidpoint
31: Store samples in iqSymbols
32: Increment previousSymbolCount.
33: else
34: Access iqSamples
35: Copy samples at index symbolMidpoint
36: Store samples in iqSymbols
37: Increment symbolCount.
38: end
39: Increment totalSymbolCount.
40: end
41: previousZeroCrossing ← zeroCrossing
42: previousDemod← demod
43: end
44: Store iqSamples in iqPreviousSamples.
45: return iqSymbols and totalSymbolCount
46: end
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Algorithm Math
demod Ai

gradient g
previousDemod Ai−1

intercept h
index i
zeroCrossing Zk
previousZeroCrossing Zk−1

symbolsBetweenCrossings n
symbolLength L
symbolMidpoint Sm

Table 6.1: A table equating the
variables used in the mathematics
with those in Algorithm 5.

occurred in the past. If the gap between
these two zero-crossings implies that no
symbols are actually present between
them, then the function ends the
current iteration of the for loop on
line 17 and continues to the next
quadrature sample. Once the symbol
midpoints have been computed, the
frame and symbol adjustments are
calculated on lines 21 and 23 similarly
to Experiment 6 - this time by dividing
by the number of samples per frame:
αSF . The symbol midpoints can then
be used to choose the best samples
indices to downsample the signal by

rounding them to the nearest integer.

6.1.3 Ranging Results

The objective of this experiment was to overcome the shared
shortcoming of both the existing forms of timing recovery: that timing
precision was limited to the nearest sample period. The distribution of
the TOF estimates calculated in Experiment 7 is displayed in Figure 6.2,
which is unimodal as expected because symbol timing is no longer limited
to the nearest sample period. The distribution still has long tails, though
the left tail is over twice as long as the right. The distinction between the
tails and the rest of the distribution is also far better defined in this
distribution. Notice in the TOF distributions of prior experiments that
the asymmetry in the tails has been growing gradually since Experiment
4. Moreover, the mirror image is seen when the direction in which signals
are transmitted between the radios is reversed: the right tail is twice the
length of the left. It is discovered in Experiment 9 that this radio-specific
timing error is due to the relative clock drift between the radios over the
Round-Trip-Time (RTT). Nevertheless, these tails represent only about
0.5% of the TOF estimates, more than that of the last unimodal
distribution seen in Experiment 5, but these values are concentrated far
closer to the head and shoulders of the distribution. Consequently, the
estimates exhibit a far lower excess kurtosis of −0.9, making this the first
platykurtic distribution seen. This is good as extreme values are
becoming far less common, which improves both the precision and
reliability of the ranging protocol.

The key statistics of the TOF estimates made in Experiment 7 are
displayed in Table 6.2. The mean of the TOF estimates collected during
Experiment 7 is about −240ns, which is negative due to the tendency for
large negative errors seen in the distribution. This corresponds to an
underestimation of the range of about 75m. The standard deviation of
the TOF estimates is about 1.8µs, which corresponds to a range of about
550m, which is only about a 22% reduction from that of the MA method
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Figure 6.2: The distribution of TOF estimates made in Experiment 7
between two Mercury radios using the ED method of symbol timing. This
is done by generating a stair histogram of the TOF data using a bin width
of 400ns where the mean is indicated by the dashed red line.

Statistics Ex6 - MAM Ex7 - EDM Reduction
Mean Error 2.0µs 610m -0.2µs -70m 88.0%
Standard Deviation 2.3µs 690m 1.8µs 550m 20.5%
Maximum Error -17µs -5100m -17µs -5100m -0.7%

Statistics Ex5 - MAM Ex7 - EDM Reduction
Skewness -0.1 -0.2 4.1%
Excess Kurtosis 5.6 -0.9 2.1

Table 6.2: The key statistics calculated using all the TOF estimates
collected during Experiment 7 using the ED method of symbol timing
compared with those of Experiment 5 and 6 using the MA method.
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of symbol timing. Perhaps the precision is now approaching or has
reached the limit alluded to in Subsection 5.4.1 caused by the variance in
the interrupt timestamps used to compute the LPS timestamps. If this is
the case, then little improvement in precision will be seen until
Experiment 10, when many symbol timestamps are averaged to cancel
some or most of this error. Although, at lease some, or possibly most, of
this jitter will be due to the noise incurred retrieving the digital baseband
signal observed in Figure 6.1.

6.2 Experiment 8
It is likely that the Edge Detection (ED) method of symbol timing

recovery implemented in the previous experiment produces close to the
most accurate and precise symbol timestamps that can be achieved without
using multiple symbols. Although, there may still be room for improvement
if a less noisy quantity can be used to estimate the symbol edges. As seen
in Figure 6.1, the demodulated signal samples incur noise that can cause
them to fluctuate by several orders of magnitude. This will significantly
impact where the calculated zero-crossings fall when consecutive samples
on opposite sides of the zero amplitude line are connected by a straight
line.

This experiment looks into a possible alternative method of estimating
when the transitions of the digital baseband signal occur, which are then
used to recover the symbol timing in the same way as in Experiment 7.
This alternative works by measuring the change in phase over time, which
exhibits far less noise than the amplitude of demodulated signal samples.
First, a method of computing the phase of a signal sample is implemented
to extract phase measurements from the radio for analysis. From this
information, the signal phase at key epochs can be identified that
correspond to the baseband transitions and, by measuring when these
epochs occur, an alternate method of edge detection and estimation is
produced. Lastly, these estimates of the baseband transitions are refined
by accounting for the error due to phase drift between the oscillator of
each radio, which differs from the clock drift correction discussed in
Experiment 9.

6.2.1 Symbol Phase
A COordinate Rotation Digital Computer (CORDIC) function is used

to compute the phase of a signal at a particular moment in time from
the in-phase and quadraphase components of the signal samples. This
function works iteratively to gradually reduce the maximum error that can
be incurred by the phase measurement, the details of which are discussed
in Appendix A.2. The more iterations that are performed, the higher the
accuracy of the phase measurement, however, the processing load on the
microprocessor will also be greater.

The Mercury radios use a form of Continuous-Phase Frequency-Shift
Keying (CPFSK) known as Minimum-Shift Keying (MSK), where
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Figure 6.3: The sample phase measurements computed using the CORDIC
function are interpolated to produce a graph that reveals how the signal
phase changes over time (blue). The demodulated baseband bits are
superimposed in line code for comparison (green).

baseband symbols are encoded onto a carrier by shifting between
frequencies f and −f (see Subsection 2.4.3). This shift between positive
and negative frequencies is discussed in Subsection 2.4.1 and illustrated in
Figure 2.9. The phase of a signal is calculated for each pair of in-phase
and quadraphase samples received by the demodulation thread and
output from the radio to produce the graph plotted in Figure 6.3. The
change in signal phase between transmission and reception can take on
any value, depending on how far apart the two are in space. Although,
the phase computed by the CORDIC function for the ith sample, φi, is
bound to the interval φi ∈ [−π, π). Notice that the stationary points of
the signal phase correspond to the symbol edges and are far less subject
to noise than the digital baseband signal. This implies that the stationary
points of the signal phase can be used to measure the transitions of the
digital baseband signal to a higher precision than the zero-crossings.

Stationary Phases

The key moments of interest are the stationary points of the phase,
which are essentially the local maxima and minima of the graph plotted in
Figure 6.3. These points are found by determining when the rate of change
of the phase is equal to zero:

dφ

dt
= 0 (6.9)
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Figure 6.4: When a change in gradient is detected, the stationary point
must be between the sample pair with the lesser slope. The horizontal
adjustment ∇ts is made to the arrival time of the current index, i, so that
it represents the stationary point.

As illustrated in Figure 6.4, these stationary phases occur at points
(Tk, Φk) in the time-phase plane, which are generally between two
samples. Three samples are used to detect when a stationary point has
occurred: the current sample index, i, and the samples directly
proceeding and preceding it, i + 1 and i − 1 respectively. A stationary
point has occurred when there is a change in sign between the gradients
calculated using the two pairs of consecutive samples:

∆φi+1,i , φi+1 − φi and ∆φi,i−1 , φi − φi−1 (6.10)

The stationary point will always occur between the two samples that
produced the smallest gradient; this information can be used for error
detection. When an inversion of the gradient is detected, simply selecting
the central index, i, will produce a symbol timing correct to the nearest
sample. Stopping here would likely result in many of the same issues seen
Experiment 6 with the existing methods of timing recovery. Therefore, a
timing adjustment of ∇t is made to the time t = i to estimate the time of
the stationary point, Tk.

To estimate the values of Tk and Φk, a continuous model is fitted to
the samples with an equation that can be used to mathematically compute
the stationary point, as opposed to numerically. It was discovered that the
curves about stationary points closely resemble a quadratic form, so the
continuous model chosen to identify and compute stationary points from
the phase measurements, φ = φ(ts), is defined by:

φ ≈ a(ts − Tk)2 + Φk (6.11)

where a ∈ R is a scalar that is unique to each stationary point.
By making the substitution of time ts → i into Equation 6.11, one can

express the phase measurements made from the samples around a
stationary point in terms of the quadratic model:

φi ≈ a(i− Tk)2 + Φk (6.12)
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Then by substituting this formula for φi into either of Equations 6.10, an
equation for Tk can be found:

Tk = i− 1
2a (∆φi+1,i − a) ≡ i−∇ts (6.13)

where
∇ts ,

1
2a (∆φi+1,i − a) (6.14)

If Tk lies between samples i and i−1, then the value of ∇ts will be positive;
likewise, if Tk lies between samples i + 1 and i, then the value of ∇ts will
be negative. By substituting Equation 6.13 for the stationary point back
into 6.12, the stationary phase, Φk, can also be found:

Φk = φi −
1
4a (∆φi+1,i − a)2 ≡ φi −∇φ (6.15)

where
∇φ ,

1
4a (∆φi+1,i − a)2 (6.16)

The timing and phase adjustments ∇t and ∇φ represent the horizontal
and vertical displacements respectively of the local stationary point at
coordinate (Tk,Φk) relative to the current sample at coordinate (i, φi).
However, Equations 6.13 and 6.15 are general solutions for Tk and Φk

respectively as they still depend upon the unknown scalar a. While this
scalar is constant for samples about a particular stationary point, it
differs between stationary points. Its value depends upon how long ago
the previous stationary point was and how long hereafter the next
stationary point will be. Typically, stationary points with larger intervals
between it and stationary points adjacent to it will have higher values of
a relative to those with smaller intervals.

Notice that the general solutions for Tk and Φk only require two
consecutive phase measurements: φi and φi+1. Although, this is arbitrary
and equivalent solutions could have been calculated using φi−1 and φi. To
fix the value of the scalar a, the third phase measurement φi−1 is needed.
This is used to calculate the concavity of the stationary point, ∆2φi,
which is a measure of the gradient’s rate of change:

∆2φi , ∆φi+1,i −∆φi,i−1 ≡ φi+1 − 2φi + φi−1 (6.17)

By substituting the Equation 6.12 for φi into Equation 6.17, the scalar a
can be found:

a = 1
2∆2φi (6.18)

The value of a can be substituted back into the adjustments defined by
Equations 6.14 and 6.16 to deduce the particular solutions:

∇ts =
2∆φi+1,i −∆2φi

2∆2φi
(6.19)

∇φ = (∆2φi − 2∆φi+1,i)2

8∆2φi
(6.20)

Notice that these adjustments only depend upon the phase measurements,
so now they can be used to calculate each stationary point.
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Model Estimation Errors

The phase measurements made will not perfectly conform to the
continuous quadratic model, φ(i), so the ith measurement will deviate
from the model by a small value εi like so:

φi = φ(i) + εi (6.21)

The affects this has on the timing of the stationary points can be described
by first expressing Tk explicitly in terms of phase measurements. This can
be done by substituting for the gradient and concavity based on Equations
6.10 and 6.17 respectively. However, a separation between samples of two
rather than one is used to avoid including all the samples used to define
the model, as these points specifically will produce an error of zero:

Tk = i− 1
2 ·

φi+2 − φi−2

φi+2 − 2φi + φi−2
(6.22)

Then by substituting Equation 6.21 for the phase model error into Equation
6.22 for Tk, one gets the following:

Tk = i− 1
2 ·

φ(i+ 2)− φ(i− 2) + (εi+2 − εi−2)
φ(i+ 2)− 2φ(i) + φ(i− 2) + (εi+2 + εi−2)

(6.23)

where εi = 0 as φi is used to define the model. The overall error of the
adjustment can be split into two sub-errors EN and ED for the numerator
and denominator respectively:

EN , εi+2 − εi−2 and ED , εi+2 + εi−2 (6.24)

where the magnitude of EN and ED increase and decrease the overall error
respectively.

To assess the accuracy of the formula for Tk, phase measurements were
made for the signal samples about many stationary points across many
signals. Due to the asynchronous sampling of the radio ADC, this
provides data at a variety of points relative to each stationary point, not
the same specific points. These measurements were used to compute
values for a, Tk and Φk and define particular discrete quadratic models for
the samples of each stationary point by substituting them into Equation
6.12. It was discovered that the deviations of the discrete model from the
phase measurements were generally on the order of hundredths of degrees
and caused a standard deviation in the stationary point timing of about
0.07 sample periods. This may not sound like much, but the low sampling
rate due to low signal bandwidth means that this timing error translates
to a distance error of around 100m.

A closer look at the phase measurement deviations from the model
reveal that the errors εi−2 and εi+2 can differ by as much as an order of
magnitude. However, they should be similar due to being similar intervals
of time from the stationary point. This difference is likely due in part
to clocking errors that result in a phase drift of the signal samples, which
would cause an asymmetry in the phase measurements about the stationary
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points. Correcting this phase drift would not only reduce the magnitude of
εi−2 and εi+2, but also make them more similar as the phase measurements
are made symmetrical about the stationary point, like the model assumes.
In doing so, both errors EN and ED are reduced, which makes the model
fit the phase measurements more closely.

6.2.2 Phase Drift Correction

Notice back in Figure 6.3 that the measured phase exhibits a
significant positive drift relative to the other radio. The central portion of
this figure comprising of four local maxima and three local minima is
examined more closely in Figure 6.5, with each of the stationary points
labelled as coordinates in the time-phase plane. If there were no phase
drift, one would find that Φk−3 = Φk−1 = Φk+1 = Φk+3 and
Φk−2 = Φk = Φk+2, but this is not the case. If each peak and trough is
divided into two halves down its line of symmetry, each half actually
exhibits a slightly different value for the scalar a. This causes the gradient
on one side to be slightly greater than it should be and the gradient on
the other side to be slightly less than it should be. For a positive phase
drift, the ascending half of the stationary point will exhibit the higher
gradient and descending side the lower gradient. This is because
Tk − Tk−1 ≈ Tk+1 − Tk, give or take about 0.03 sample periods, but clearly
Φk−1 − Φk < Φk+1 − Φk. The reverse is true for a negative relative phase
drift. This difference in gradient is illustrated in Figure 6.5 by plotting
two points horizontally equidistant to the stationary point (Tk,Φk). The
difference is very subtle, so it has been magnified in the bottom right of
the figure, but the blue point lies directly on the line, while the red point
is slightly off. This small error due to phase drift can significantly impact
the timing estimations of the stationary points which greatly depend on
the phase measurements conforming to the quadratic model. Preliminary
tests using the output phase measurements had revealed that the timing
error due to phase drift incurred by the stationary points is about 0.12
sample periods.

What follows is a method of phase drift correction, but, despite phase
drift being caused by clock drift, this is not a substitute for the clock drift
correction that is implemented in Experiment 9. Phase drift correction is
implemented here so that the samples better fit the quadratic model used
to produce formulae for the stationary point coordinates. This enables
more accurate and precise symbol timing and, hence, better frame and
symbol adjustments to identify the arrival time of the LPS relative to its
frame queue. However, the interrupt timestamps used to calculate the
LPS timestamp have not been corrected for clock drift, so, even though
the correct time in relation to these timestamps has been selected, the
timestamps themselves still contain clock drift errors. This technique is an
example of using multiple symbols to improve timing, which is extended
much further in the next chapter to correct for clock drift and cancel much
of the remaining ranging jitter.

Given three consecutive stationary phases, Φk−1, Φk and Φk+1, the
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Figure 6.5: An example of how the phase drift shift causes staggered
stationary phases that should be equal, which in turn subtlety alters the
gradient of the curve used to compute the turning points.

number of symbols between the first two, nk,k−1, and the second two,
nk+1,k, can be found similarly to the previous experiment:

nk+1,k = round
[

1
α

(Tk+1 − Tk)
]

and nk,k−1 = round
[

1
α

(Tk − Tk−1)
]

(6.25)

Then an estimate for the average phase drift over a sample period, δφ, can
be made from the following calculation:

δφ ≈ Φk+1 − Φk−1

Tk+1 − Tk−1
(6.26)

if and only if nk+1,k = nk,k−1. This is a necessary condition to isolate the
phase change per sample period due to phase drift, rather than
calculating the overall change of phase per sample period including that
due to the time that has elapsed. The Mercury radios use a
Continuous-Phase Frequency-Shift Keying (CPFSK) modulation,
employing a positive and negative frequency of equal magnitude (see
Subsections 2.4.1 and 2.4.3). Therefore, the values of Φk+1 and Φk−1

should be equal, if the above condition is satisfied and there were no
phase drift. Then the difference between them must be solely due to the
phase drift that has occurred between these two stationary phases.
Dividing this difference by the time interval in sample periods will leave
the average phase drift over a sample period.

Each phase measurement incurs an error due to phase drift of +δφ
relative to the preceding measurement. Therefore, relative to the current
index i, phase measurements that have been corrected for this error, φ̃i,
can be calculated as:

φ̃i+1 , φi+1 − δφ , φ̃i , φi and φ̃i−1 , φi−1 + δφ (6.27)
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These corrected phase measurements can be used to also correct the
gradients and concavity that depend upon them:

∆φ̃i+1,i , φ̃i+1 − φ̃i = ∆φi+1,i − δφ (6.28)
∆φ̃i,i−1 , φ̃i − φ̃i−1 = ∆φi,i−1 − δφ (6.29)

∆2φ̃i , ∆φ̃i+1,i −∆φ̃i,i−1 = ∆2φi (6.30)

Finally, by making the substitution φ 7→ φ̃ to Equation 6.19, the timing
adjustment can be corrected to find ∇̃t, calculated as:

∇t̃ =
2∆φ̃i+1,i −∆2φ̃i

2∆2φ̃i
=

2∆φi+1,i −∆2φi

2∆2φi
−

δφ

2∆2φi
≡ ∇t−∇tδφ (6.31)

where
∇tδφ ,

δφ

2∆2φi
(6.32)

The phase drift is corrected by making the second timing adjustment
∇tδφ, as the uncorrected calculations are needed to estimate the phase
drift correction in the first place. This way, the gradients and concavity
do not need to be recalculated, which reduces the processing load placed
on the microprocessor.

Once these phase drift corrections were made, a significant drop in
timing error due to deviations of the phase measurements from the
quadratic model was detected. This is presumably due to a reduction in
both of the sub-errors defined in Equation 6.24. The standard deviation
of the stationary point timing dropped by about 35% when the phase
drift correction was applied, which implies that the symbol timing
precision would also improve.

Phase Drift Array

The alternate ED method of symbol timing using the signal phase is
displayed as pseudocode in Algorithm 6, which shows how the timing of
the stationary points is recovered. The method of computing the symbol
midpoints and selecting downsampling indices is identical to that of
Algorithm 5, except the stationary points are used instead of the
zero-crossings. A phase drift array is implemented so that drift
corrections may be made to the phase measurements using an averaged
phase drift estimate, which will reduce the noise in these corrections. This
is a circular array where, once the array is full, the measurements in the
array are overwritten by new measurements to maintain an up-to-date
record of the phase drift. However, the demodulation thread is called very
frequently relative to other threads and the digital baseband signal will
transition often. So to compute an average over many phase drift
measurement for every stationary point could place a large processing
load onto the microprocessor. This is in addition to that of the CORDIC
function, which is already demanding of the microprocessor.

The processing load incurred by averaging an array of phase drift
measurements is minimized by maintaining a running integration and
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Algorithm 6 Alternate method for recovering symbol timing using EDM
1: function TimingRecoveryEDM(iqSamples)
2: Initialization
3: for each iq sample pair index i do
4: Calculate the phase φi+1

5: Calculate the gradient ∆φi+1,i

6: if ∆φi+1,i and ∆φi,i−1 have different signs then
7: Use these two gradients to calculate the concavity ∆2φi
8: Calculate the timing adjustment: ∇tk
9: Tk ← i−∇tk

10: Calculate the phase adjustment ∇φk
11: Φk ← φi −∇φk
12: Calculate number of symbols since last turning point: nk,k−1

13: if nk,k−1 = nk−1,k−2 then
14: Calculate a phase drift estimate: δφ
15: Place δφ in the phaseDriftArray
16: end
17: if phaseDriftArray is full then
18: Calculate the average phase drift δφ
19: Calculate the second timing adjustment ∇t̃
20: Tk ← Tk +∇t̃
21: end
22: Calculate symbol midpoints and downsample

(Execute lines 19 to 40 of Algorithm 5)
23: end
24: end
25: Store samples and return downsampled symbols with count

(Execute lines 44 and 45 of Algorithm 5)
26: end

setting the size of the array to a power of two. For each phase drift
measurement made, the oldest measurement in the array is deducted from
the running integration and then overwritten with the new measurement.
The new phase drift measurement is then added to the running
integration. This way, the entire array does not need to be integrated for
every stationary point that is found. Furthermore, by setting the size of
the array to a power of two, the division step of calculating an average
can be executed by a simple bit shift, which is far easier for a
microprocessor to perform.

6.2.3 Ranging Results
The effectiveness of the alternate ED method of symbol timing

implemented in Experiment 8 is inconclusive due to inadequate hardware,
which was incapable of executing the function due to excess processing
load. The unavoidable obstacle was the initial computing of the phase
measurement using the CORDIC function, which simply demanded too
much of the microprocessor. This demand was lessened by reducing the
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number of iterations performed by the function, but this would require a
far too great a compromise on accuracy to produce a function that would
run. Alternatively, how often phase measurements are made could be
reduced to bring the processing load to a manageable level. So long as the
phase is computed for at least one in every α/2 samples, then a usable
estimate of the stationary point can be computed. However, phase
measurements made more frequently than once every α samples caused
the radios to crash soon after boot.

The algorithm used to compute the Leading Packet Symbol (LPS)
timestamp only requires the stationary point before and after its arrival
to be known in order to compute the associated frame and symbol
adjustments. However, due to the interleaving of the packet (see
Subsection A.1.2), the whole packet needs to be received before it can be
detected, so frame and symbol adjustments must be produced for all
symbols. If the in-phase and quadraphase samples are stored, only the
bare minimum number of phases and stationary points would need to be
computed. However, this would be rather short-sighted as the
intermediate stationary points that would be skipped will be needed in
Experiment 10 to average many symbol timestamps. Without averaging
over many symbol timestamps, the standard deviation of range estimates
will be limited to a minimum of a few hundred metres by the variance in
the interrupt timestamps observed in Subsection 5.4.1. Furthermore, it is
unlikely that there would be sufficient space in the fast memory to store
so much data. This would need to be stored in the slow memory, but also
needs to be accessed with every invocation of the demodulation thread,
which could easily produce a new set of performance issues. It is also not
possible to output the in-phase and quadraphase samples for
post-processing as the current hardware used to retrieve data from the
radios is far too slow. Recall from Subsection 5.4.1 of Experiment 4 that
only one averaged interrupt timestamp for a hundred frames could be
output to avoid the programme crashing. Considering there are multiple
symbols per frame and even more samples per symbol, each with an
in-phase and quadraphase component that occupy the same volume of
memory as an interrupt timestamp, this is clearly not a viable option.

The method of symbol edge detection and estimation implemented in
Experiment 7 is far less computationally expensive as the alternate method
implemented in this experiment. This first method was used to detect when
a transition has occurred in the baseband signal so that only the phases
of samples about the stationary point need to be computed. This was
the only approach that was capable of running consistently, but then the
problem simply moved from creating a function that will run to creating a
function that can produce reliably better TOF estimates than Experiment
7. The TOF estimates produced in this experiment not only have to be
more precise than that seen previously, but sufficiently so to justify the
increase in processing load of about an order of magnitude.

It was not possible to produce reliably better results due to how
sensitive the stationary point and stationary phase formulae are to the
phase measurement inputs. The stationary points, stationary phase and
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Figure 6.6: When in the vicinity of a stationary point, the estimate for Tk
(orange) converges on its correct value.

Figure 6.7: When phase measurements (blue) are computed in the vicinity
of a stationary point, the estimate for Φk (orange) converges on its correct
value. Notice that the phase drift has been corrected.
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Statistics Ex7 - EDM Ex8 - EDM Reduction
Mean Error -0.2µs -70m -1.8ns -540m -643.1%
Standard Deviation 1.8µs 550m 2.0ns 600m -8.8%
Maximum Error -17µs -5100m -17ns -5200m -0.8%
Skewness -0.2 -0.1 54.4%
Excess Kurtosis -0.9 -1.6 0.8

Table 6.3: The key statistics calculated using all the TOF estimates
collected during Experiment 8 using the alternate ED method of symbol
timing compared with those of Experiment 7 using the orignal ED method.

phase drift correction formulae were applied at every sample index of the
data used for Figure 6.3 to demonstrate this sensitivity. The outputs have
been plotted in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 where one can see that the
computation results gather at the correct values when close to a peak or
trough. The exact sample indices are not displayed so that the number of
samples per frame queue is not revealed. This gathering occurs because,
around these sample indices, phase measurements conform to the
quadratic model used to produce the formulae. When far from a peak or
trough in phase, the formulae can produce outputs that exhibit extremely
large errors up to several orders of magnitude greater than the correct
value. It is quite easy to detect measurements that contain such errors,
but those that contain smaller yet non-negligible errors are difficult to
detect and more likely to be encountered as they usually occur closer to
the stationary points. Even if all erroneous values could be detected and
eliminated, the timing accuracy and precision would still be adversely
impacted. This is because, like all forms of timing recovery, the ED
method is highly sensitive to the number of transitions that exist or, in
this case, can be detected.

The distribution of the TOF estimates collected during Experiment 8
is displayed in Figure 6.8 and the key statistics are displayed in Table 6.3.
These results were produced by combining the data collected during several
repeats of Experiment 8. Each dataset had very similar statistics with the
exception of the standard deviation. Some showed a small reduction from
the first ED method of up to about 9.9%, which is a significant result as
the standard deviation measured in Experiment 7 never varied by more
than about 7.1% when repeated. This means that the most precise set of
TOF estimates collected thus far from a single repeat of the experiment is
from Experiment 8. It is also very unlikely that the datasets exhibiting the
improved standard deviation are completely free from the aforementioned
errors, so this would likely reduce further if the every stationary points
could be accurately estimated. However, many of the repeats of Experiment
8 produced TOF estimates with a standard deviation far higher than that
seen in Experiment 7, so the overall statistics seen in Table 6.3 show a
lesser performance.

Unless all the stationary points can be detected and measured
accurately, it is unlikely that the alternate ED method of symbol timing
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Figure 6.8: The distribution of TOF estimates made in Experiment 8
between two Mercury radios using the alternate ED method of symbol
timing. This is done by generating a stair histogram of the TOF data
using a bin width of 400ns where the mean is indicated by the dashed red
line.

will be able to reliably produce TOF estimates of a superior precision. To
do so would require a more powerful processor that can compute the
phase of every signal sample, or at least most of them. It is possible that
the only solution would be to upgrade the hardware to increase the
processing power, but this is beyond the scope of this research. Even if a
workable method of estimating the phase stationary points could be
implemented without hardware upgrades, this is still likely to dominate
the processing power. The existing communication capabilities of the
radios would certainly be hindered when deployed as a network of many
radios with regular traffic. This is because the ranging protocol alone,
when performed every second, pushes the processing load to upwards of
95% capacity. Moreover, the timing recovery protocol may still not deliver
a precision worthy of the expense to the other functions of the radio.



7. Multi-Symbol Timing

The final two experiments presented in this chapter use the symbol
timing protocol presented in Experiment 7 to perform ranging using multi-
symbol timing, which is expected to cancel much of the remaining variance
in the range estimates. It is likely that the improvement in precision seen
in the previous chapter was stifled by the inherent variance of the interrupt
timestamps used to calculate the range, as discussed in Experiment 4. One
will see that the symbol timing limitation to the nearest sample period that
was lifted by the ED method is critical in achieving a useful precision using
multi-symbol timing.

7.1 Experiment 9

The ranging protocol discussed in Subsection 2.3.1 and implemented in
Experiment 3 uses the average of two one-way range estimates made in
each direction between two radios. This is done not only to remove the
processing delay of the response latency, but also to cancel most of the
TOF error due to clock offset between the radios caused by the difference
between their respective boot times. However, the radios will also exhibit
a clock drift due to slight differences in frequency between their oscillators.
Therefore, the clock offset between the radios will change over the interval
of time the ranging procedure is performed, thereby causing the clock offset
error to not completely cancel.

The Mercury radios possess a Real-Time Clock (RTC) that maintains
time and date to nearest second for the display and basic timestamping of
messages for the user, even while radio is switched off. The timestamps
computed in these experiments use unprocessed oscillator outputs, so they
are of a far higher precision, but do not resemble any universal coordinated
time (see Subsection 5.4.1). This experiment investigates this clock drift in
an attempt to measure it as accurately as possible and compute corrective
adjustments for the TOF estimates. First, a closer look is taken at the
clock offset to observe how it changes over time and determine how to
measure it. Then these clock offset measurements are used to estimate
how far the clocks have drifted relative to one another between a common
relative point in time of two consecutive executions of the ranging protocol.
Finally, these clock drift estimates are used to compute adjustments that
will cancel the remaining error due to clock offset in the TOF estimates.

155
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7.1.1 Clock Offset
The radios are booted up about five seconds apart in order to mitigate

the impact that the radio’s “heartbeat” signals have on the TOF estimates
(see Subsection 4.5.1). Therefore, the initial clock offset will be around five
seconds and gradually drift from here the longer the radios are kept running.
The clock offset in the absence of clock drift has already been formulated
in Subsection 2.3.2. It is expressed here for the nth range estimate, δtn, in
terms of message and acknowledgement (ack) timestamps:

δtn = 1
2
[
(tn,M,R − tn,M,T )− (tn,A,R − tn,A,T )

]
(7.1)

where each timestamp of the nth range estimate has the additional
subscripts M or A, to denote message or ack, and T or R, to denote
transmission or reception respectively. This formula measures the clock
offset experienced by the responder relative to the initiator. However,
assuming that a clock drift is present, each of the timestamps tn,M,T ,
tn,M,R, tn,A,T and tn,A,R will have the unique clock offsets δtn,M,T , δtn,M,R,
δtn,A,T and δtn,A,R respectively associated with them. The two message
timestamps are separated in time by the TOF, τn. Similarly, the two ack
timestamps are treated as though separated by the same TOF, τn, as the
relative velocities of radios in the PMR network are too slow for this to
change significantly over the response latency. Moreover, for oscillators
with a nominal clock drift of 1ppm, the change in clock offset over the
TOF is insignificant, so this is not accounted for in any subsequent
calculations. Even radios separated in space by several kilometres would
incur a ranging error due to clock drift over the TOF on the order of
millimetres. From this information, the following simplifications can be
made to the variable clock offset:

δtn,M,T ≈ (tn,M,R − τn)− tn,M,T = tn,M,R − (tn,M,T + τn) ≈ δtn,M,R (7.2)
δtn,A,R ≈ (tn,A,T + τn) − tn,A,R = tn,A,T − (tn,A,R − τn) ≈ δtn,A,T (7.3)

The average of these, δtn, is equal to the clock offset in the absence of clock
drift, δtn, as one might expect:

δtn ,
1
2(δtn,M,T +δtn,A,R) = 1

2
[
(tn,M,R− tn,M,T )−(tn,A,R− tn,A,T )

]
= δtn (7.4)

This is because the formula for δtn returns a clock offset representative of
the ranging protocol as a whole, which will be the average between the
clock offset at the start and end of the protocol.

The average clock offset, δtn, is not necessarily representative of the
clock offset at the midpoint of the ranging protocol as the clock drift may
not be constant. However, when the average clock offset is plotted for ten
thousand range estimates, as displayed in Figure 7.1, one can see that the
long term trend is very close to perfectly linear. This trend is maintained
over ten thousand executions of the ranging protocol, which is almost
three hours for a data collection rate of approximately one per second.
This is supported by an absolute correlation coefficient north of 0.999 and
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Figure 7.1: The average clock offset, δtn, is plotted over ten thousand
executions of the ranging protocol.

confirmed by performing a linear regression, which produced an R2 value
also greater than 0.999. Therefore, it is safe to generally treat the clock
drift as constant, though there still may be small scale fluctuations.
Hence the average clock offset, δtn, is indeed representative of the
midpoint of the Round-Trip-Time (RTT). Therefore, it can be used as a
common point of reference for all iterations of the ranging protocol to
estimate the clock drift that occurs between executions.

7.1.2 Clock Drift Correction

To compensate for the error incurred by the TOF estimates due to clock
drift, one first needs a reliable method of measuring this error. It may be
understood intuitively that the TOF adjustment required to correct the
error due to clock drift for the nth range estimate, ∇τn, will be half the
RTT, ∆tn, multiplied by the rate of change of the clock offset, δt:

∇τn ,
1
2
d(δt)
dt

∆tn (7.5)

Otherwise, the derivation of this result was made in Subsection 2.3.2. The
RTT is easily calculated from the timestamps, but the rate of change of the
clock offset requires the average clock offset estimates defined in Equation
7.4. These are representative of the same point in time of each execution of
the ranging protocol: the midpoint of the complete RTT. Therefore, if the
clock offset changes linearly over time, this point can be used to compute
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the change in clock offset between invocations of the ranging protocol like
so:

d(δt)
dn

= δtn − δtn−1

n− (n− 1) = δtn − δtn−1 (7.6)

Although, notice that this derivative is with respect to the range estimate
number, n, and not time, t; this can be remedied by employing the following
identity:

d

dt
≡ d

dn

dn

dt
(7.7)

The rate of change of t with respect to n is simply the interval of time
between when consecutive range estimates are made, which was decided to
be set to 1s in Subsection 4.3.1 of the initial timing experiment:

dt

dn
≈ tn,M,T − tn−1,M,T ∼ 1s (7.8)

However, this timing of user-initiated transmissions is governed by the radio
display which is not nearly as regular or precise as the DSP. The true rate
can differ from this defined rate by as much as several tens of milliseconds,
or potentially much more if the signal collides with a heartbeat signal at
the receiver (see Subsection 4.5.1). Therefore, the true rate is calculated
for each TOF adjustment to account for this fluctuation. Furthermore, this
allows for flexibility in the rate at which range estimates are made, as a
range update every second would not be practical for many applications
of the PMR network. Finally, the TOF adjustment can be expressed in
terms of the message timestamps only by substituting for the clock offset
derivative with respect to time:

∇τn = 1
2 ·

δtn − δtn−1

tn,M,T − tn−1,M,T
∆tn (7.9)

The adjustments for ten thousand TOF estimates are plotted in Figure
7.2, which show that the clock drift is mostly constant, as expected, with
a mean value of about −200ns. The negative sign indicates the relative
direction of the clock drift - in this case, the timing of the responder is
drifting backwards relative to the initiator. The adjustment values can
deviate from the mean by up to ±85ns, most likely due to noise in the
measurements. However, there are about 30 extreme outlier values that
are produced in relatively quick succession after approximately every 1,400
range estimates. This amounts to about 2% of the ten thousand range
estimates that were made. These outliers produce the distinct columns of
data points seen in the figure with empty space between them. When the
RTT is also plotted, as displayed in Figure 7.3, the cause of these outliers
becomes apparent. The outlier pattern in this figure is almost identical
to the former, which is what one might expect, as a longer RTT allows
more time for the clocks to drift, hence a larger adjustment is needed
to correct for this. The RTT includes not only the two TOFs in each
direction between the radios, but also the response latency. As the response
latency is about four to seven orders of magnitude greater than the signal
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Figure 7.2: The TOF adjustment made to correct the error due to clock
drift for ten thousand range estimates.

Figure 7.3: The RTT taken to perform each of the ten thousand executions
of the ranging protocol
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Figure 7.4: The correlation between the RTT taken to perform each
execution of the ranging protocol and the adjustment applied to the
corresponding TOF to correct the error due to clock drift.

TOF, depending on the distance between the radios, it dominates the RTT.
The extreme values of the RTT create tails in its distribution similar to
that of the response latency distribution displayed in Figure 4.14. They
likely have a common cause - some of which have already been discussed in
Subsection 4.6.1 of Experiment 3. The relationship between the RTT and
TOF adjustments is confirmed when they are plotted against one another,
as displayed in Figure 7.4. This produces a very linear graph, with a
correlation coefficient of −0.992 and an R2 value of 0.983. Furthermore,
when the TOF adjustments are divided by half of the RTT, ∆t/2, to get an
estimate for the clock drift per second, the extreme values vanish as the
clock drift is now being estimated over a normalized interval. This implies
that the extended RTT is likely the primary or sole cause the extreme
values seen in the TOF adjustments.

It would be possible to implement a clock drift array similar to the
phase drift array used in Experiment 8 to cancel some of the
measurement noise. However, due to the common occurrence of extreme
values, it was best to compute and apply the adjustment for each TOF
individually. Moreover, it is possible that some of what appears to be
noise could actually be variance in the response latency, which needs to
be accounted for in the clock drift correction. Calculating the adjustment
for every TOF estimate is computationally inexpensive and only needs to
be performed about once per second, hence doing so places negligible load
on the radio’s microprocessor. At this stage, the ranging jitter is not low
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enough to detect any reduction due to clock drift correction (see
Subsection 5.3.4), so the TOF adjustments are applied partway through
the next and final experiment.

7.2 Experiment 10
The ranging protocol that used the Edge Detection (ED) method of

symbol timing established in Experiment 7 has produced the best
Leading Packet Symbol (LPS) timestamps seen thus far. The final
experiment presented here builds upon the work done in Experiment 7,
but also considers the former methods of symbol timing to see how they
compare when multiple symbol timestamps are averaged. The goal of
Experiment 10 is to cancel most of the remaining jitter in the TOF
estimates by computing timestamps for not only the LPS, but all the
packet symbols and averaging them. In particular, the jitter inherent to
the interrupt timestamps due to variance at the interrupt handler needs
to cancel (see Subsection 5.4.1). Then by extending the ranging message
to span many packets, more symbols can be averaged to reduce the jitter
further and find at what point do the returns diminish.

The TOF adjustments defined in Experiment 9 to correct for clock
drift are applied part way through Experiment 10. This is because the
TOF estimates produced during Experiment 7 are still not sufficiently
precise for any improvement due to clock drift correction to be detectable.
Therefore, this experiment is divided into two parts, Experiments 10a and
10b, which are implemented before and after the TOF adjustments are
made respectively. Experiment 10a looks at how a packet timestamp is
calculated, which is a timestamp for the arrival time of a packet as a
whole defined as the average of all the timestamps of symbols contained
within said packet. Until now, all ranging messages have been one packet
in length for simplicity; experiment 10b extends the number of the
symbol timestamps that can be averaged by transmitting messages
consisting of several packets. The multiple packet timestamps produced
as a result are then averaged together to produce an overall message or
acknowledgement timestamp.

7.2.1 Packet Timestamps
A packet timestamp is computed by taking the protocols implemented

in Experiments 5 and 7, that were used to calculate the LPS symbol
timestamp with sub-sample period precision, and applying them to every
subsequent symbol of the packet. The average of the timestamps of all SP
symbols in a packet is referred to as the packet timestamp; the procedure
used to compute a packet timestamp is displayed in Algorithm 7.
Naturally, this algorithm shares a lot of similarities with Algorithm 4 used
in Experiment 5 to compute the LPS timestamp. To better understand
how a packet timestamp is computed, one may want to recap this prior
algorithm (see Subsection 5.5.2). The first eight lines of both algorithms
are exactly the same, which find the timestampIndex corresponding to
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Algorithm 7 How a packet timestamp is computed
1: function getPacketTimestamp(SDRRx, symbolsAfter

interruptT imestampIndex)
2: Initialization
3: timestampIndex← interruptT imestampIndex
4: while totalSymbolCount < SP + symbolsAfter do
5: Move back one symbolCount in symbolCountQueue
6: totalSymbolCount← totalSymbolCount+ symbolCount
7: Move timestampIndex back FQ places in timestampQueue
8: end
9: Decrement adjustmentIndex by (symbolCountAfter + SP )

10: for numberOfSymbolsToIntegrate do
11: Access frameAdjustmentStack and symbolAdjustmentStack
12: Get frameAdjustment at adjustmentIndex
13: Get symbolAdjustment at adjustmentIndex
14: Increment adjustmentIndex by 1
15: if frameAdjustment < previousFrameAdjustment then
16: Increment timestampIndex by FQ
17: end
18: Access the timestampQueue
19: Select timestamp at (timestampIndex+ frameAdjustment)
20: previousFrameAdjustment← frameAdjustment
21: Select nextT imestamp to timestamp from timestampQueue
22: samplePeriod← (nextT imestamp− timestamp) / αSF
23: Multiply symbolAdjustment by samplePeriod
24: symbolT imestamp← timestamp+ symbolAdjustment
25: Add symbolT imestamp to the timestampIntegration
26: end

27: packetT imestamp←
timestampIntegration

numberOfSymbolsToIntegrate
28: return packetT imestamp
29: end

the start of the first frame queue containing part of the packet. Then a
copy of the value of the adjustmentIndex, which refers to the frame and
symbol adjustment queues implemented in Experiment 6, is decremented
to the index of the first packet symbol. From here, a loop is executed that
will integrate the timestamps computed henceforth for all packet symbols
spanning many frame queues, rather than just the LPS. Finally, this
integration is divided by the number of symbol timestamps that were
integrated, typically the full packet of SP symbols. Although, lesser
numbers of symbols have been used to demonstrate how the ranging
results improve as this number is gradually increased (see Subsection
7.2.4). The protocol implemented in Experiment 10a to compute packet
timestamps still performs the error correction described in Experiment 5,
though this is not included in Algorithm 7 for the sake of brevity.

The method of calculating a general symbol timestamp for the
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Figure 7.5: The packet timestamp
represents specifically the
midpoint of the packet; this
bias (blue) relative to the LPS
timestamp (red) is the same for
all packets - msg or ack.

integration has just a few differences
from that used to compute the LPS
timestamp. As the frame and symbol
adjustments are always relative to the
frame queue the symbol in question
belongs to, it is paramount that the
timestampIndex is incremented by
the number of frames per queue,
FQ, when the current symbol index
moves to the next frame queue.
This is achieved by lines 15 to 17
of Algorithm 7, which increments
the timestampIndex whenever the
frameAdjustment of a symbol has
decreased from the previous. The
frameAdjustment will only decrease
from one symbol to the next when the two symbols belong to different
frame queues. The method of calculating a symbolT imestamp from here
is identical to that used in Algorithm 4, with the exception that the symbol
adjustments are now expressed using the unit of samplePeriod rather than
symbolPeriod.

When many timestamps are averaged, a bias is created in the packet
timestamps relative to the LPS timestamp as illustrated in Figure 7.5 -
a rather simple figure that is built upon in Experiment 10b. For packets
containing SP symbols, each with a period of αpS (the oversampling factor
multiplied by the sample period), this bias is simply 1

2
SPαpS. As this bias

is the same for all timestamps, the TOF estimates are unaffected, so no
correction is necessary.

The formula for TOF estimates made using packet timestamps, denoted
by τP , can be adapted from Equation 4.5 presented in Experiment 3 to find
that averaging the timestamps is equivalent to averaging the individual
TOF estimates:

τP ,
1
2


 1
SP

SP∑
i=1

ti,M,R −
1
SP

SP∑
i=1

ti,M,T

+
 1
SP

SP∑
i=1

ti,A,R −
1
SP

SP∑
i=1

ti,A,T




= 1
SP

SP∑
i=1

1
2
[
(ti,M,R − ti,M,T ) + (ti,A,R − ti,A,T )

]
= 1
SP

SP∑
i=1

τi

(7.10)
where τi is the TOF of the ith symbol of a packet containing SP symbols.
Therefore, one can expect much of the jitter associated with the TOF
estimates to cancel as Experiment 7 revealed a largely symmetric unimodal
error distribution, with the exception of the rare outliers that form the tails.
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Figure 7.6: The distribution of TOF estimates made in Experiment 10a
between two Mercury radios using the ED method of symbol timing. This
is done by generating a stair histogram of the TOF data using a bin width
of 15ns where the mean is indicated by the dashed red line.

Ranging Results

The distribution of the TOF estimates calculated using the packet
timestamps is displayed in Figure 7.6, where each symbol timestamp was
computed using the ED method of symbol timing. The corresponding
statistics are displayed in Table 7.1. The overall shape of the distribution
appears to be very similar to that seen in Experiment 7, but the
dominant tail to the left has become more accentuated - as a result, the
tails now constitute a larger proportion of the distribution. Additionally,
the excess kurtosis has risen sharply from Experiment 7 to just below 2.0,
which is barely within the acceptable limit set in Subsection 5.3.2.
However, notice that the mean value of about -200ns and the statistical
range of the TOF estimates is very similar to that of the clock drift
corrections computed in the previous experiment. This implies that most,
if not all, of the asymmetry seen in this distribution is caused by clock
drift induced timing errors (see Subsection 7.2.2). Nevertheless, a
significant drop in TOF standard deviation has been seen, from
approximately 1.8µs to 90ns, which corresponds to a range of about 27m.
These are the first useable range estimates that have been obtained from
the Mercury radio, though they can be improved further.

Packet timestamps were also produced using the existing two methods
of symbol timing investigated in Experiment 6 and first described in
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Figure 7.7: The distributions of TOF estimates made in Experiment 10a
between two Mercury radios using the MA and EL methods of symbol
timing. This is done by generating stair histograms of the TOF data using
bin widths of 100 and 50ns respectively where each mean is indicated by a
dashed red line.
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Statistics Ex7 - EDM Ex10a - EDM Reduction
Mean Error -0.2µs -70m -200ns -60m 17.2%
Standard Deviation 1.8µs 550m 90ns 27m 95.1%
Maximum Error -17µs -5100m -820ns -250m 95.2%
Skewness -0.2 -1.1 99.5%
Excess Kurtosis -0.9 2.0 -2.9

Table 7.1: The key statistics calculated using all the TOF estimates
collected during Experiment 10a compared with those of Experiment 7,
both using the ED method of symbol timing.

Subsection 2.5.1. The distribution of TOF estimates made using the
Maximum Amplitude (MA) and Early-Late (EL) methods of symbol
timing are plotted in Figure 7.7. The standard deviation seen using the
MA method dropped from 710m to 530m. This is mainly due to the fact
that the distribution still exhibits two distinct peaks at about the same
TOF values and representing similar proportions of the data as seen in
Experiment 6, though they have become much thinner. Assuming this
configuration continues to the convergent case where the width of the
peaks are close to zero and the tails are virtually non-existent, the
standard deviation of the range estimates would still be about 500m.
Even if an adjustment could be made to the TOF estimates forming one
of the peaks to essentially translate it onto the other peak, the standard
deviation would still only reduce to about 330m. This is due to the
central region of the distribution that constitutes ∼30% of the TOF
estimates. On the other hand, the EL method switches between the two
central samples of each symbol for downsampling far more regularly than
that of the MA method. This is likely due to the downsampling index
being chosen for each symbol individually rather than for an entire frame
queue (see Subsection 5.6.2). Therefore, averaging many consecutive
symbol timestamps is more likely to capture a mix of those that have
been rounded up and down, which causes the peaks of the TOF
distribution produced by this method to start merging. Depending on
how many range estimates are taken and how many symbol timestamps
are averaged for each, the TOF distribution can be in any one of many
stages of this merging. This has caused the standard deviation to drop
over three times as much compared to the MA method, from about 780m
to 230m. This drop in standard deviation, though significant, pales in
comparison to that seen with ED method which is now over eight times
smaller. Although, as more symbol timestamps are averaged, the two
peaks are expected to merge completely to form a unimodal distribution.

It is feasible that if sufficiently many symbol timestamps are averaged,
the peaks of the TOF distribution produced using the MA method will
begin to merge like that seen for the EL method. Although, this will
probably require a number of symbols far too high for any practical
application seeing as the peaks have not even begun to merge after having
averaged symbols across an entire packet. In any case, the results
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obtained using the ED method will exhibit far less jitter, so the MA
method should be precluded from further investigation as it is not a
suitable method of symbol timing for useful ranging.

7.2.2 TOF Adjustments

For a hypothesised clock drift induced error with a standard deviation
of about 6m (see Subsection 5.3.4), the standard deviation in the TOF
estimates would need to be in the tens of metres or less for the adjustments
defined in Experiment 9 to make any measurable difference. Note that
clock drift errors are largely systematic, not random, so this itself does not
cause a ranging jitter. However, the response latency, during which the
vast majority of drifting occurs, is variable, hence it causes a jitter (see
Subsection 7.1.2). When symbol timestamps are averaged over an entire
packet, the ED method of symbol timing is capable of producing range
estimates exhibiting a standard deviation of only 27m. Therefore, this was
considered the first appropriate time to make clock drift corrections.

The necessary TOF adjustment to compensate for clock drift is defined
by Equation 7.9, which is rewritten here, denoted by ∇τn,i, for the ith

symbol:

∇τn,i = 1
2 ·

δtn,i − δtn−1,i

tn,i,M,T − tn−1,i,M,T
∆tn,i (7.11)

where δtn,i is the average clock offset over the Round-Trip-Time (RTT),
∆tn,i, and tn,i,M,T is the user-initiated message transmission time for the
ith symbol of the nth invocation of the ranging protocol. Ideally, TOF
adjustments would be made for each of the SP packet symbols
individually which, when applied to the nth range estimation, would
produce the corrected TOF, τ̃P,n, expressed as:

τ̃P,n = τP,n + 1
SP

SP∑
i=1

∇τn,i (7.12)

where

τP,n = 1
SP

SP∑
i=1

τn,i (7.13)

However, this is not possible if the timestamps are averaged before the
adjustment is computed. The TOF estimates are just time intervals,
which are easily expressed as a linear combination of timestamps: a sum
of timestamps each multiplied by a unique scalar. Therefore, due to the
associative property of summation, the end result is the same regardless
of whether the summation operation is performed on the TOF estimates
or timestamps, as demonstrated by Equations 7.10. However, as the clock
drift is a measure of rate, the TOF adjustment is non-linear and so
cannot be expressed as a linear combination. Therefore, the associative
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property of summation cannot be invoked:

∇τP,n = 1
2 ·

∑SP

i=1 δtn,i − δtn−1,i∑SP

i=1 tn,i,M,T − tn−1,i,M,T
· 1
SP

SP∑
i=1

∆tn,i

6= 1
SP

SP∑
i=1

1
2 ·

δtn,i − δtn−1,i

tn,i,M,T − tn−1,i,M,T
∆tn,i = 1

SP

SP∑
i=1

∇τn,i (7.14)

Computing TOF adjustments using packet timestamps is not as accurate
as if they were computed using individual symbol timestamps, but it is a
necessary concession. Otherwise, it would be impractical for the radios to
exchange the required data for clock drift corrections to be made in
real-time (see Subsection 7.2.3). Although, this is still a reasonably
accurate estimation for the clock drift correction as it has already been
confirmed in Experiment 9 that the clock drift and response latency are
mostly constant. Therefore, as long as the ranging protocol is invoked at
regular intervals, the summation elements of both the numerator and
denominator in Equation 7.14 will also be mostly constant. Moreover, the
variation in timing error due to clock drift is caused almost exclusively by
variations in the response latency due to thread priority. Therefore,
significant variation generally only occurs between packets and not
symbols. Considering these facts, though still unequal, the TOF
adjustment, ∇τP,n, used to correct for clock drift is similar to the average
correction computed for each individual symbol, ∇τn,i.

Ranging Results

The distribution of TOF estimates made using packet timestamps with
clock drift correction is plotted in Figure 7.8. The body of this distribution
has an almost identical shape to the that seen in Figure 7.6, but the tails
have been greatly reduced and the asymmetry is gone. This has caused the
standard deviation to drop by almost 5m, from 27m to 22m, as one can see
in Table 7.2, which is a statistically significant result as the uncertainty of
these measurements is only about 2m. This result is also consistent with the
approximate hypothesised reduction of 6m. The bias has been calibrated
out in this experiment which has caused the mean TOF error to drop
to nearly zero. Furthermore, the excess kurtosis has fallen back into the
platykurtic range, which should stay this way unless another asymmetrical
error distribution is uncovered from reducing the jitter further. Therefore,
extreme TOF estimates should no longer be an issue, as they appear to
be sufficiently “diluted” when averaged with just a few hundred typical
estimates. Now that the TOF distribution is very symmetrical, the jitter
should reduce far more when multiple packet timestamps are averaged, as
the similar numbers of positive and negative errors will cancel better.

“Stress Testing”

It was at this point in the research that the ranging protocol was put
to the test under non-ideal conditions. The first was the same ranging
experiment as usual, using a wired connection between two radios, but
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Figure 7.8: The distribution of TOF estimates made in Experiment 10a
between two Mercury radios using the ED method of symbol timing with
clock drift correction. This is done by generating a stair histogram of the
TOF data using a bin width of 16ns where the mean is indicated by the
dashed red line.

Statistics Ex10a - EDM Ex10a* - EDM Reduction
Mean Error -200ns -60m -0.06µs -0.02m >99.9%
Standard Deviation 90ns 27m 70µs 22m 18.3%
Maximum Error -820ns -250m 400ns 120m 51.2%
Skewness -1.1 0.06 94.1%
Excess Kurtosis 2.0 -1.3 3.3

Table 7.2: The key statistics calculated using all the TOF estimates
collected during Experiment 10a using the ED method of symbol timing,
with* and without clock drift corrections.
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Figure 7.9: The effect of signal attenuation on the standard deviation
of TOF estimates produced using the ED method of symbol timing and
a wired connection. Only values outside the green region indicate a
statistically significant change in precision.

for a variety of attenuations. In application, attenuation can occur for
many reasons including multiple reflections, a long propagation distance or
destructive interference. This test is to assess the ranging performance of
weak signals using the ED method of symbol timing and determine from
what point can useful range estimates no longer be made. The second
test is the same ranging experiment as usual, but the radios are connected
wirelessly where only the Line-Of-Sight (LOS) signal is received. This is to
see if ranging performance is affected by the medium in which the signal
propagates through and will provide control data for any future over-air
experiments. These tests were performed only using the ED method of
symbol timing, as one will see later in this experiment that no other method
is suitable for useful ranging, meaning that the results of the test would be
irrelevant.

Additional attenuation was introduced to the minimum amount of
80dB that has been used throughout all other experiments. Ten thousand
range estimates were produced for 80 to 140dB of attenuation in
increments of 10dB. The standard deviation of the range estimates for
each of these attenuations was calculated and plotted in Figure 7.9. At
150dB of attenuation or higher, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) becomes
so low that the signal can no longer be reliably received, hence range
estimates could not be produced. The green region shows the uncertainty
of the initial ranging standard deviation at 80dB of attenuation, which
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was deduced by repeating Experiment 10a* many times, where the
asterisk* means with clock drift correction. Therefore, only values outside
this region have sufficient statistical significance to say that the
attenuation has impacted the precision. As expected, the standard
deviation remains mostly constant for lower attenuations and starts to
rise as the SNR approaches the sensitivity of the radio. Referring back to
Figure 6.1, one can see that as the amplitude of the signal decays, the
noise will become greater in relation. Once the signal becomes sufficiently
low, the noise can cause zero-crossings in the digital baseband signal to
occur that should not have, which will cause ranging errors when using
the ED method of symbol timing.

Figure 7.10: The setup used in
the Terrafix anechoic chamber to
collect range estimates using over-
air transmission.

Before over-air experiments can
be conducted to observe the affects
of multipath interference on ranging
precision, any differences between
transmission using a wireless and
wired medium must be accounted for.
This is to ensure that any loss of
precision in the range estimates made
using signals distorted by multipath
interferences is indeed due to the
multipath interference and not the
change in medium. To obtain this
data, the radios are set to transmit
signals over-air within an anechoic
chamber as displayed in Figure 7.10.
The omnidirectional radio antenna are
designed to transmit in a plane, so the radios are set up so that they
are at the same height and have a clear line of sight. The walls of the
anechoic chamber are lined with standard pyramidal radiation absorbing
material designed to absorb and scatter the signals of the frequency band
used by the Mercury radios. Ferrite absorber tiles are placed on the floor,
which are designed to absorb any signals that would otherwise reflect from
the ground. This test also produced predictable range estimates like the
attenuation test, in that there was no measurable difference in precision
from those produced using the wired connection. Therefore, any differences
in ranging precision seen using over-air transmissions will be presumably
due to the multipath interference.

7.2.3 Message and Acknowledgement Timestamps

The PMR network uses packet switching to transmit data between
radios, by grouping the data into packets (see Subsections 3.2.1 and
5.2.3). For the sake of simplicity, the messages transmitted in the
experiments up to this point have been restricted to single packets.
Experiment 10b explores how multi-packet messages and
acknowledgements can be transmitted and timestamped to increase the
number of symbol timestamps averaged, which should then decrease the
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Figure 7.11: Completed messages are illustrated here by the dashed
rectangles containing two packets separated by an interval of time. The
message timestamps will create a different bias relative to the packet
timestamps depending on this time interval.

variance exhibited by the TOF estimates. The goal is to find from what
point does the associated cost of increased processing load and time
outweigh the benefit of achieving a marginally better ranging precision.
There is the additional problem of relative motion between two radios
engaged in ranging over the time taken to transmit all the symbols, which
will limit how far the precision can be improved by averaging more
symbols.

A multi-packet message can be transmitted by simply defining a
message payload that exceeds the maximum number of bytes that can be
carried by the header block alone, which causes the remainder to be
transmitted in one or more add-on blocks. However, there are various
gates in place that limit the size of message payloads or the number of
packets that can be transmitted as part of a single message. To overcome
this, the DSP firmware that governs packet transmission is modified to
duplicate the final add-on block flagged for transmission, so it is
transmitted multiple times. This way, a message can consist of as many
packets as desired and, hence, the number of symbols averaged can be as
high as is practically feasible. Acknowledgements (acks) are normally
limited to only a single header block, as it need only convey the unique
ID number of the message it is acknowledging. Therefore, the firmware is
also modified to allow for ack add-on blocks, so that the number of
symbols of an ack can be extended. Then, similarly, the acks can be made
as long as desired by duplicating the final add-on block. These duplicates
are still demodulated and decoded like the legitimate data packets, but
they are not processed by the message former functions as they are
recognized as duplicates. This is ideal as the required timestamps can be
made, but the additional processing load incurred is minimized. The
majority of each ranging packet has been filled with null bytes, as the
contents of these packets is generally unimportant - only their arrival time
is required. Null bytes correspond to the bit sequence 00000000 in ASCII,
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so they are replaced with the “U” character as it corresponds to the bit
sequence 01010101. This is to maximize the number of zero-crossings that
occur in the digital baseband signal, which the Edge Detection (ED)
method of symbol timing heavily relies upon.

An overall timestamp for each message and ack is calculated by
averaging the timestamps of each of their constituent packets. However,
unlike individual symbols that are transmitted in immediate succession
spaced by a constant symbol period, the spacing of packets can be
variable. A heuristic example is illustrated in Figure 7.11 for a two-packet
message and ack, which builds upon that already seen in Figure 7.5. The
ack will typically incur a smaller delay between its comprising packets as
its transmission thread is of far higher priority than that of the
user-initiated message. The blue dotted arrow shows the second bias
incurred to obtain the message timestamps of Experiment 10b from the
packet timestamps of the header blocks used in Experiment 10a. For a
packet of SP symbols, each with a period of αpS, one can see that the
biases, bM and bA, incurred by two-packet message and ack timestamps
respectively can be defined as:

bM = 1
2(SPαpS + ∆tM) and bA = 1

2(SPαpS + ∆tA) (7.15)

By following the same logic, the biases, bM,nP
and bA,nP

, incurred by an
nP -packet message and ack timestamp respectively can be defined as:

bM,nP
= 1
nP

nP∑
k=2

SPαpS+∆tM,k−1,k and bA,nP
= 1
nP

nP∑
k=2

SPαpS+∆tA,k−1,k

(7.16)
where ∆tM,k−1,k and ∆tA,k−1,k are the time intervals between the kth packet
and the one preceding it of the message and ack respectively. By making
the substitutions t̃M → tM − bM,nP

and t̃A → tA − bA,nP
, a formula for the

TOF corrected for this difference in bias between messages and acks, τ̃ ,
can be found by using Equation 4.5:

τ̃ = 1
2
[
(tM,R − bM,nP

− tM,T + bM,nP
)− (tA,R − bA,nP

− tA,T + bA,nP
)
]

= 1
2
[
(tM,R − tM,T )− (tA,R − tA,T )

]
= τ (7.17)

One can see that the TOF is unaffected because, though there is a
difference in bias between messages and acks, there is no notable
difference in bias between transmission and reception of the same signal.
This statement depends on the safe assumption that the radios are not
travelling fast enough to significantly change the TOF of a signal over the
time it takes to transmit it (see Subsection 7.2.4). To cause even a 1m
TOF error due to relative motion between the two radios over the time
taken to transmit a packet, their relative speed would need to be almost
300km h−1. However, smaller relative speeds can be a problem if the
number of packets per message or ack is sufficiently large. This effectively
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places an upper limit on the number of packets that can be included in a
single ranging message, which may or may not be less than the upper
limit due to network capacity. The TOF adjustments applied to correct
for errors due to clock drift make no assumptions of the time intervals
between packets, as they are calculated specifically for each individual
packet (see Subsection 7.1.2).

Data Exchange

Notice that the standard TOF estimates produced by Equation 4.5 and
the TOF adjustments used to correct for clock drift defined by Equation
7.9 both depend on timestamps made at the initiator and responder. This
is not a problem for these experiments as all calculations can be made
during post-processing, once all the timestamps from both radios have been
collated. However, most applications will require real-time TOF estimation
with clock drift correction, which necessitates that a means of ranging data
exchange between the radios is established.

The DSP firmware is modified so that it stores its timestamps and
includes them in the ack it transmits back to the initiator. Although,
because the header block carries the majority of the data required to direct
the ack to its destination, it does not have enough room to carry two
timestamps. Therefore, these timestamps are included in the first add-
on block of the ack. This enables the initiator to calculate the TOF and
make the adjustments for clock drift. However, this poses a problem due
to the fact that transmission times are estimated by the timestamps of
self-received messages and acks. Therefore, by the time a transmission
timestamp has been made, it is too late to include it in the transmission
payload. Say an application requires a position fix every five seconds,
then exchanging data in this way would create a five second lag when
computing position solutions, which would be a serious problem for many
applications of the PMR network. To avoid this, the responder can simply
transmit one more packet after the last transmitted packet timestamp is
computed, purely for the purpose of sharing the timestamp of the final ack
packet. To provide the responder with a range estimate, it would be best for
the initiator to simply transmit its TOF estimate to the responder using
an additional packet as well. Doing this would require only one packet,
whereas implementing a symmetric double-sided ranging protocol would
need at least two, if each message and ack consists of multiple packets (see
Subsection 2.3.1).

Ranging Results

The distribution of TOF estimates collected during Experiment 10b
using 128-packet message and ack timestamps produced using the ED
method of symbol timing is graphed in Figure 7.12. The key statistics are
displayed in Table 7.3. The number of range estimates collected using
messages greater than one packet in length has been reduced to one
thousand rather than ten thousand to keep the experiment run-time to a
reasonable level. One can see from the scale of the TOF axis that the
estimates have reduced by about an order of magnitude, which is reflected
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Figure 7.12: The distribution of TOF estimates made in Experiment 10a
between two Mercury radios using the ED and EL methods of symbol
timing. This is done by generating a stair histogram of the TOF data
using a bin width of 4ns for the ED method and 15ns for the EL method.
The means are indicated by dashed red lines.
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Statistics Ex10a* - EDM Ex10b - EDM Reduction
Mean Error -0.06µs -0.02m -0.2ns -0.05m -211.1%
Standard Deviation 70µs 22m 9.7ns 2.9m 86.8%
Maximum Error 400µs 120m 33ns 10.0m 91.6%
Skewness 0.06 0.1 -57.5%
Excess Kurtosis -1.3 -3.0 1.6

Table 7.3: The key statistics calculated using all the TOF estimates
collected during Experiment 10b compared with those of Experiment 10a*,
both using the ED method of symbol timing and clock drift correction.

Statistics Ex10a* - EDM Ex10b - ELM Reduction
Mean Error -0.06µs -0.02m 0.03ns 0.01m 35.7%
Standard Deviation 70µs 22m 50ns 14m 35.5%
Maximum Error 400µs 120m 200ns 60.0m 50.5%
Skewness 0.06 0.2 -146.2%
Excess Kurtosis -1.3 -2.0 0.6

Table 7.4: The key statistics calculated using all the TOF estimates
collected during Experiment 10b using the EL method of symbol timing
compared with those of Experiment 10* using the ED method. Both have
applied clock drift corrections.

in the standard deviation that has dropped from about 22m to just under
3m. Most of the remaining tails of the distribution seen in Figure 7.8
have cancelled to leave a very platykurtic distribution with an excess
kurtosis of −3.0. Being the lowest kurtosis seen, this means the
distribution does not have many extreme errors, although, one can see
that the distribution has broad shoulders compared to other distributions.

Similarly, the distribution of TOF estimates produced using the Early-
Late (EL) method of symbol timing is also graphed in Figure 7.12. One can
see that the two peaks have now merged completely to form a unimodal
distribution, which is reflected by the standard deviation as a drop of about
35% from the previous best results; this is displayed in Table 7.4. The mean
error has been calibrated for the same as Experiment 10a*, so it remains
very close to zero. Additionally, the graph appears far less platykurtic than
that seen using the ED method, which is confirmed by the excess kurtosis
of −2.0, so relatively extreme TOF estimates are more common.

7.2.4 Final Ranging Results

The original method of symbol timing in use at the start of this
research was the MA method, but this was eliminated from the running
in Experiment 10a as the reduction in standard deviation seen by symbol
timestamp averaging was not sufficient to make the method viable. This
is because the symbol timing rounding errors generally exhibit the same
sign over most or all of a message, so they do not cancel very well. The
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Figure 7.13: A comparison of the fall in standard deviation of the TOF
estimates made over Experiments 10a and 10b when using the ED and EL
methods of symbol timing.

result is that the two peaks seen in the TOF distribution remain mostly
unchanged, even when hundreds of symbol timestamps are averaged.
Therefore, it is unlikely for one to obtain usable range estimates with any
practical message length and far less likely still for the precision of these
estimates to overtake that which has already been achieved using the ED
method.

These final experiments have made some significant improvements in
precision that have not been seen in similar magnitude since Experiment
6. However, it will be found in the statistics presented that these
improvements could not have been maintained without the ED method of
symbol timing and clock drift error correction implemented in
Experiments 7 and 9 respectively. The best TOF estimates that have
been obtained in terms of precision are from Experiment 10b using the
ED method, which saw a standard deviation of less than 3m. This
standard deviation is almost 80% less than that incurred using the EL
method while keeping all other aspects of the ranging protocols the same.
Although, it is questionable how practical a 128-packet ranging message
would be when applied to a network of many radios. Fortunately, the
benefits of the ED method go well beyond simply a better payoff in terms
of standard deviation reduction for a given message length.

The MA method of symbol timing has already been eliminated due to
insufficient precision, but the EL method may still be able to produce
useful range estimates. Both Experiments 10a and 10b have been
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repeated for various numbers of averaged symbol and packet timestamps
respectively to produce the graph displayed in Figure 7.13. Averaging
lengths of less than one packet are not labelled on the horizontal axis as
messages of packet-switched systems always contain an integer number of
packets. Furthermore, to protect the security of the signal, the number of
symbols per packet cannot be revealed. Notice that the horizontal axis is
logarithmic; this is for illustrative reasons as the majority of the standard
deviation reduction is seen by averaging over the first packet. Unless the
ranging message length is at least about eight packets, the estimated
standard deviation of the one thousand range estimates of a single
experiment is very unreliable. This can be seen in the TOF distributions
for different ranging message lengths, where it is not until about eight
packets are averaged that the peaks fully merge to be become unimodal.
Experiments with up to 8-packet ranging messages do not have a
particularly long run-time, so they were repeated to collect about 32,000
TOF estimates for each to see if this unreliability can be alleviated.
Although, estimates of the standard deviation still vary by as much as
±100m, whereas the estimates made by averaging more than eight
packets are far more stable, varying by only about ±5m. Therefore,
unless many more TOF estimates are made, the graph in Figure 7.13 for
the EL method for 8-packet ranging messages or less is quite uncertain.
Even though the two peaks seen in Experiment 6 do eventually merge,
the oscillation between the two peaks over time when collecting TOF
estimates causes some to fall far from the mean. This impedes the decline
of the kurtosis relative to that of the ED method as the ranging message
length is increased. Conversely, the standard deviation estimates using
the ED method are very consistent; the uncertainty of each measurement
gradually falls from about ±2.60m to ±1.20m as the number of packets is
increased. Furthermore, the excess kurtosis gradually falls from −1.3 to
−3.0, lower than that seen in using the EL method. Finally, a sub-10m
standard deviation can not only be achieved, but this can be achieved
with less than the eight packet minimum required just to get a consistent
result using the EL method.

Even when eight or more packets are averaged using the EL method,
the standard deviation just does not fall fast enough stay competitive with
the ED method. Even if the number of packets was unbounded, the EL
method is still unlikely to ever reach a standard deviation below 10m, which
would be desired by most applications. The ED method of symbol timing
beats the EL method in every measure of performance considered and, for
these reasons, only the ED method should be considered for ranging with
the PMR network.

Optimization

Different applications of the PMR network will have differing needs,
which will dictate what level of precision is required and how long can be
taken to produce a TOF estimate of this precision. As stated in Section 1.3
a good ranging precision is considered to be achieved when the standard
deviation of TOF estimates is below 10m. However, due to the relative
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Figure 7.14: The fall in standard deviation of the TOF estimates made in
Experiment 10b as the ranging message length is increased when using the
ED method of symbol timing. The overlap of the two green rectangular
regions defines a selection of acceptable ranging message lengths.

motion of the radios, the number of packet timestamps averaged cannot be
made so long that there is a significant change in TOF over the averaging
period. The ED method of symbol timing is the only method with the
potential to produce range estimates with a sub-10m standard deviation;
because of this, it was the only method investigated for the remainder
of Experiment 10. It is likely that any error due to a constant Doppler
shift will be absorbed into the clock drift correction, in which case, only
acceleration of relative motion during transmission would cause ranging
errors.

For a typical walking speed of about 1.5m s−1, the maximum relative
speed between two radios would be 3m s−1. Therefore, assuming a
constant speed, the change in range per second between two radios can be
anything up to 3m - the worst case scenario being if the radios are moving
in opposite directions. This would cause a TOF error of up to 1.5m for
each second of timestamp averaging and, from the symbol rate, one can
infer that the radios can transmit and receive about forty packets per
second. It is unlikely that any application could accommodate a
transmission time of greater than one second due to limited network
capacity, so an upper bound of 40 packets is placed on the ranging
message. These two constraints of at most a 10m standard deviation in
range and using no longer than 40-packet ranging messages creates an
acceptable region of the graph plotted in Figure 7.14 indicated by the
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intersection of the two shaded green regions. The bare minimum number
of packets per message or ack required to achieve a sub-10m standard
deviation is 7, at a value of about 9.60m. This standard deviation
measurement incurs an approximate uncertainty of 2.0m and an
additional uncertainty due to motion of up to only 30cm. On the other
hand, the imposed maximum of 40 packets can achieve a standard
deviation of only about 4.50m and incurs an approximate measurement
uncertainty of 1.3m, but incurs an uncertainty due to motion of up to
1.5m.

For radios moving at walking speed, the optimal number of packet
timestamps to average is nearer the maximum of 40, but, as one can see
from Figure 7.15, this optimal number changes with the relative speed.
This figure estimates the maximum absolute error incurred in the worst
case scenarios for TOF estimates that lie within one, two and three
standard deviations from the mean. Each subfigure shows how this
maximum error reacts to the number of packet timestamps averaged for
different levels of relative motion. If there is no relative motion, then the
maximum 128-packet ranging message is optimal, as one can see that the
associated graph only decreases as the ranging message is lengthend.
Beyond this number, the radio resources would be dominated by the
ranging protocol, which would adversely impact the communications
system. If the radios are moving at about 13.4m s−1, say in a vehicle
travelling at about 30mph, then a 10-packet ranging message is optimal.
If the radios are moving at about 31.2m s−1, say in a vehicle travelling at
about 70mph, then a 7-packet ranging message is optimal. Therefore,
there is no optimal number for the ranging system as a whole, as this
number varies greatly depending on the relative motion involved in the
application.

It is possible to measure the motion of a radio using an Inertial
Naviagation System (INS) like those used for dead reckoning, but it
would not be possible to use this information to calculate two radios
relative motion without already knowing their positions. INSs have been
previously discussed and determined to be beyond the scope of this
research (see Subsection 2.2.1). There are other technologies available
that can achieve the same, but they would also encounter all the same
problems. Alternatively, relative motion can be measured directly from
the Doppler shift of signals transmitted between the two radios. However,
this would not be practical for the PMR network as it would require a
very dense network that could not be realistically achieved with just a few
tens of radios. Moreover, each radio will have so many neighbours it
needs to perform ranging with that the network channel may become
clogged even if a moderate ranging message length is chosen. Therefore,
the best solution is to make a reasoned choice for the ranging message
length that balances the TOF error due to too few and too many packets
for the typical speed of a given application. Although, the maximum
length a ranging message can also be limited by how frequently a range
estimate needs to be made.
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Figure 7.15: Estimates for the theoretical maximum error of TOF estimates
that lie one (green), two (orange) and three (red) standard deviations from
the mean. Each subfigure shows the effects of relative motion on the range
error for various types of applications including walking (1.5m s−1), driving
(13.4m s−1) and emergency response (31.2m s−1).

Application

As one can see from Table 7.5, it is possible to get TOF estimates as
far as five standard deviations from the mean, but such extreme estimates
are very rare. The range estimates produced by various ranging message
lengths can lie fewer standard deviations from the mean than those of a
Gaussian distribution. However, notice that as the ranging message
length increases, the proportion of TOF estimates at the higher standard
deviations decreases, but so does the proportion of those within the first
standard deviation. Conversely, the proportion of TOF estimates at the
second standard deviation gradually increases. These numerical patterns
correspond to a broadening of the TOF distribution’s shoulders as the
ranging message length is increased.

By taking into account the occurrences of TOF estimates at various
standard deviations from the mean, the maximum absolute error can be
estimated for a given ranging message length and any speed. From these
values, an appropriate ranging message length can be chosen depending on
the application. Any application where the radios will only move at about
walking pace should use 64-packet ranging messages for the best precision,
as this keeps the maximum ranging error to about 9.20m. However, if this
radio was placed in a moving vehicle, the maximum ranging error could
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Number of Packet Timestamps Averaged Gaussian1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128
D

ev
ia

tio
ns

1 72.3 71.4 70.8 69.5 68.4 68.9 67.3 67.4 68.3
2 22.8 23.6 24.3 25.9 27.2 26.1 28.1 28.4 27.2
3 3.9 4.2 4.3 4.2 4.0 4.9 4.5 4.1 4.3
4 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2
5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 7.5: The percentage of TOF estimates that lie between each standard
deviation from the mean and the previous and how this is affected by the
number of packet timestamps averaged.

soar as high as 56.00m, so it is crucial that the speed is limited. Moreover,
from a network capacity perspective, it has already been determined that
a ranging message beyond 40 packets in length would not be practical

P v

v vr

θ
π−θ

2

π−θ
2

Figure 7.16: An illustration of the
relative velocity, vr, of two radios
moving with absolute velocity v and
at relative angle of separation θ.

for most applications. For vehicle
transit applications, an 8-packet to
16-packet ranging message would
be better, as the maximum ranging
error while driving at 30mph would
drop to about 21.70m, but, when
walking, the maximum ranging
error would still only be about
12.90m. Emergency response
applications should use ranging
messages closer to the 8-packet
end of this range for lower ranging
errors when travelling at high
speeds.

The values calculated thus far
have focused on the worst case
scenario - when both radios are
moving and in opposite directions

to one another. However, a better estimation of the expected value for the
TOF error due to relative motion can be found by considering different
relative directions. Figure 7.16 illustrates the relative motion of two radios
moving at constant speed v in directions with a relative angle of separation
θ from a common initial point P . This create a relative speed between
them of vr = βv, where the scaling factor, β = β(θ), can be defined using
the standard sine rule and two angle formulae of trigonometry:

β(θ) = sin (θ)
cos (θ/2) , θ ∈ [0, π] (7.18)

The worst case scenario, when θ = π, has already been assessed, but this
produces an indeterminate solution for β when substituted directly into
Equation 7.18. However, β(π) can be evaluated using L’Hôpital’s rule for
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limits:
β(π) = lim

θ→π

sin (θ)
cos (θ/2) ≡

− lim
θ→π

2 cos (θ)
sin (θ/2) = 2 (7.19)

There are two additional cases that will be considered: when the radios
are moving in random directions and when they are moving in a similar
direction. A “similar” direction in this context is defined to be a relative
angle of separation less than π/4. The expected scaling factor for radios
moving in random directions can be found by calculating the definite
integral of β over all values of a θ and dividing by π:

1
π

∫ π

0
βdθ = 1

π

∫ π

0

sin (θ)
cos (θ/2)dθ = 4

π

[
1− cos (θ/2)

]π
0 ≈ 1.3 (7.20)

Similarly, the expected scaling factor of radios moving in a similar direction
can be found by calculating the definite integral of β between zero and
π/4 and dividing this by π/4. This produces the approximate value of
0.4. By applying these relative speed estimates, one can deduce that
the expected TOF error would be about 10.8% less than the expected
maximum if the radios move randomly and about 23.9% less if they move
similarly. The expected values are not much lower as the contribution of
the ranging protocol itself constitutes the majority of the ranging error in
these expectation measurements. The TOF error due to relative motion
grows as the ranging message length is increased, so the ranging packet
length can be doubled to achieve a better expected error that is 32.8%
lower than the maximum for radios are moving similarly. However, in
doing so, the reduction in error for radios moving randomly will be only
6.5%, so extending the ranging message length will only be beneficial for
certain applications.

7.3 Outcome
The final statistics obtained using practical ranging message lengths of

8−32 are displayed in Table 7.6. However, this is when there is no relative
motion; one has already seen that the standard deviation can double or
even triple when relative motion is introduced. This also does not include
the affects of multipath interference, which are currently unknown, but
the ranging message is kept short enough to avoid any significant risk to
network capacity. The mean error remains very constant over the ranging
message lengths considered, differing by less than a centimetre. The
distribution of errors exhibits almost no skewness and is focused around
the mean, as indicated by the maximum error and negative excess
kurtosis.

The overall improvement of the key statistics throughout this thesis
are displayed in Figures 7.17 and 7.18. The mean error has maintained a
steady decline throughout all experiments as the processing delay and
symbol timing inaccuracies have been removed from the ranging
timestamps. The standard deviation saw very little improvement in the
first four experiments, which indicated that the majority of the processing
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Figure 7.17: The drop in mean error and standard deviation over all the
ranging experiments performed.
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Figure 7.18: The drop in skewness and excess kurtosis over all ranging
experiments performed with a unimodal distribution.
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Statistics Final Ranging Results
Mean Error 9.7 - 9.7ns 2.91 - 2.91m
Standard Deviation 16.0 - 29.5ns 4.80 - 8.86m
Maximum Error 74.7 - 126.0ns 22.41 - 37.80m

Table 7.6: The final ranging results obtained using stationary radios and
ranging message lengths of 8 to 32 packets - the most beneficial lengths for
most applications.

delay incurred by the timestamps was constant. Once adjustments were
made to the timestamps in Experiment 5, the standard deviation started
to drop and continued to do so as the symbol timing methods became
more sophisticated. One can see that the standard deviation only
dropped to within acceptable limits during Experiment 10, when the
timestamps of many symbols were averaged. This is due to the inherent
jitter associated with the interrupt timestamps discussed in Experiment 4
which are used to compute the symbol timing. The standard error of the
mean maintained a conformity to the 1/

√
N diminution that one would

expect of a dataset that is not severely contaminated with extreme values
(see Subsection 4.6.1). The skewness has remained constant throughout
most of the experiments, with the exception of Experiment 10a when the
timestamps of symbols across a whole packet were averaged. At this
point, the jitter was low enough for the affects of clock drift to become
apparent in the TOF distribution by creating a large asymmetry in its
tails. This caused a sudden spike in skewness to outside acceptable limits,
which could be either positive or negative depending on how the clocks of
the radios engaged in ranging were drifting relative to one another. Once
the TOF adjustments were made to correct for the deleterious affects of
clock drift, the skewness immediately returned to approximately zero.
Likewise, the kurtosis also experiences a sudden spike in Experiment 10a,
presumably due to the clock drift creating a long tail. The reason for the
spike seen in Experiment 4 is less obvious, which is when interrupt
timestamps were taken for the first time. It has already been seen from
the improvements to symbol timing made in Experiments 5 and beyond
that the majority of the jitter is due to inadequate synchronization
precision.. Therefore, the TOF estimates of Experiment 4 incur all that
variation, as timestamps are made prior to decoding, but are not yet
adjusted to resemble the arrival time of a particular symbol. This would
certainly create extreme errors in the distribution of TOF estimates,
hence the high kurtosis. Despite the fact that a measured excess kurtosis
of greater than and less than zero are technically leptokurtic and
platykurtic respectively, an absolute value of less than two can still be
considered consistent with a mesokurtic or Gaussian distribution.
However, a dataset with an absolute excess kurtosis greater than two is
considered to significantly deviate from a Gaussian distribution. The
skewness and excess kurtosis of Experiments 1, 2 and 6 are omitted from
Figure 7.18 as they have multi-modal distributions.



8. Summary of Conclusions

There have been many key conclusions made throughout this research
that have dictated its progression and will determine how any further
development should proceed. First, the method of positioning via ranging
was determined to be the best option for the Private Mobile Radio
(PMR) network by reviewing the academic literature and popular
positioning techniques in use at the time of this writing. However, some
features of the Mercury radios do not lend themselves to precise or
reliable ranging, so various techniques had to be employed to work around
or avoid the negative consequences of these. Next came the development
of the synchronization protocols for ranging, where it became apparent
that the existing synchronization protocols used simply to decode
communication messages would not suffice. A new method of symbol
timing was implemented and, through experimentation, it was concluded
that this not only produced more precise range estimates, but was the
only method capable of achieving a suitable ranging precision and
reliability for practical application. This chapter summarises the
significance of each of these key conclusions, how they were arrived at and
what implications they raise for any further development.

8.1 Positioning via Ranging
Two-way Time Of Flight (TOF) ranging was chosen as the most suitable

means of positioning for the Mercury radios. Ranging was the only method
of position fixing that could potentially meet the needs of this research
set out in the introduction of this thesis. In particular, two-way ranging
cancels the majority of the clock offset between two radios that are not
synchronized.

A two-way ranging protocol was implemented into the display
firmware to estimate the TOF by halving the RTT of the ranging
protocol. The mean error and standard deviation of the subsequent range
estimates were several thousands of kilometres. However, these were
taken when the messages and acknowledgements reached the inbox or
outbox of the display, which incurred a significant processing delay. The
range estimates exhibited a multi-modal distribution, but it was deduced
that this was due to the response latency that is included in the RTT
measurements. This latency was removed in Experiment 3 to produce the
first unimodal TOF distribution, which significantly reduced the mean
error but increased the standard deviation. The logical explanation was

187
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that there must be an inverse correlation between the TOF estimates and
the response latency, which was subsequently proven. This was likely due
to the timing of the message formation tasks of the display relative to the
ranging timestamps.

In Experiment 4, most of the remaining processing delay incurred by
the TOF estimates could be removed by taking the ranging timestamps
at the interrupt handler, where signal samples first enter the Mercury
radio DSP firmware. However, these interrupt timestamps exhibited a
jitter that was beyond the scope of this research to avoid. It was
estimated that this jitter could contribute several hundreds of metres to
the standard deviation of the range estimates. This was insignificant at
that stage of the research, as the standard deviation of the range
estimates was still in the several thousands of metres, but this had to be
corrected to obtain a useful ranging precision. By using interrupt
timestamps in the ranging protocol, the standard deviation of the
subsequent range estimates fell, but only marginally below what had
already been seen in Experiment 2. This implied that the majority of the
ranging jitter is incurred due to lack of synchronization between when the
timestamps are made in relation to their associated ranging messages,
rather than by any variable processing delay incurred.

8.2 Radio Synchronization
The first attempt to timestamp the same point of each ranging message

was made in Experiment 5, where timestamps were made to the nearest
symbol period. The multi-threaded system architecture of the Mercury
radios made this much more challenging than that of a single-threaded
system due to the race conditions that arose. By implementing queues
into the shared fast memory space available to the demodulation thread,
a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) order to the timestamps could be established.
This prevented the timestamps from being overwritten before they could
be extracted from the radios and used in the TOF calculation.

At this stage of the research, the focus was on how individual ranging
message symbols were timestamped and what would be the best method
considering the limitations on bandwidth and oversampling. Both the
existing methods of symbol timing recovery available were limited to the
nearest sample period, which, due to low bandwidth, caused a ranging
error on the order of kilometres. The oversampling factor could not be
increased without altering the ADC hardware.

A new method of symbol timing was implemented to the DSP
firmware that estimated when the symbol edges occurred to timestamp
the midpoint of each symbol. The symbol edges were estimated by
measuring the zero-crossings of the digital baseband signal, that is, when
it transitioned between +1 and −1. This created a modest improvement in
the statistics of the TOF estimates, but, most importantly, it was not
limited to the nearest sample period. An alternate method of symbol
edge detection was also implemented, which measured the stationary
points of the phase to estimate when the symbol edges occur. Although,
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concessions needed to be made in order for the existing hardware of the
Mercury radios to be able to cope with the processing load. It was
ambiguous whether this alternate method would be capable of a better
ranging precision than the original if it were not for these concessions. As
it stands, the original ED method of symbol timing using the baseband
zero-crossings is the better option for reliable ranging.

Multi-symbol timing was used to correct for clock drift and cancel
much of the jitter in the interrupt timestamps seen in Experiment 4.
When applied to all the methods of symbol timing, the ED method
clearly performed the best no matter which metric of performance was
measured. Ultimately, the downfall of existing MA and EL methods of
symbol timing was their limitation on precision due to timing that is only
accurate to the nearest sample period. By averaging over many symbols,
the ranging precision using the EL method could not keep up with that of
the ED method and the MA method was even worse. To get a usable
ranging precision with the EL method, the ranging messages would need
to be over a hundred packets in length. This is far too long to remain
within network capacity limitations and would be far too sensitive to the
relative motion of the two radios engaged in ranging. Therefore, it was
concluded that only the ED method of symbol timing has the practicality,
reliability and precision to compute useful range estimates.

The best performance of the two-way ranging protocol implemented
during this research under benign conditions is seen when using the ED
method of symbol timing with ranging messages of 8-32 packets in length.
This is capable of producing range estimates with a standard deviation
below the aspirational goal of 10m, but this is not guaranteed and can be
far greater if the relative motion of the radios is unfavourable. However,
the standard deviation of the range estimates can be kept far below the
expected goal of 100m making them certainly useful for ranging as part of
an integrated positioning system with GNSS.
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9. Further Development

The conclusions made from the literature review and experiments of
this thesis will dictate if or how the protocols implemented in the Mercury
radio firmware will be developed in future projects. The purpose of this
chapter is to suggest some possible paths to not only continue improving the
accuracy and precision of the range estimates, but also their availability and
reliability (see Subsection 2.1.1). Moreover, it is to describe how ranging
may be conducted between more than two radios to create a fully-fledged
positioning system for the PMR network.

First and foremost, there are some drawbacks of the protocols already
implemented in the advanced experiments that could be addressed. The
most notable being the unsuccessful attempt to implement the alternate
Edge Detection (ED) method of symbol timing in Experiment 8. This was
due to insufficient processing power to compute the phase for every sample
of a received signal. It was possible to build and run the firmware if certain
concessions were made so that only some of the phase estimates needed
to be computed. However, this could not produce reliably better range
estimates than the original ED method implemented in Experiment 7 (see
Section 6.2.3). There is some evidence that the standard deviation of range
estimates could be reduced by over 10% if the phase turning points are
used rather than the baseband zero-crossings when estimating the symbol
midpoints, though this was not conclusive. As increasing the processing
power of the radios would require changes to their hardware, it was beyond
the scope of the present research.

A Phase-Shift Keying (PSK) demodulation thread is already
programmed into the DSP firmware, but is only functional in a few of the
Mercury radios at the time of this writing. If the necessary hardware
alterations were to be made to enable the alternate ED method of symbol
timing, it would fit well into the PSK thread. This is because, being a
phase modulation, some phase measurements are already made to
perform the demodulation. Much of the PSK demodulation thread is
similar to the Gaussian Minimum-Shift Keying (GMSK) demodulation
thread used in this research. Therefore, most of the ranging protocol
already implemented in the GMSK thread could be easily transferred to
the PSK thread.

There are three main paths for further development that will be
discussed in this chapter: multipath interference mitigation, network-wide
ranging and positioning algorithms. First, the effects of multipath
interference on the existing ranging protocols needs to be measured to
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provide control TOF estimates. Then the extent of the benefit provided
by a multipath interference mitigation protocol can be accurately
detected and quantified. Some preliminary tests have already been
performed using the ranging protocols of Experiment 10a, which find
what differences attenuation and over-air propagation make on ranging
precision (see Subsection 7.2.2). Next, these ranging protocols that
correct for multipath interference induced ranging errors need to be
adapted to compute range estimates with all of the radios neighbours as
part of a network consisting of several tens of radios. This requires that a
ranging message is transmitted to several neighbours of a radio and that
the timestamps of the acknowledgements returned are associated with the
correct transmission timestamps. Finally, positioning algorithms can be
implemented into the firmware so that the radios can compute their
positions relative to their neighbours. By integrating this positioning
system with the GPS receiver each radio already possesses, absolute
positions can be computed for all of the radios in the network, if sufficient
radios can get a GPS fix.

9.1 Multipath
The concepts of multipath and interference mitigation for ranging

have already been discussed at length in Section 3.4, upon which this
section is based. Multipath interference mitigation is generally difficult
for a narrowband radio system as each symbol period has a longer
duration and the signal is severely bandlimited. This can significantly
extend each symbols rise time, making it much more difficult for two
copies of a signal received in quick succession to be distinguished from
one another compared to those of a wider bandwidth.

When two copies of a signal are received out-of-phase relative to one
another and with a similar Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), the composite
signal may experience major destructive interference. This will cause a
deep fade, which may result in a burst error in the demodulated data
bits. By interleaving each packet before transmission, the Mercury radios
are capable of dispersing burst errors when the packet is deinterleaved at
the receiver, then the error correcting code can fix them. However,
interleaving is performed over individual packets, not a message as a
whole, so a data packet that experiences a burst error is not helped by
adjacent packets in time. Furthermore, this technique is only applicable
when the receiving radio is moving relative to the transmitting radio, or a
reflector for a Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) signal. Although, this time
diversity technique does improve ranging performance when many symbol
timestamps are averaged, like in Experiment 10a, where the few
timestamps that incur large errors are assuaged by the others that do not.
This technique can be enhanced by tracking symbol amplitude to detect
when a deep fade has occurred and then applying a suitable unequal
weighting to the timestamps averaged. Only bit errors due to deep fading
can be corrected - the symbol timing unfortunately cannot, so one can
only temper its impact by averaging more unaffected symbol timestamps.
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As the length of the ranging message is increased, the smaller the
coherence time becomes in comparison, which means that a deep fade is
likely to occur over a smaller portion of the ranging message. Due to the
packet switching and Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA) methods
used in transmission, consecutive packets of ranging messages are spaced
in time, which inadvertently reduces the fading correlation across the
message further.

9.1.1 Interference Measurements

To measure the affects of multipath interference on range estimation,
there needs to be two or more paths of propagation from transmitter to
receiver. This can be done over-air in a wide open space with a reflector in
place to receive both a Line-Of-Sight (LOS) and Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS)
signal, or by incorporating an analogue delay line to a wired connection.
The analogue delay line creates an artificial time difference between its
input and output signal, which can be used to emulate a longer propagation
distance. Alternatively, a sufficiently long cable can be used to physically
extend the propagation distance, providing the signal attenuation is not so
great that this adversely affects ranging precision (see Figure 7.9). This
is a simpler and cheaper option that is equivalent to an analogue delay
line. To transmit over-air outside an anechoic chamber in an unconfined
space would require special permission to use the licensed channels used
by the PMR network. Furthermore, it is much more difficult to control the
level of multipath interference for experimentation over-air compared to a
wired connection configured to emulate multipath interference. Therefore,
initial multipath related experiments would be simpler and allow for more
accurate measurements of errors due to multipath interference if a wired
connection is used with a delay line.

This initial experiment was scheduled to take place in the first quarter
of 2020, but it unfortunately needed to be cancelled due to the
Coronavirus pandemic. An appropriate analogue delay line of about one
microsecond was not available from either Terrafix or UCL. Moreover, no
appropriate delay line for rental could be found and to purchase one
would cost far more than the budget for this research based on
approximate quotes received. The alternative was to use coaxial splitters,
couplers, and additional cable supplied by Terrafix to create two wired
connections between the radios. One cable would be short, like the 1.5m
length that has been used for all prior experiments, and this would create
what would be treated as the LOS signal. The other cable would be long,
at least 100m long for there to be a sufficiently large time offset between
the two signals for detectable multipath interference to have occurred.
This is illustrated in Figure 9.1 for a transmission made at time tT that
propagates via two paths to the receiver. The LOS component arrives at
time tR and the NLOS component arrives d seconds later, where d is the
additional delay created by the longer length of cable. This long cable
would create what would be treated as the NLOS signal. The signal
propagating the long path will be a greatly attenuated relative to the
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Figure 9.1: A transmission
propagates via two cables to the
receiver, separated in arrival time
by a delay d. The shorter length
of cable is attenuated so that the
two signals have comparable SNR.
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other signal. Therefore, additional attenuation will need to be added to
the short cable to keep the experiment realistic and ensure that
detectable multipath interference occurs. Ideally, the attenuation of both
paths will be kept below 130dB to avoid TOF errors due to low SNR,
which would otherwise need to be controlled for.

9.1.2 Interference Mitigation

Recall from Subsections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 that there are two general
categories of multipath interference mitigation considered for this research
(see these subsections for citations). The first is the MUltiple SIgnal
Classification (MUSIC) algorithm, which uses eigendecomposition to
decompose the autocorrelation matrix of a received composite signal into
two sub-matrices. These sub-matrices consist of column eigenvectors, one
spanning the signal subspace and the other spanning the noise subspace.
This can be used to define a TOF spectrum which, when graphed, will
exhibit a local maxima at the TOF of each component of the received
signal components. The second category of interference mitigation are
other multi-correlator techniques, which use more than three correlators
to accurately determine the peak of a received signal’s autocorrelation
function. These multiple correlators can be used to measure the extent of
the distortion to the autocorrelation function due to multipath
interference and adjust the symbol timing accordingly. These methods of
multipath interference mitigation are super-resolution techniques designed
to enable a ranging system to attain a timing resolution greater than it
otherwise could. This is particularly important for narrowband systems,
as the timing resolution cannot usually be made smaller than the inverse
of the channel bandwidth otherwise.

The MUSIC algorithm is computationally expensive, so it may suffer
similar issues with CPU load as Experiment 8 did. Especially considering
the additional computational cost to implement the Diagonal Loading
(DL) Least-Squares (LS) MUSIC algorithm required to compensate for
the excessive smoothing of the TOF spectrum due to low bandwidth. It
may be wise to initially conduct the MUSIC computations in
post-processing to assess its effectiveness before making any necessary
hardware alterations to make the computations in real-time. The other
multi-correlator techniques, however, are not so demanding of the
microprocessor, particularly the double delta correlation which only
requires up to two additional correlators to the standard early, prompt
and late. These correlators would be software-defined by the DSP
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firmware, which should be able to run on the present radio hardware and
compute all the correlations in real-time. Ten or more correlators are
required to apply the Multipath Estimating Delay-Locked-Loop
(MEDLL) algorithm, but this may also introduce an overwhelming
processing load to the radio microprocessor. The number of correlators
could be gradually increased to observe how the performance of the
algorithm improves and find at what point the processing load becomes
too high. At this point, the computations could be made during
post-processing to see if any significant benefit would be obtained by
altering the hardware to allow for more correlators.

9.2 Network-wide Ranging
All experiments conducted thus far have been with only two radios,

but the PMR network can consist of up to several tens of radios. The
radios also do not have dedicated ranging messages as of yet - with only
two radios, the two signals transmitted as part of the two-ranging protocol
have been kept to user-initiated transmissions and their corresponding acks
for simplicity. This is fine for a network of only two radios as each radio
has only one other it can receive signals from, which was always within
signal range. For a network of more than two radios, each radio needs to
determine which range estimate computed is with which other radio in the
network. Other existing message structures in the firmware include routing
signals used to determine which radios in the network are neighbours. In
application, the user of the radio should not need to initiate the ranging
messages, so this would be an appropriate point of any future development
to establish a purpose built ranging message that is sent automatically and
periodically. This could perhaps be transmitted in conjunction with the
heartbeat messages already transmitted periodically for proactive routing
(see Subsection 3.2.1). Although, these are only transmitted about once
every ten seconds and some applications will require a position fix more
frequently than this, depending on the typical motion of the radios. For
the ranging protocols currently implemented in the firmware to function
properly in a network-wide ranging system of more than two radios, they
need to adapted to account for this.

Each decoded packet contains some routing information in addition to
the message payload including the originator relative address, which
refers to the radio that initiated the transmission. Another value included
in this information is the hop count, which refers to the number of
intermediate radios a message has “hopped” between from the originator
to its destination. Once a packet has been decoded and the corresponding
packet timestamp has been computed, the originator’s relative address
contained therein can be used to determine the range estimate with which
neighbour it is contributing to. From the routing messages that are
flooded through the network, each radio maintains a proactive
connectivity table that states, for each other radio in the network, a
likelihood that it is a neighbour. However, it is only a likelihood, not a
certainty, so a radio that was a neighbour might not be when the ranging
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Figure 9.2: Direct signal connections between radios are of a MANET are
continuously made and broken as the radios move.

signal is transmitted. In which case, the message will be relayed by one or
more intermediate radios before reaching the destined radio, but this
generally will not form a straight line. This is illustrated in Figure 9.2,
where one can see that even a small motion after a position fix can add
two hops to the subsequent ranging signal. To avoid this, the DSP
firmware should be programmed such that ranging messages are not
forwarded like other messages, so they are only received directly from the
originator.

An alternative method of ranging could be to transmit the ranging
message for any and all radios capable of receiving directly. Although,
this is a little more risky than a transmitted ranging message destined for
a particular subset of the radios that are likely to be in range. This is
because there is no controlling the number of acks that will be transmitted
back so, if the radio is passing through a dense region of the network, the
numerous acks received back may clash at the receiver. Clashes may occur
as the transceiver is half-duplex, meaning it cannot transmit and receive
at the same time, which is an issue that is exacerbated if the ranging
message consists of many packets. This could very well be a serious issue
for applications using long ranging messages in a relatively dense network
and would be worth considering when configuring the number of packets
per ranging message. To lessen the odds of clashes, a radio should be
designated as the initiator that periodically conducts two-way ranging with
its neighbours. This would then beckon these radios to conduct two-way
ranging with their neighbours, which would continue to the outskirts of the
network emanating from the initiator.
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9.2.1 Connectivity Table

To conduct proactive routing, each radio maintains a connectivity table
of all other nodes with a likelihood that they are in direct signal range and
how old this likelihood measurement is. If another radio was determined to
be in range, but it has been a long time since this determination was made,
then its likelihood will be reduced. Additional elements could be added to
this table to track the most recent range estimates to various neighbours
and the age of those estimates. Once the age reaches a certain threshold,
the range estimate is no longer reliable as the radios would have most likely
moved such that the distance between them has changed significantly. They
may now also be out of direct signal range of one another, in which case,
no more range estimates will be made between them until they move back
in range.

9.2.2 Security

The PMR network, like any other Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork
(MANET), can be vulnerable to attack from within due to its
decentralized organization. Most of the PMR network’s security stems
from the confidentiality of key values pertaining to things such as the
channel frequency and packet structure. However, additional layers of
security could be implemented into the firmware such as those discussed
in Subsection 3.2.4 to maintain the fidelity of the range estimates should
the network become compromised. The use of distance bounding
protocols and verifiable ranging can expose radios that may have been
captured and hacked by hostile forces. However, this method assumes
that the number of honest members of the network significantly outweigh
the number of hostile radios. Another element could be added to the
connectivity table that tracks the virtue of each radio, so only the most
credible range estimates are used when there is redundancy.

9.3 Positioning Algorithms
Once range estimates can be made between neighbours of a sufficiently

large network of radios, a positioning algorithm can be implemented to
finally put the range estimates to use and complete a functional positioning
system. A lot of research has already been published on this topic, some of
which has already been discussed (see Section 3.2 for citations). A method
of relative positioning in a MANET was discussed in Subsection 3.2.2.
This method requires a sufficiently dense network where most radios form
at least one trio with two other radios such that all three are neighbours
with the other two. This creates a unique triangle where the cosine rule of
trigonometry can be employed to compute its interior angles. Once Radio
A knows, not only the ranges to Radios B and C, but also the angle of
separation between them, then the relative positions of Radio B and C
can be computed in the local coordinate system of Radio A. Although,
these formulae assume LOS signals, so a NLOS signal that significantly
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Figure 9.3: The ranges computed by Radios A, B and C for a fourth
radio at an unknown position as circular LOPs (black) including annuli
representing their respective uncertainties of measure (blue). The closer
the radios are to being collinear in space, the larger the intersections of
these annuli will be.

deviates from the LOS can cause errors in the calculations. By sharing these
ranges and angles, the relative position of each radio in the network can be
computed with respect to each radio’s local coordinate system. However,
these relative positions only describe the geometry and the scale of the
network - no absolute positions or bearings to others are known by any
radio. If the positions of three radios in the network are fixed, presumably
using their GPS receivers, sharing their absolute positions with every other
radio enables them all to compute absolute positions for every other radio.
To align the axes of all the radios and define an absolute coordinate system
for the network, correctional rotations need to be made to each radio’s local
coordinate system, as discussed in Subsection 3.2.3. Although, all of this is
predicated on there being sufficiently many communication links between
the radios.

The positions of all the radios would be routinely flooded throughout
the network to every other radio. Each radio will store the positions of
other radios in their respective connectivity tables which, unlike for range
estimates, will be for all other radios, not just their neighbours (see
Subsection 9.2.1). There is always some uncertainty in a measurement, so
positions are not confined to a point but an area with a size dependent on
the relative dispersion of the radios - a phenomena known as Dilution Of
Precision (DOP). Position accuracy will also depend on ranging accuracy,
which will vary according to the SNR of the received signal and multipath
interference incurred. This phenomena is illustrated in Figure 9.3 for
ranging where one can see that the annuli representing three range
estimates can have an unfortunately large intersection if they are made by
radios almost collinear in position. This loss of precision is in the y
direction, but the x direction is mostly unaffected. Positioning precision
using two radios is far greater when the Line Of Position (LOP) created
by each of their range estimates intersects close to perpendicularly with
other the LOPs. Although, three or more range estimates are generally
needed to obtain an unambiguous position fix. When there is redundancy,
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the range estimates of the least “virtuous” radios can be down-weighted
to produce the most dependable position (see Subsection 9.2.2).

9.3.1 Integrated Positioning

The end goal of any subsequent research that is conducted as a result
of the findings presented in this thesis is to create an integrated
positioning system. This system would combine the positions or range
estimates produced by the GPS receiver and the cooperative positioning
system using the proprietary signals of the PMR network. The
information gathered by the two can be integrated together through the
use of a Kalman filter or least-squares algorithm to produce a hybrid that
can solve the overdetermined system (see Subsection 3.3.3). However, this
applies to the positioning of a single radio only, but the PMR network
may require the use of the more complex distributive positioning
algorithms that compute the positions of multiple radios simultaneously.

In open sky conditions, where LOS signals from many satellites can be
received, the position computed by the GPS receiver will likely be more
accurate and precise than that of the cooperative positioning system. If a
radio is on the outskirts of the network, it may have only a single
neighbour and, hence, only a single range estimate. Therefore, it will be
almost entirely dependent on its GPS receiver to obtain an unambiguous
position fix for itself. When a radio is indoors, underground, or in any
situation where the sky is sufficiently blocked that satellite signals cannot
reach the radio, it will only be able to obtain a position fix via the
cooperating positioning system. In many cases, a radio will be able to
obtain a position fix from either system, but the radio would benefit from
an integrated solution that combines the measurements made by both.
The positions computed by the GPS receiver are already present in the
DSP firmware as each radio transmits their position throughout the
network. Unfortunately, they do not seem to have access to the
pseudo-ranges used to compute the positions. If the pseudo-ranges were
available, they could be used alongside the range estimates computed
cooperatively for maximum redundancy, which would decrease the size of
the intersection between the annuli in Figure 9.3. This would probably
require a new receiver to be fitted to the radios as not all models provide
pseudo-ranges. It would be wise to fit the radios with GNSS receivers
instead so that they can receive signals from four times as many satellites,
which would greatly increase redundancy and, hence, resilience.
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A. Appendices

A.1 Decode
The bits obtained from demodulation are passed one at a time to the

decode protocol of the DSP firmware, which attempts to decode a legible
packet. Passing only one bit at a time allows for optimal signal alignment
and is a necessary pre-condition of the barrel interleaver (see Subsection
A.1.2). The current bit undergoing the decode process is combined with the
preceding SP − 1 bits to produce a SP -bit encoded sequence. This section
reviews the decode process that attempts to decode this SP -bit sequence
to obtain a BP -byte packet. Several key values relating to the decode
process have been replaced by symbols to protect the security of the PMR
network. The value of SP is the symbols per packet, but as the in-phase
and quadraphase components of each symbol are demodulated together to
form one bit, the bits per packet is also SP .

A.1.1 Coding Methodology

Each message for transmission is packaged into one or more packets
that each consist of SP encoded bits. These packets are formed from a
length of 11/15 SP bits that have been encoded using a
(15,11) Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) error-correcting block
code [85]. Error-correcting codes encode data with redundant parity bits
that allow the receiver to independently correct a limited number of bit
errors in a received packet, which can prevent the need for retransmission.
A data packet for transmission is divided into 11-bit words that are
encoded using this BCH code to form 15-bit codewords: 11 data bits and
4 parity bits. Each codeword is then XOR combined with a corresponding
15-bit segment of a pseudo-random synchronization mask sequence. This
mask sequence is hard-coded into the DSP firmware and is used to
protect sensitive data that may be being transmitted. It also helps to
optimize the decode process by adding noise to the output of every
iteration that does not have the correct alignment. The masked
codewords are finally interleaved to form a time dispersed packet of SP
encoded data bits (see Subsection 3.4.2).

The decoding process is the direct opposite of the coding process,
except it is unknown exactly which SP -bit sequence will result in a legible
packet. This is why demodulated bits are decoded one by one with the
previous SP − 1 bits - to ensure that every contiguous SP -bit sequence is
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Figure A.1: A graph illustrating how the number of bit errors varies with
alignment. An error count below the lower threshold, thresh1, is indicative
of a successful decode, but the exact frame alignment is at the graphs
minimum. An error count above the upper threshold, thresh2, is considered
to have come from decoding only stochastic noise.

checked. When the correct alignment is achieved between the mask
sequence and the received SP -bit encoded packet, the packet will be
decoded successfully. However, a successful decode may still be achieved
even when the alignment is not exactly right, but with a higher number of
bit errors. This is illustrated in Figure A.1 for a progression of bit
alignments. All packets decoded with a bit error count below the lower
threshold are considered successful, but it is the one with the very lowest
count that is desired; the BCH code is only capable of correcting up to
four bits per 15-bit codeword. Once the bit error count begins to rise
after having dipped below the lower threshold, it is assumed that the
previous iteration of the decode protocol had the correct alignment.
Therefore, the packet decoded by the previous iteration is forwarded to
the message former thread for unpacking.

A.1.2 Barrel Interleaver
The 15-bit codewords to be interleaved during the coding process are

arranged into a circular array known as the barrel interleaver, as
illustrated in Figure A.2. The decode procedure occurring here is shown
in Algorithm 8, which begins by initializing the variables used. Firstly,
the newly demodulated bit passed to the barrel interleaver is pushed into
the codeword corresponding to the current index. This pushes the last bit
of this codeword out of the barrel interleaver - the bit that was pushed
into the codeword SP invocations ago of the decode protocol. Then the
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Figure A.2: A bit is pushed into the barrel interleaver at the current index,
which also pushes another bit out. Each of the codewords are then XOR
combined with a corresponding segment of the mask sequence to produce
a 15-bit codeword ready for decoding. The decoded 11-bit words are then
concatenated to produce a packet.

index is incremented so that the next demodulated bit is pushed into the
next codeword in the barrel interleaver. By continuing in this fashion, the
array of codewords is essentially transposed, which creates the dispersion
of bits for time diversity (see Subsection 3.4.2). The effect of this is that
the bits of each 15-bit codeword are spread over SP/15 bit periods. By
then cycling around the barrel interleaver to apply the mask sequence and
decode all the codewords, an array of 11-bit output words are made which
make up the packet. All possible output words using the BCH code are
hard-coded into a lookup table in the DSP firmware, where negative
values are erroneous. If the errorCount is the lowest yet and below
thresh1, then a successful decode has been made, but the alignment may
not be exactly correct yet. When the errorCount begins to increase, then
a decode semaphore is set to indicate that the last packetArray should
proceed to the message former. Once thresh2 is exceeded, errorBest is
set to the maximum possible error and the errorCount is assumed to be
decreasing, as downwards is only direction of interest at this point.

A.2 CORDIC Algorithms
To perform carrier recovery and phase-align two signals, where needed,

a device needs a reliable means of computing a signal’s phase. The phase
of a digital signal can be computed using a COordinate Rotation Digital
Computer (CORDIC) algorithm - a simple but efficient algorithm to
compute the outputs of trigonometric functions. Phase is defined as the
argument of a symbol in the complex plane, so an algorithm for the
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Algorithm 8 How a newly demodulated bit is used to attempt a decode.
1: procedure DecodeArray(demodBit)
2: Initialization
3: Get current interleaverIndex
4: Push demodBit into the codeword at interleaverIndex
5: Move interleaverIndex to next codeword index
6: for each codeword in the barrel interleaver do
7: Demask the codeword
8: Find the corresponding 11-bit outputWord
9: if outputWord is negative then

10: Increment errorCount
11: Take absolute value of outputWord
12: end
13: Add outputWord to packetArray
14: end
15: if errorCount is decreasing then
16: if errorCount < errorBest then
17: if errorCount < thresh1 then
18: A packetArray has been successfully decoded!
19: end
20: else
21: errorCount has begun to increase
22: Post the decode semaphore
23: Repackage the last packetArray as bytes
24: end
25: else
26: if errorCount > thresh2 then
27: Set errorBest to maximum
28: errorCount has begun to decrease
29: end
30: end
31: return packetArray, errorBest

trigonometric function arctangent is needed. Although, only fixed-point
arithmetic, bit shifts, and a lookup table are necessary to produce a phase
estimate using the CORDIC algorithm - all of which are easy work for
most microprocessors. This algorithm is widely used by embedded signal
processing programs that need to compute trigonometric functions [86].

The CORDIC algorithm is a type of binary search, which finds the
location of a target within a sorted array by iteratively halving the
remaining array and selecting the half that must hold the target. The
algorithm assumes the symbol to be in the upper-right quadrant of the
complex plane, so a conjugate pair of transformations to be applied pre-
and post-algorithm will be needed if the symbol lies in another quadrant.
These transformations can be performed by simply negating either both
or one of the in-phase and quadraphase signal sample components. The
symbol phase is computed by making a series of rotations upon the
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Figure A.3: An example of the successive iterations of a CORDIC function
of five rotations. This produces a phase measurement for the initial symbol,
(I,Q), to within the predefined tolerance of ±0.062 radians shown by the
green shaded region.

in-phase and quadraphase symbol components that reduce its phase to
within a predefined threshold about zero. The sum of the reverse
rotations will then produce an estimate for the phase of the original
non-rotated symbol.

The kth Cartesian rotation of a symbol (Ik, Qk) by the angle γk can be
expressed by the following iterative formulae:

Ik+1 = Ik cos(γk)−Qk sin(γk) (A.1)
Qk+1 = Qk cos(γk) + Ik sin(γk) (A.2)

By only allowing rotations such that tan (γk) = ±2−α where α ∈ [0, 1, 2, . . .],
the rotation expressed by Equations A.1 and A.2 can be rewritten as:

Ik+1 ∝ Ik −Qk · dk · 2−α (A.3)
Qk+1 ∝ Qk + Ik · dk · 2−α (A.4)

where dk = ±1 determines the direction of rotation depending on the sign of
Qk. The values of γk , arctan (2−α) are calculated ahead of time and hard
coded into the radio firmware. Treating the proportionality as an equality
for simplicity causes a processing gain in the symbol amplitude equal to
the reciprocal of the constant of proportionality, cos (γk). However, this
does not defeat the purpose of the CORDIC function as the phase of the
symbol is preserved. By limiting the rotations to powers of two, the rotation
calculations are simplified to simple bit shifts.

Initially, the symbol is rotated clockwise by γ0 = arctan (1) ≈ 0.785
radians using Equations A.3 and A.4 with d0 = −1. If the value of Q1

is negative, the next rotation, γ1 = arctan (1/2) ≈ 0.393, is made with
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d1 = +1. This procedure is repeated until the predetermined accuracy
threshold is reached, as illustrated in Figure A.3. One can see that the
third rotation also lies within the acceptable threshold, but this is just by
chance; only the fifth rotation is guaranteed to be within this threshold. For
a CORDIC function of n iterations, the symbol phase, φ, can be calculated
by summing all n reverse rotations:

φ = −
n∑
k=0

dk · γk (A.5)

In doing so, a maximum error of ±π/2 · 2−(n−1) is incurred, therefore the
accuracy can be improved by simply increasing the number of iterations.
The values for γk are clearly transcendental numbers, so, to perform only
fixed-point arithmetic calculations, each value must be scaled up to an
integer value. A power of two is typically chosen as the scaling factor so
that scaling can be performed quickly via a bit shift.
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